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ABSTRACT
The purpose o f the study was to describe young children’s efferent and aesthetic
responses to inform ational trade books. Efferent responses are those th at em phasize the
inform ation that remains after one reads, and aesthetic responses are those that highlight
o n e's experiences when reading, including sensory experiences and feelings associated
w ith the reading. During the study a first-grade teacher read aloud the trade books to the
whole class and four children w ere interviewed following the read-alouds using an
open-ended interview approach. A scale developed for the study was used to code the
efferent and aesthetic responses as: m ost efferent, primarily efferent, prim arily aesthetic,
and m ost aesthetic.
Data were analyzed to answ er the following questions: (1) Do children have
aesthetic as well as efferent responses to inform ational trade books? If so. how do these
two stances affect and interact w ith each other? (2) In response to inform ational trade
books, do children have identity themes, or characteristic ways o f responding? (3) Are
there clear patterns o f response across cases? (4) H ow or to what extent do the subject
m atter, format, and illustrations o f books seem to influence or affect ch ild ren 's
responses?
The results indicated that the children did have aesthetic as w ell as efferent
responses to inform ational trade books. They responded predom inantly in the prim arily
efferent category with m ost aesthetic and prim arily aesthetic responses ranked second
and third. The responses interacted w ith each other through transform ations w hich
involved three types o f shifts: slide to an adjacent response category, skip over an
adjacent category to the next, and hop which crossed two categories. A cross the four
ix
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children and the four books, there was much variability. A nalyses revealed no
characteristic response style for each individual and no clear pattern o f response across
children to the sam e books. N or were there particular features o f content, format, and
illustrations that were tied to particular sorts o f responses. The children responded
differently to the four books in the study, even to books by the sam e author. The study
suggests that children will respond efferently and aesthetically to informational trade
books and will exhibit diversity w ithin their responses.

x
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The scene is a first grade classroom. The whole class was sitting on the floor in
front o f me as I read aloud from a picture book featuring sea animals. The book was
one developed alphabetically with 26 sea creatures, each o f which begins with a
different letter. When I cam e to the page with the letter “m ," I started reading about the
Portuguese man-of-war and describing the length o f their tentacles that can be as long as
a utility pole. One child asked, “ W hat about the m om m a?" My mind began to race.
W as there a momma? W as there a female? How do these animals reproduce? Are they
asexual, and if so, how w ould I explain that phenom enon to a group o f first graders?
The child repeated the question, stressing the w ords as if I did not hear them the first
tim e. “W hat about the m om m a? Does the m om m a have long tentacles, too?" I was
spared. The dilemma seem ed not to reside in whether there actually was a woman-ofwar, but what the w om an-of w ar looked like.
As a classroom teacher I had frequently been am azed at the com m ents and
questions that young children could have. Following the man-of-war incident. I began
looking into research about children's responses and especially their responses to
nonfiction. What was happening during read-alouds using nonfiction? W hat were
children thinking?
It has been shown that reading aloud to children is one o f the m ost important
things that parents o f young children can do to promote future success in school
(A nderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985) as well as to increase their enjoyment in
reading (Adams. 1990). A dvocates o f early literacy developm ent expound on the value
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o f reading stories and other materials aloud to children (Durkin, 1966; Heath, 1982;
Holdaway, 1979).
In order to be successful readers, young children need num erous opportunities to
hear the language o f books and see how written language is sim ilar to but not the same
as spoken language (M ates & Strommen, 1996). Oral language experiences can
com plem ent written language experiences which foster success in reading and writing.
Through listening, children can also be exposed to reading materials that they may not
encounter on their own (Trelease. 1982; Vardell & Copeland, 1992).
In addition, young children receive a great deal o f new inform ation from what
they hear or see rather than from what they can actually read (Adams. 1990). As
beginning readers, they are only able to grasp a limited amount o f inform ation through
independent reading. At this young age. listening comprehension is m uch higher than
silent reading comprehension (Collins & Cheek, 1993). Reading aloud inform ational
trade books would provide more opportunities for learning for the young reader.
Furthermore, the social context o f a read-aloud enhances learning by bridging the gap
between the known and unknown by providing frequent opportunities for clarifying
concepts in oral discussions before, during, and after the reading (M artinez & Roser.
1995; M oll. 1990).
Reading aloud is an accepted strategy for teachers o f young children, but it is
som etim es considered an extra activity that can be eliminated if schedules becom e too
full (G alda & Cullinan. 1991). Others view reading aloud only as storybook time with
little thought to including nonfiction material (Carter & Abrahamson, 1993). Reading
aloud to children from informational books, however, not only im parts specific

2
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background inform ation to the listeners, but also allow s children to enter the text and
construct their ow n meaning (M oss, 1995; Rosenblatt, 1991).
N evertheless, when adults select a book to read aloud to children, they tend to
pick a storybook instead o f a nonfiction or an inform ational book (M oss, 1995;
Hoffman, Roser, & Battle. 1993). Perhaps the storybook offers a neat package o f a
beginning, middle, and end within a familiar context. The reader o f a fictional piece is
easily draw n into a storybook through the developm ent o f the plot and the characters,
whereas the ideas and concepts presented in a nonfiction book may appear disjointed
and aw kw ard as a read-aloud. A list o f facts and figures possibly lacks the appeal to the
reader that a storybook with its inviting characters and recognizable plot provides.
W hatever the reason, when it is read-aloud time, picture books and novels are deem ed
most appropriate (Vardell & Copeland, 1992) with m ore read-alouds being fiction than
inform ational books (Pappas, 1991b).
R eading aloud nonfiction, however, offers children experiences with text that
will be a m ajor part o f their classroom reading as w ell as lifelong reading. By reading
aloud inform ational trade books, adults can expose children to the unique features o f
many pieces w ithin this genre as w ell as model reading strategies that are more
applicable to understanding nonfiction. Reading nonfiction aloud expands know ledge
o f vocabulary and sentence patterns, extends background experiences, exposes children
to books that may be too difficult to read on their ow n. and provides opportunity to be
exposed to quality nonfiction (Vardell & Copeland. 1992). N onfiction seem s to be a
genre that should not be ignored for the needs as w ell as the interests o f the children.

3
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Pappas’s (1991b) study o f kindergartners’ readings o f nonfiction revealed that
young children can process nonfiction texts as well as narrative text when given the
opportunity. Therefore, fiction is not the only genre for children to use. In fact, if
children have an exclusive em phasis on fiction in low er elementary according to
Pappas, children are at a disadvantage when they m ust approach the vast quantity o f
nonfiction reading in the later grades.
W hile nonfiction is viewed by som e as less than the "real thing," with its prefix
suggesting a deficiency (Colm an. 1999), nonfiction is frequently the "first thing” that is
read to the young child in sim ple concept books w ith labeled pictures. M oreover, there
has been a recent growth in the am ount o f nonfiction published today with over 2.000
new titles for children published each year in North A m erica (Lynch-Brown &
Tom linson. 1999). The genre received recognition w ith the establishment in 1990 by
the N ational Council o f Teachers o f English o f the Orbis Pictus Award for outstanding
nonfiction books. Current writers o f nonfiction respect the young reader (V ardell.
1991) and present material in a straightforward style that children seem to enjoy (Huck.
Helper, & Hickman, 1987). The term “ inform ational” has been applied to this genre to
suggest the purpose o f o f the genre, to inform (Sutherland, 1972. as cited in Colm an).
Even though the Dewey decim al system accepts the "nonfiction” classification as well
as "inform ational,” the new er term elim inates the negative connotation that som e feel
nonfiction carries (Freeman & Person, 1992).
Fiction seems to have intrinsic aesthetic qualities since "reading for enjoym ent”
is typically aligned with narrative or fiction (D oiron, 1994, p. 617). This im plies that
reading nonfiction or an inform ational piece is not som ething to enjoy. Ray D oiron
4
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stresses that if there is to be a balance in texts used between fiction and inform ational,
then there needs to be a balance in purposes. There needs to be a love o f reading tagged
to either genre. Either one needs to be accepted as a legitimate way o f experiencing
literature.
Rosenblatt (1991) explains that “different purposes lead to different m odes o f
reading.” but that students should not be confused about what is appropriate in different
times. If a test follows the reading o f a novel, then this purpose for reading requires an
efferent stance. Conversely, there can be an aesthetic reading o f inform ational texts.
However, there is limited knowledge about children's aesthetic responses to
nonfiction (Farest, Miller. & Fewin. 1995). Studies seem to focus on aesthetic and
efferent responses to fiction and efferent responses to nonfiction (Doiron. 1994) with the
latter only w ith older elementary students (Pappas, 1991b). Theoretically, there can be
an efferent as well as an aesthetic stance to reading fiction, and an aesthetic as well as an
efferent stance to reading nonfiction (Rosenblatt, 1994a, 1994b. & 1995). Efferent
responses (Rosenblatt, 1994a) are responses that focus on what will remain after the
reading, the actual information remembered or w hat is “carried away.” Aesthetic
responses are degrees o f lived-through experiences that are created while reading or
result from the reading and can include preference, judgem ent, and description
identified w ith the reading.
Indeed, do young children have aesthetic as w ell as efferent responses to
inform ational trade books? If so, and there is a broader range o f possible responses to
this genre, then maybe our instructional practices using nonfiction (Dias, 1992) and
ways o f sharing the nonfiction book as a read-aloud should be questioned. Possibly the
5
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read-loud arena should make way for the informational book not only to allow for
multiple stances in responses to the genre, but to validate the place o f the genre as an
effective read-loud for some children. This may be the genre that encourages certain
children to reach out and begin reading.
Purpose o f the Study
The purpose o f the study was to describe first-grade children's efferent and
aesthetic responses that emerge during and following the reading o f inform ational trade
books aloud. Through the description o f the children's efferent and aesthetic responses,
the study explores circumstances surrounding each type o f response.
Definition o f Terms
A response encom passes all types o f written, verbal, and nonverbal reactions to
the book in a specific stance.
The term s informational and nonfiction are used interchangeably w ithout a
specific value assigned to one or the other. However. I tend to prefer using
inform ational since it has more positive connotations for som e readers.
Significance o f the Study
The study will contribute basic knowledge about first-grade children's responses
to inform ational trade books that are read aloud. More is know n about children's
responses to fiction and little is known about their responses to nonfiction or
inform ational trade books, especially at this age (Farest, M iller, & Fewin. 1995). It will
give educators an understanding o f responses from different individuals, to
inform ational trade books, to a variety o f trade books, and in a read-aloud classroom
setting.

6
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Research Questions
This study w ill exam ine patterns that occur in children’s responses to
inform ational trade books that are read aloud by the classroom teacher. It will attem pt
to answ er the following questions:
1. Do children have aesthetic as well as efferent responses to inform ational
trade books? If so. how do these two stances affect and interact with each
other?
2. In response to inform ational trade books, do children have identity themes,
or characteristic ways o f responding?
3. Are there clear patterns o f response across cases?
4. How or to w hat extent do the subject m atter, format, and genre o f the books
seem to influence or affect children's responses?
Summary
This chapter introduced the study, dem onstrated the im portance o f including
inform ational texts as read-alouds, and suggested instructional im plications. The
purpose o f the study, definition o f terms, significance o f the study, and research
questions are stated. The following chapter reviews relevant theory and research.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter discusses the placem ent o f the study w ithin reader response theory
and the various theories in reader response in reference to the emphasis o f reader, text,
and context. Studies that focus on reader response, inform ational books, and reading
aloud are exam ined.
The read-aloud has been established as an im portant part o f literacy development
o f children, but how do children respond to a read-aloud? W hat is the place o f the
reader? Do children have identity them es or characteristic ways o f responding to texts?
Are there sim ilar patterns among child ren 's responses? W hat is the place o f text in
response theory? How does the genre o f the text affect response? How does the social
environm ent influence a response? W hat other influences are there on children's
responses? This chapter reviews the literature related to these questions.
The act o f reading books aloud to a child is characteristically a socially created
activity. C hildren alm ost never encounter solely an oral rendering o f the text o f the
book in a read-aloud. Words o f the author are surrounded by the language o f the adult
reader and o f the children who are listening as well as the social interaction between
them. “'V iew ing storybook reading as social interaction has revealed that reading books
aloud to children is fundamentally an act o f construction” (Sulzby & Teale, 1991. p.
732). It is this social interaction which m akes reading aloud such a pow erful influence.
Heath (1982) suggests that it is not merely w hether there is reading aloud or not
that affects a c h ild 's literacy, but the w ay parents manage the language and social
interaction o f the book that has a strong im pact. C hildren’s responses and contributions

8
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during reading aloud are also affected by the teacher’s reading style (Hoffman, Roser. &
Battle, 1993; Purcell-Gates, L’Allier, & Smith, 1995; Sulzby & Teale, 1991).
Therefore, it seems that a key factor in the effect o f reading aloud, w hether in the home
or school, is how the adult negotiates the child’s reactions and imitations.
The interactive nature o f scaffolding is also an im portant feature o f storybook
readings, and it gradually shifts in responsibility over time. For the young child it is
highly interactive, but as a child approaches three years, the parents begin to discourage
the highly interactive readings and just want the child to sit and listen (Heath. 1982). In
addition, individual children seem to move from labeling and com m enting on pictures,
to giving an oral recount o f the story, to creating the story with the w ording o f written
language, and finally to reading the story conventionally (Sulzby. 1988).
During a read-aloud. children do not necessarily have to participate in bookreading interactions to understand a text; they can interpret the text by attending to the
responses o f others or from ju st hearing the book read (Dickinson & Smith. 1994).
Furthermore, the social performance o f a read-aloud becom es a model o f an acceptable
activity to emulate. N um erous studies and program s have been done to promote reading
through read-aloud program s that affect attitudes toward reading (Barnhart & Wham.
1994; Come & Fredericks, 1995; Guthrie, Schafer. W ang, & Afferbach, 1995).
Response theorists postulate that m eaning is diverse, multifaceted, and
constructed instead o f assigned with one and only one view o f a text. There is a
different emphasis as to the importance o f the reader, the text, or the context depending
on the theorist’s belief. Since the emphasis o f this study involved exploring the
presence and interaction o f aesthetic and efferent stances in children’s responses to
9
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informational trade books, Louise Rosenblatt’s theories on reading and reader response
form the foundation o f this chapter. The children’s responses were to inform ational
trade books. Therefore, discussion o f salient features o f this genre as well as studies
using inform ational books are included within this chapter.
Reader Response Theory
In the 1970's, interest developed in Louise Rosenblatt’s earlier writing.
Literature as Exploration, which was first published in 1938. This volume was
originally w ritten for literary circles in response to the N ew Criticism that placed
em phasis on the text as having one correct meaning which the critics defined and the
reader had to uncover (Rosenblatt. 1995). Rosenblatt’s view o f an active reader with
each individual reader having a unique experience while reading the same text did not
gain prominence until the late 1960's (Straw & Bogdan, 1990). At that time the
establishm ent in society, as well as in literary circles, was being challenged (Squire.
1991). The New Criticism was formally questioned, and different theories about
reading em erged (Beach, 1993).
In addition to Rosenblatt, a num ber o f reader response theorists began describing
reading in a way that contrasted with the objectivist treatm ent o f the New Criticism .
Particularly im portant in the 1970’s were N orm an Holland (1975), Stanley Fish (1980).
David Bleich (1975), and Wolfgang Iser (1974). Although these scholars produced
much theoretical w ork two or more decades ago, reader-response theory rem ains
im portant in the pedagogy o f literature. To em phasize that continuity, I concentrate here
on recent revisions o f previous work or, in som e cases, new pieces written by som e o f
these people.
10
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W hat is the place o f text in reader response theory? According to Rosenblatt
(1994a), reading is a transaction between reader and text. The text influences the reader
through various cues, and the reader views the text through such peculiarities as reason
for reading and social context, which in turn affect the reader's stance. W hen the reader
transform s the text, the process becom es circular.
We must recognize during the reading event a concurrent stream
o f reactions to. and transform ations with, the em erging evocation. Even
as we are generating the evocation, we are reacting to it; this may in turn
affect our choices as we proceed with reading. Such responses may be
momentary, peripheral, or felt simply as a general state....The range o f
potential reactions and the gam ut o f degrees o f intensity and
articulateness depend on the interplay among the character o f the signs
on the page (the text), what the individual reader brings to it, and the
circumstances o f the transaction. (Rosenblatt. 1994b, p. 1070)
Therefore, a reader's evocation (thoughts) o f a text are in fluctuation. The text form and
contents influence the reader's impression o f the text, and w hat the reader brings to the
text cause the process to be an on-going construction o f m eaning which is evoked
through the transaction. The text and reader are part o f a creation that is fluid, ever
changing, and organic in nature—a transaction.
The developm ent o f R osenblatt's transactional theory was influenced by John
Dewey and Arthur F. Bentley (Rosenblatt, 1995). W hen Literature as Exploration was
first copyrighted in 1938, it was through the Progressive Education Association.
Breaking away from literary criticism , Louise Rosenblatt’s transactional theory sought
to explain the human side o f language. Instead o f one right way to view a text, she
depicted the process as a hum an endeavor that resem bled an organism instead o f a
mechanical approach to viewing literature and one view o f a text (Rosenblatt, 1994b).
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The hum anist quality o f the process allows for m ultiple views as well as different views
in different circum stances or in different contexts.
In transactional reading, the text provides a framework that guides and
influences the reader. The text provides a set o f cues to which the reader responds.
These cues signal the reader what to expect. The text acts as a stim ulus, but not in the
traditional sense because “The reader seeks out the text” (Rosenblatt, 1994a, p. 11).
...the text is the stim ulus that focuses the reader's attention so that
elem ents o f past experience-concepts linked with verbal symbols—are
activated. Second, as the reader seeks a hypothesis to guide selecting,
rejecting, and ordering o f what is being called forth, the text helps to
regulate what shall be held in the forefront o f the reader's attention, (p. 11)
During reading, there is a relationship evoked between the reader and the text.
According to Rosenblatt (1994b). one view o f this relationship is exem plified in
aesthetic reading or what is experienced through reading. The term , aesthetic, was
"chosen because its Greek source suggested perception through the senses, feelings, and
intuitions” (p. 1067). In an aesthetic reading, the reader is concentrating on “w hat
happens during the actual reading event...[and] is centered directly on what he is living
through during his relationship with that particular text” (Rosenblatt, 1994a, pp. 24-25).
It is reading as an experience in itself.
A nother view o f the relationship between reader and text is exem plified in an
efferent reading when the reader assumes a stance or orientation that is m ore objective
and less personal. The focus o f efferent reading is on what will rem ain after the reading.
the actual inform ation rem em bered or what will be “carried aw ay.” Efferent reading
involves reading for solving problems or arriving at practical solutions. The sounds and
rhyme in w ords receive less attention because there is more interest in grasping
12
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information than in experiencing the essence o f the language. If a reader is trying to
figure out the directions for assembling a product, the focus is primarily on reading the
material to com plete the task at hand and not to relish the reading experience itself. The
text is there to instruct and provide guidance for later actions. Attention is given to
"what is to be assim ilated for use after...reading” (Rosenblatt, 1994a, p.24).
R osenblatt (1994a) stresses that there is generally not ju st one stance present, but
both stances present in a reading on a continuum between aesthetic and efferent reading
stances.
[T]here [is] not an opposition, a dichotom y, but a continuum between the
two stances. W e do not have the cognitive, the referential, the factual,
the analytic, the abstract on the one side and the affective, the em otive,
the sensuous, on the other. Instead, both aspects o f m eaning—which
m ight be term ed the public and the private—are always present in our
transactions w ith the world. The difference lies in the m ix—the
proportion o f public and private, cognitive and affective aspects o f
m eaning—attended to during a reading, (p. 184)
Aesthetic and efferent reading are generally not mutually exclusive, but both can operate
on a continuum. In essence, a literary event can be viewed w ithin the context o f a
continuum o f the stances. Rosenblatt, how ever, recognizes that there are num erous
examples in daily life that would evoke prim arily an efferent reading stance, especially
in an em ergency situation when inform ation on how to handle a crisis is all that is
needed. The purpose o r reason for reading guides the reader's stance.
R osenblatt in The Reader, the Text, the Poem (1994a) refers to the hypothetical
medical student studying a medical text and coming across the word "heart.” The
student w ould probably ignore any rom antic connotations that such a word may arouse
under other circum stances and read the text efferently (p. 74). Similarly, if a reader is
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attem pting to follow some directions for assem bling or operating an appliance, attention
would be given to w hat the text is conveying w ithout em phasis or even
acknow ledgm ent o f the aesthetic aspects o f the event. Conversely, there are incidences
o f primarily aesthetic reading when a text is read for sheer jo y and abandonm ent.
Reason for reading guides the reader's stance. The same novel could be read efferently
for a class assignm ent or aesthetically while relaxing on vacation. R osenblatt's interest
in acknow ledging the presence o f aesthetic as well as efferent stances and recognizing
the fluctuation o f stances along a continuum is grounded in her concern over the New
C riticism 's myopic view o f reading.
Other reader response theorists place greater or lesser em phasis on the reader
than Rosenblatt. Norm an Holland, a psychoanalytical theorist, em phasizes the
im portance o f the active reader to the degree that the text becomes a m inor com ponent
in the process (H olland, 1992). The readers apply their own “identity them e” to reading
or a pattern o f response that continues over time and across texts. Since the
interpretation o f the text is reader based, Holland stresses the reader's prim ary
em otional responses as providing the meaning o f the text. H olland’s position was a
radical disassociation from the New Criticism ’s focus on cognitive analysis o f text or
what the text m eans being within the text alone. According to Holland responses are
based on the read er's level o f cognitive and m etacognitive developm ent (Beach, 1993).
H olland’s theory could be viewed as the ultim ate in viewing the self in responses.
From a social perspective, Stanley Fish view s the reader and the text as socially
bound within specific “interpretive com m unities” (Beach, 1993). Therefore, the
outcom e o f the interaction between the text and reader are contextually framed. The
14
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actions and meanings are situated socially, and how each reader interprets the text
depends on his or her own interpretative community (Fish, 1980). O f what
socioeconom ic background is the reader or author? W hat is the educational or
experiential background o f the reader or author? What discourse com m unities does
each participate in? Reader response, according to Fish, is determined through the
answers to these types o f questions. The interpretive com m unity provides the
boundaries for individual interpretation. Reader responses are confined w ithin certain
boundaries: the framework for the answ er is there before the question is asked. How the
individual w ill respond is coded by the interpretive com m unity.
H olland's emphasis on the im portance o f the reader’s psychological experience
and Fish's em phasis on the social nature o f interpretation o f the reader and the text each
differs from Iser's view o f reading. To Iser, the text plays a more central role in
interpreting meaning, but there are gaps in the text which the reader has to fill. The text
acts as a script for the reader as the reader knowingly takes a “wandering’' view o f the
text in order to arrive at his or her interpretation by filling o f the gaps. It is assum ed that
this “ implied reader" understands the symbolic meaning in the text (Iser. 1974. p. xii).
but each reader may fill the gaps or spaces in the text in a different way from another.
Iser theorizes that there is always an incomplete text or parts o f text that the reader
needs to interpret. These gaps vary in size and type depending on the read er's prior
knowledge and metacognitive aw areness.
According to Iser, the text is an “objective, determ inant given" (Beach, 1993. p.
106) to which the reader responds. The text guides the reader, but sim ilar to a script, the
text has gaps or places where the reader as a director needs to build connections. There
15
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is not ju st one way to fill the gap, but as many possible ways as there are readers or
directors. The process is determ ined by the script (text), gaps in the script (open
interpretation within the text), and the director who fills the gap (reader) in a unique
way. Each part in the process is separate from the other, but the interaction in the
process forms a chain w hich links the parts together. Iser is referring to literary texts as
narrative support to his description o f the act o f reading and not to nonfiction or
inform ational texts since he assum ed that blanks would be absent in nonfiction (Iser.
1978).
Reader Response Studies
The different approaches that have been taken to study readers’ understandings
of, or responses to. w ritten texts have depended upon the researcher's definition o f that
understanding and theoretical base. During the early part o f this century, interest in the
behavioral aspects o f reading and com prehension were reflected in the approaches used
to study reading.
In 19 2 9 .1. A. Richards published his findings on a study in which students
responded to an untitled poem . He noted that there was great variation between
students' responses. At that time, literary studies were conducted w ithin the framework
o f literary criticism or searching for the specific m eaning within a text. However.
R ichard’s study revealed a variety o f responses to a poem , and he concluded that this
w ould be problematic for the proper study o f literature. If everyone had a different view
o f the same piece, how w as the N ew Critical view that m eaning w as w ithin the text to
be explained?

16
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Louise Rosenblatt published Literature as Exploration in 1938 in opposition to
the C ritical theory in the teaching o f English and became the first literary w riter to
espouse the importance o f the readers’ ideas in constructing a literary experience
(Galda. 1983). However, it was not until the 1960's and 1970's, when there were
changes in the basic paradigm o f reading, that changes occurred in what would
constitute readers' understanding (Pearson & Fielding, 1991). The em phasis shifted
from behavioral and cognitive views to psycholinguistics, cognitive psychology, and
sociolinguistic perspectives (Pearson & Stephens, 1994). The reader was no longer on
the peripheral o f the reading process or included as a static object, but became the focus
o f active reading. When reading was viewed not as a process where the learner merely
reproduced meaning, but actually constructed meaning, then reader response became an
im portant avenue for reading research. “ Reader response theory maintains that reader
and literary text must transact" (Sebesta, 1995. 210).
Categorical Systems
In the 1950's and 1960's, systems emerged to analyze reader responses (Squire.
1994). Purves & Rippere (1968) derived a category system for written responses which
differentiated between engagement, perception, interpretation, evaluation, and a
m iscellaneous category. Engagement, indicated when the responses dem onstrated an
em otional involvement with the text, seems closely aligned with R osenblatt's aesthetic
stance. Perception involved summary statements or com ments about the context, while
interpretation attempted to assign meaning to the text or explanations about the text.
Finally, evaluation entailed judgm ents about the text. These basic categories were
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expanded by other researchers with subcategories added even by Purves, but they
provided a basis for analysis o f written responses.
Jam es Squire (1964) developed categories for students' oral responses four years
before Purves & Rippere. He suggested the following categories: literary judgm ents,
interpretational responses. narrative reactions (retellings), associational reactions
(readers' ow n experiences in relation to the text), self-involvem ent, prescriptive
judgm en ts, m iscellaneous. Squire found that students developed a personal narrative to
a text as it was being read instead o f following a reading. A num ber o f his categories
are replicated in Purves & Rippere's work (1968) w ith written responses (Probst. 1991).
S quire's study is sim ilar to a think-aloud in that he had the students read a section o f a
short story and then interviewed them.
Vipond & Hunt (1984) proposed that there are three different stances or
"m odes" o f reading and response that exist depending on the reader, the text, and the
situation. In essence. Vipond and Hunt have taken Louise R osenblatt's two stances,
efferent and aesthetic, and divided the latter one into two divisions. The first stance.
inform ation-driven, corresponds with efferent reading or reading to carry away some
inform ation from the text. However, R osenblatt’s aesthetic reading can be divided into
either story-driven or point-driven. In story-drive, the reader is im m ersed in the events
and world o f the text or is living through the text as in R osenblatt’s aesthetic reading
stance. However, the same narrative text can be viewed from a point-driven or dialogic
stance while asking w hat the text means. The point-driven or dialogic stance comes
from sociolinguistic analyses o f conversational storytelling (Vipond, Hunt, Jewett. &
Reither, 1990) as readers expect the narrator to be getting at som ething and establish a
18
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dialogue with the author. The reader imagines a conversation w ith authors and texts.
Therefore, the reader views the text while reading through a constructed point-driven
lens. One stance will dom inate a reading event. Vipond, Hunt, Jewett, and Reither
(1990) suggest from their research that it is important for readers to be flexible in stance
and able to view text through different modes, factors which have implications for
instructional practices.
Judith Langer (1992, 1995) delineates four stances or relationships that the
reader uses with text. These stances are nonlinear, recursive relationships with the text
and are defined as follows:
Being Out and Stepping Into an Envisionment...readers...using prior
knowledge, experiences, and surface features o f the text to identify
essential elements...in order to begin to construct an envisionment.
Being In and M oving Through an Envisionment...readers are immersed in
their understandings...further their creation o f m eaning...readers are
caught up in the narrative o f a story or are carried along by the argum ent
o f an informative text.
Stepping Back and Rethinking What One K now s...readers use their
envisionments o f the text to reflect on their own previous knowledge or
understandings.
Stepping Out and O bjectifying the Experience...readers distance
themselves from their envisionm ents, reflecting on and reacting to the
content, to the text, or to the reading experience itself. (Langer, 1992, p. 40)
Some categorical systems (Purves & Rippere, 1968) are limited to written
responses and others are used w ith oral responses, but each is only one way to describe
reader responses. The classification systems limit the am ount o f inform ation that can be
obtained. If more information is desired, the researcher needs to look beyond
classifications and more closely at the readers (Galda, 1983). Relationships between
texts and readers need to be explored as well as how the readers actually construct
meaning.
19
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Reader Response to Fiction
The reader response theories that em erged as traditional literary views were
being questioned and thus generated research studies based on reader response. Studies
focused on the w ritten responses o f secondary students to particular w orks o f fiction
(M artinez & Roser. 1991) as in Purves and Rippere (1968). Recently, the studies have
viewed the reader as constructing m eaning from the text and studies have focused on
various factors w ith the reader, context, or text.
Some studies examined students' responses across grades (Applebee. 1978) and
used less conventional research methods (Hickman. 1981. 1983). In 1981 Hickman
broke from traditional research methods and studied children's naturally occurring
responses in three classroom s with children from kindergarten through fifth grade.
Ethnographic techniques such as observing and conducting case studies provided a wide
range o f types o f responses. Hickman identified categories o f responses and noted
characteristic responses across cases as w ell as grades. The younger children in the
study, kindergarten and first grade, responded more frequently with body movements
and sounds than the older children. In addition, the responses o f younger children often
repeated the actions or sounds o f the story being read and copied parts o f the story in
their writing or play.
O thers conducted multiple case studies o f children’s responses to realistic fiction
(Galda, 1982) or fairy tales (Trousdale, 1987). In each study the participants were
selected based on criteria to minimize differences. Trousdale studied the responses o f
three girls w ho were seven to eight years old. The participants in this study were from
sim ilar socioeconom ic backgrounds and m atched in other criteria such as race and level
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o f education o f their parents. The three participants, however, had distinctive
storytelling styles and ways o f interacting with the traditional tales.
Galda studied the responses o f three fifth grade girls who were matched on
reading ability. The G alda study revealed distinctive styles o f response for each reader
at the same grade level. The variety o f styles o f approaching and responding to text in
this study indicated that additional factors beyond cognitive developm ent seem to affect
reader response.
Various studies in children's response to literature have exam ined individual
responses as well as group dynamics in either low er elementary (Pavonetti. 1995) or
m iddle school (Rice. 1998). Pavonetti explored children's responses to fiction during
literature group discussions. The teacher research was conducted in her own urban firstgrade classroom. She initiated the study as she restructured the shared reading events to
allow for more discussion. The outcome o f the study was that she adjusted her
classroom behavior in several ways such as becom ing more flexible in structuring her
classroom , asking open-ended questions o f her students, and encouraging multiple rereadings o f a story. Louise Rosenblatt’s transactional response formed the theoretical
base o f the study, but Pavonetti noted that the theory needs to be expanded with young
children so that the relationship between reader and text also includes the child's
im mediate family, siblings and any care givers.
Rice investigated gender-related discourse patterns o f eight sixth-grade students.
The students discussed realistic fiction short stories in peer-led groups. The results
indicated gender differences in same-sex as well as mixed-sex groups. All the students,
however, interpreted the story based on their lives.
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Joyce M any (1994) conducted a study w ith eighth graders, who w ere involved in
a larger study (M any, 1989), using their written responses to realistic fiction. The
responses were analyzed to identify stance and level o f understanding. The largest total
responses, 33 percent, were in the m ost aesthetic stance, which Many assum ed would
have been higher to this narrative genre. In addition. Many noted a relationship between
stance and understanding. Responses that were written from the aesthetic stance were
associated with higher levels o f understanding.
A few studies involved lower elementary students’ responses to storybook
reading (Taylor. 1995) and read-alouds (Sipe. 1996). Taylor analyzed students'
interaction with the teacher as storybooks were read or reread aloud in a kindergarten
classroom . Taylor concluded that the students and teacher collaborated by talking at
length w ith each other to make literary meanings.
Sipe analyzed the first and second graders' responses in a naturalistic setting to
read-alouds done by the teacher as well as the researcher. He identified intertextual
connections in m any interpretations, noted individual styles for some children, and
recorded higher frequency o f personal responses to realistic fiction than to fantasy or
traditional literature. He also observed many conversational turns during the actual
reading o f the story.
This section has reviewed a variety o f studies on children's responses to fiction.
Reader response studies in the past have prim arily analyzed children's responses to
fiction. Works o f nonfiction, however, have unique characteristics and features that
distinguish them from fictional pieces. The next section exam ines same o f these
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differences and reviews recent studies in the growing body o f research o f children's
responses to nonfiction.
Informational Trade Books
An inform ational trade book is a "nonfiction book o f facts and concepts about a
subject or subjects” that is published for the general public (Harris & Hodges, 1995).
There are more than 2,000 new nonfiction books for children published each year in
N orth Am erica (Lynch-Brown & Tom linson. 1999). M any people, children too. find
inform ational trade books interesting and stimulating. A recent development in
children’s inform ational books is to blend fictional narrative w ith factual material in an
effort to engage the child’s im aginative or emotional response as in the Magic School
Bus series.
This genre seems to generate positive reading experiences for children. The
content o f inform ational trade books captivates some reluctant students (Guth. 1992).
The format o f some inform ational books that presents inform ation in brief segments
also seem s to appeal to the reluctant reader as the reading can be done in small doses
and read only at points o f interest instead o f from cover to cover (Vardell & Copeland.
1992). A study by Trotter (1995) found that first graders even talked more in response
to inform ational books than to fictional books.
Frequently, there is spontaneous interaction w hen a young child participates in a
read-aloud event (Johnson. 1984). However, according to Vardell and Copeland
(1992), read-aloud tim e w ith nonfiction often becomes m ore interactive as questions
arise, experiences are rem em bered, responses are shared, and discussion occurs. H alf
the reading time may be spent talking about this new inform ation. This seems to be the
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great gift o f this genre: to develop critical thinking in students so that they becom e more
active in processing information and less accepting o f a text as the final word.
Pappas (1991a) found that learning to use the informational trade book is similar
to acquisition o f the sense o f story in fiction; it is a meaning-driven, constructive
process. There are major linguistic features in typical informational books that are
different from those in stories. Narrative text uses such referent term s for a character as
"he.” "she,” and "they,” while informational text contains coclassification term s as
"m ost” or "som e” which may become “th em ” or "they" later in the text. There are verb
differences betw een narrative and inform ational books. The narrative tends to use past
tense while the informational mostly uses present tense. According to Pappas, these
textual properties and others are noted and even emulated in time by kindergartners in
their pretend reading o f informational pieces. Furthermore, Farest. M iller, and Fewin
(1995) found that children can not only learn content from a nonfiction book, but they
can move beyond the information to deeper, richer insights into the content and essence
o f literature.
Informational texts were uncommon in the literature-based program s o f the early
1990's (Pappas, 1991b: Freeman & Person. 1992). and still seem to be scarce today in
the lower elem entary classroom. According to a study by Duke (2000). the mean time
spent on inform ational texts during written language activities in 20 first-grade
classroom s w as 3.6 minutes daily. Even m ore alarming was the fact that in h alf o f the
classes in low-socioeconom ic schools there w as no time spent w ith inform ational texts
in fours days o f observation.
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A rm bruster (1993) observed that nonfiction trade books are seldom used by the
elementary teacher, and there are not many nonfiction trade books in classroom
libraries. Reading instruction and read-alouds are centered around fiction. According to
Venezky (2000), "nonfiction m aterials are treated as unpleasant and boorish intruders
into the otherw ise serene, romantic kingdom o f plot, character, and author’s viewpoint”
(p. 19).
Informational Books as a Catalyst
N onfiction is far from boring to a number o f children. Ruth Yopp and Hallie
Yopp (2000) focused on the spontaneous responses o f five and six year olds to
inform ational alphabet books and found that young children were interested in these
particular books. They found that these books aroused interest and sparked questions
which served to facilitate the children’s em erging literacy understandings.
Caswell and Duke (1998) described two case studies o f children who were
having difficulty reading. The second and third grade students were participants in the
Harvard Literacy Laboratory. Caswell and Duke observed that the students became
m ore interested, confident, and active w ith non-narrative texts. The students'
experiences w ith inform ational texts led them to more reading and w riting with other
texts.
M yma Hynes (2000) found that nonfiction can be the genre w hich acts as a
catalyst with special students. She studied one o f the seventh grade students who was
reading on a second grade level and had severe visual problem s. This prevented the
student from reading for long periods o f time. The student indicated to Hynes that he
liked to read nonfiction but he had always been encouraged to check out fictional pieces
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from the library throughout elementary school. W hen Hynes capitalized on the
student’s reading preference, the student was able to see him self as a reader and w riter,
and then he was able to try reading and writing other genres.
Studies with Informational Text
Richard Kerper (1994) conducted a study o f first graders* transactions with
illustrations and print in informational books. The site was an alternate urban
elem entary school w ith a literature-based curriculum. He observed three students in an
open learning area that housed three first grade classes. In addition, he had one-on-one
sessions with the participants.

Data were analyzed according to affordances. strategies,

and book characteristics. Kerper concluded that first graders are capable o f
understanding inform ational text and need time as well as the opportunity to grow in
their understanding o f illustrations.
There are several studies in collaboration w ith the classroom teacher using
inform ational trade books. Celia Oyler and Anne Barry (1996) collaborated on teacher
research in Anne B arry's urban first-grade classroom. They focused on the studentinitiated intertextual links over a course o f a school year as informational books w ere
read aloud by the teacher. They concluded that classroom talk was charged by the
creation o f a classroom that allowed students to initiate and make read-alouds
interactive. Classroom talk provided the students w ith the opportunity to construct
shared understandings through the intertextual connections.
Christine Pappas and Anne Barry (1997) conducted in Barry’s first-grade
classroom further research which supported the im portance o f the teacher effect in
children’s interactions with inform ational text. They focused on reading aloud
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inform ational books since this genre is frequently not used in read-aloud programs. In
this particular class, nonfiction was read aloud and integrated into the curriculum on a
regular basis. The study focused on the students’ initiations with the text. There was a
range o f child initiations and these were influenced by the way Barry read the books as
well as how she responded to the students’ initiations. Pappas and Barry concluded
that, if teachers can support, scaffold, and build on the students' transactions, they can
further em pow er literacy learning.
A lan Dean and Robert Small (1997) collaborated on a study in D ean's firstgrade classroom that focused on children's responses to informational books. They
discovered that first graders do not m ake absolute distinctions between inform ation
taken from fiction or nonfiction. Following the reading o f an informational trade book,
the students, however, discussed openingly their prior knowledge o f the topic and
related the topic to their personal lives. There was m uch excitem ent generated through
the ch ild ren 's responses to inform ational texts.
O th er studies o f nonfiction in the classroom w ere conducted by a teacherresearcher. Christine Duthie (1994) exam ined what happened in her first grade
classroom as the students participated in a nonfiction genre study. She initially asked
the students "W hat is nonfiction?” and recorded their responses. In reviewing the
students' responses, she found that they thought nonfiction provided inform ation.
Duthie then exposed the students to a nonfiction genre study which em phasized topics
in that genre. She incorporated reading nonfiction and w riting mini-lessons using
nonfiction. At the end o f the genre study, the students exhibited confidence with
nonfiction. Duthie questioned the students again on nonfiction and asked, “Tell me
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about nonfiction.” The students responded in a variety o f ways and went beyond their
original reply that it teaches and expressed many other characteristics o f nonfiction.
Kevin Spink (1996, 1997) studied his children's responses to nontlction earlier
in his first-grade classrooms and then later in his fourth and fifth grade classroom s. I le
observed the excited responses that younger children had to nonfiction and tried to
instill this experience with text to his older students. With the use o f read-alouds across
genres and w riting that connected the contents to their personal lives, the students were
able to fuse the process o f factual research with emotional involvement. At the end o f
the school year, one student described how he had changed as a reader, "B efore. I had
learned to read with my eyes and now I know how to read with my eyes and heart"
(1997, p. 296).
Stephanie Shine and Nancy Roser (1999) examined preschoolers’ responses to a
group o f picture books that included a variety o f genres: fantasy, realism, inform ation,
and poetry. The five children in the study listened to the eight books used in the study
read two times each. Following the second read-aloud, the children discussed the book
as a group. Their responses were coded as to talk about the text as experience and talk
about the text as object, with additional subcategories o f each. Shine and Roser found
that the children's responses reflected the genre as rhythms o f poetic books to poetic
picture books and informational discourse to informational books. The children,
however, did talk about the narrative elements in all o f the books. In addition, the
children’s personal associations with the books formed the basis o f interpretation.
A nother study that involved different kinds o f texts was done by C am p (2000) in
several elem entary classrooms from first through fifth grade. In each class the teacher
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paired inform ational trade books with fiction on the same topic. The w orks o f fiction
allow ed the children to becom e familiar with the topics and vocabulary in the nonfiction
and enhanced the children's understanding.
Moss, Leone, and D iPillo (1997) exam ined classroom s where reading and
writing are integrated with inform ational trade books. The students were im mersed in
quality informational trade books. The teachers dem onstrated and discussed the
characteristics o f expository text and how it differs from narrative. The students then
wrote and drew responses to the trade books as well as created their own retelling o f the
text. The interaction with informational trade books influenced the stu d en ts' responses.
Their responses went beyond a simple listing o f disjointed facts included in the text to
connecting the inform ation to the whole concept.
A nother study viewed the child outside o f the classroom setting. M aduram
(2000) exam ined a young ch ild 's spontaneous responses to inform ational books. The
case study was conducted by a parent-researcher at home with her own daughter.
M aduram found that a preschooler could have spontaneous responses even five days
after hearing an inform ational book read aloud and discussing it with a parent. The
genre evoked a range o f responses that indicated that the child had integrated ideas from
the text into her personal life. The child shifted between her life and the text in a
backw ard-forw ard interaction with the text.
Illustrations in Trade Books
The illustrations in picture books generate response and can be “rich sources o f
learning and responses” (Kiefer, 1995, p. 18). The picture book provides a blend o f text
and illustration that prom pts children’s responses. The words are transform ed into
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concrete m eanings through illustrations, and the illustrations can elicit responses even
w ithout the accompanying text, or. as in the case o f a w ordless picture book, w ithout
having a text.
The appeal o f pictures in a book is highly influential for the young child. In a
study by C appa (as cited in Huck, Helper, & Hickman, 1987), kindergartners indicated
that illustrations were more im portant than the content o f the book. Even at the fifth
grade level, children tended to select books by the picture on the cover.
In em ergent storybook reading, illustrations provide the cues for reader-child
interaction. The child responds to the pictures through labeling with a one-word
response, com m enting with a short phrase referring to the picture, a nonverbal gesture,
or a sound effect corresponding to the picture (Sulzby. 1994). This “reading" o f the
pictures m ay have great influence in younger children's responses to picture books. The
award w inning artist. Gerald M cD erm ott (as cited in Jacobs & Tunnell, 1996). has noted
that young children seem more attuned to the illustrations in books than older children
as younger children are aware o f subtle differences in illustrations and note connections
within an illustration or a book that older children miss.
K iefer (1995) observed that in classrooms with lessons from basals and limited
opportunity to use picture books there were fewer spontaneous responses from the
children. H owever, with more picture books available and m ore functioning as a part o f
the curriculum , then the am ount and variety o f responses increased.
C h ild ren 's responses to the illustrations in trade books can take many forms;
N ikola-Lisa (1992) observed that children often m ediate their responses through play.
In one instance, he was puzzled w hen a child kept leaving the area while a story was
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being read and gathering objects into a pile. W hen he approached the child about w hat
was happening, the child responded that a shelter was being constructed for an anim al
ju st as was done in the book. The child was actually constructing a portion o f the text.
The response was not in w ritten or verbal form, but a concrete visualization.
Illustrations can evoke different responses, and Norton (1995) noted that the
types o f response depended on the developmental level o f the viewer. She added that
quality material or more mature material should not be avoided in children's picture
books as children would benefit from artistic challenges.
Summary
This chapter reviewed reader response theory with an emphasis on Louise
R osenblatt's transactional theory because it framed the study. Studies in reader
response to fiction and nonfiction were reviewed. Related issues o f reading aloud,
characteristics o f the genre o f nonfiction, and illustrations in trade books were discussed
in order to provide further background for understanding young children's responses to
inform ational trade books that are read aloud.
The study o f reader response to informational trade books has been explored by
looking at children's spontaneous responses in the classroom or small group settings as
well as through teacher research. There is, how ever, a gap in the understanding o f the
individual child’s efferent and aesthetic responses. Interviews have been conducted
w ith children but not in reference to efferent and aesthetic responses. This study w ill
add to a growing body o f know ledge o f young children’s responses to inform ational
trade books and provide further implications for classroom instruction.
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Part o f the excitem ent o f studying young children is seeing the variety as well as
the enthusiasm and frankness in children’s views and responses. I approached the study
with anticipation o f the possible responses that the children m ight give. The following
chapter discusses the methodology and procedures o f the study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
This section discusses the research design and the selection o f the research site,
participants, and trade books that framed the study. The types o f data, the procedures
for collecting the data, and the m ethod used in analyzing the data are described as well
as the role o f the researcher and the lim itations o f the study.
Research Design
This study is basic research that exam ined patterns that occur in ch ild ren 's
responses to informational trade books read aloud by the classroom teacher (Patton.
1990). Coding categories were developed prior to the study (Bogdan & Biklen. 1998).
Q ualitative research methods o f observing, interviewing, and analyzing docum ents were
used because these methods allow rich, diverse responses to the research questions to
occur (D enzin, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Patterns that were generated were
constructed from students’ responses and were induced from the data.
The study was not attem pting to prove or disprove an existing theory, but it
explored and described a specific scene. Therefore, this know ledge, description o f the
children’s responses, emerges through “theory that is grounded in data system atically
gathered and analyzed” (Strauss & Corbin, 1994, p. 273) from observations and
interview s w ith the participants over a period o f time.
Selection o f the Research Site
The study was conducted in a first-grade classroom in a public elem entary
school in a middle-class neighborhood in a m ajor city in the deep South. I selected this
particular school and classroom because they met several criteria. The school had a
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diverse student population, and yet it was considered a typical site (Patton, 1990) in that
it was neither an inner city school nor a laboratory or m agnet school w ith special
academ ic programs.
The classroom was selected because this was the grade level that I w as interested
in researching since little is know n about young children’s aesthetic responses to
inform ational books (Farest, M iller. & Fewin, 1995). The teacher that I selected used
traditional methods in teaching reading. The students w ere exposed to som e reading
aloud o f trade books, but ch ild ren 's literature was not the foundation o f the reading
program. In addition. I had ease in access to this particular site. The principal and
faculty knew me as a former parent o f students attending the school as well as through
years o f volunteering in the school, substitute teaching, and conducting other research in
the school. It provided me w ith a minimally intrusive entry into a first grade classroom
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1998).
School
The school, which was built in the late 1930’s, w as designed for approxim ately
500 students, but presently accom m odates 300 students. The school represents a variety
o f racial and ethnic backgrounds w ith 38% A frican-Am erican students and 62% white
or non-African-American students. A number o f students are from foreign countries
including Vietnam, Ghana. India, and Korea. A pproxim ately 33% o f the sch o o l's
students participate in the free o r reduced meal program. The school accom m odates
nine regular classrooms and seven self-contained gifted and special education
classroom s for a total o f 16 classroom s in the kindergarten through fifth grade facility.
In addition, there is a gifted preschool w ith 21 students, and an after school program that
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features enrichment activities for students who attend this school as well as four other
public schools in the area.
Classroom
The study was conducted in one o f the regular or non-special-education first
grade classrooms. There w ere 23 students in the class w ith 12 African-American
students and 11 white o r other students. Approximately 57% o f the students in the class
participated in the free lunch program. The class reflected the diversity in the school
with students from Southeast Asia and Eastern Europe as well as Central America.
The classroom w as located in a newer wing o f the school with classroom s on
each side o f a central hallw ay. The outside wall o f the classroom consisted o f a row o f
windows as well as a door which opened onto a covered w alk that surrounded the
building. Under the w indow s were built-in shelves w hich contained classroom supplies
and books. A sofa and book shelves extended out from the wall to form the classroom
library where students sat for hearing books read aloud by the teacher. One end o f the
rectangular classroom had built-in storage closets, a sm all-group area with a chalk board
and six chairs in a sem i-circle, and an art supply area w ith a sink. At the opposite end o f
the classroom, there w ere chalk boards, a door to a connecting bathroom, and a walk-in
storage closet. The inside wall had additional shelves, a bulletin board, file cabinets,
and the teacher’s desk. Tow ard the chalkboard end o f the classroom, the students’
desks were grouped together in two large rectangles w ith desks facing each other. A
round table for special displays was between the students’ desks and the sm all group
area. The floor was bare tile except in the library center w here there was an area rug for
the students to sit on as they listened to books read by the teacher. Students’ art work
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hung from the ceiling and filled the windows. The bulletin board had been decorated
with seasonal artw ork by the students. There were teaching posters at various points in
the classroom pertaining to num ber concepts, letters, and a monthly calendar.
Teacher
The teacher in this classroom had been teaching for 31 years with 28 o f those
years teaching first grade. She had been in her present position and classroom for 19
years. The classroom instruction was divided into different subjects with specific time
periods clearly defined for each. Language arts instruction followed a traditional format
o f hom ogeneous reading groups and seat work using worksheets when students were not
working with the teacher. The teacher used a basal reading series that included
anthologies, w orkbooks, and testing booklets. These materials provided the basis for
most o f the instruction. There was. however, a large collection o f books in a classroom
library that was available for students to check out from daily. In math the students used
a math workbook, m anipulatives, and supplemental sheets provided by the teacher.
Social studies and science were presented through teacher-developed them atic units.
Trade books were incorporated within these units through teacher read-alouds and
related books that the students could check out.
Selection o f the Participants
The study o f a num ber o f cases jointly can lead to a better understanding o f a
phenomenon (Stake. 1994). The classroom teacher and I worked together on
purposefully selecting the participants for the study using specific criteria that would
enhance the study (Patton, 1990). We selected four participants who we felt w ould
naturally accom m odate me in answering the interview questions. These children were
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not extremely shy or hesitant to reveal their thoughts or feelings and w ould provide
inform ation-rich cases. In addition, the four first-graders selected represented a range o f
characteristics as to race, gender, and teacher-designated reading group. This type o f
purposeful sam pling w as aligned with “m axim um variation sam pling” (Patton. 1990, p.
172) as the individual cases were selected to be different from one another. According
to Patton, such a sample yields two kinds o f data:
(1) high-quality, detailed descriptions o f each case, w hich are useful for
docum enting uniqueness
(2) im portant shared patterns that cut across cases and derive their
significance from having emerged out o f heterogeneity (p. 172)
Table 3.1: Participants
Name

D.O.B.

Gender

Race

Reading Group

A licia

1-16-89

female

A frican-Am erican

high

Courtney

12-1-89

female

A frican-Am erican

low

Elizabeth

4-6-89

female

white

m iddle

male

white

high

Sam

10-13-88

A licia was the oldest female in the study and a member o f the highest teacherassigned reading group. She appeared attentive in the read-aloud sessions as she sat
am ong a group o f friends. Courtney, the youngest child in the study, w as in the
teacher’s low reading group. She seemed to always have a sm ile on her face and a
lightness in her manner.
Elizabeth, a m em ber o f the teacher's m iddle reading group, listened to the readalouds with a stare. There appeared to be no change in her expression as she listened to
the books read aloud. Sam was the oldest child in the study and seem ed to listen
attentively as the books were read aloud.
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Selection o f the Trade Books
I selected four books according to the criteria for the Orbis Pictus award
(Vardell, 1991), a checklist for evaluating nonfiction trade books (Sudol & King, 1996),
as well as according to specific concerns for this study (see A ppendix A for criteria and
checklist). Those concerns included how long it would take to read the book aloud,
what concepts w ere presented, whether the concepts were appropriate for the children,
whether there w as a balance o f text and illustrations, and how fam iliar these topics were
to the children. The teacher reviewed the books to verify that these books were not
related to any o f their current classroom studies, which could possibly influence
different response patterns between books. These books would be the ones used as a
read-loud by the classroom teacher and provide the basis for the interview s with the
children. The four trade books used in the study are reviewed below in the order in
which they were introduced in the study.
The first book in the study. Feel the Wind by Arthur Dorros (1989), presents one
concept in m ultiple settings. The illustrations connect the reader across settings with the
same characters featured in the illustrations throughout the book. As the inform ation on
each page changes, the same characters are dem onstrating the concepts presented in the
text. The illustrations in the book are done in a cartoon style with an im pressionist
overtone. There are some labeled diagram s and directions are given on how to make a
weather vane as w ell as how to do an experim ent riding a bike into the wind and with
the wind.
The second book. How a House Is Built by Gail Gibbons (1990), introduces the
topic by depicting houses made from different types o f m aterials such as wood, stone,
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and brick. The text then sum m arizes the building o f a house from an architect drawing
the plans to a family moving into the new house. The book ends with a listing o f sim ple
shelters from the past. The colorful illustrations include some labeling that expands the
text and identifies specific people or items.
The third book. What Happens to a Hamburger by Paul Showers (1970).
introduces the topic by describing what foods do for our bodies. The text then traces the
digestive process in our body and concludes with mentioning again the use o f foods in
our body. The text describes several experim ents and processes such as how the saliva
aids the digestive process, what happens when food is swallowed, and how foods are
broken into sm aller pieces. A num ber o f labeled diagrams are included in the text. The
illustrations are done in a cartoon type o f style with muted tones o f primary and
secondary colors.
Stargazers by Gail G ibbons (1992), the fourth book in the study, presents
inform ation about stars, our planet, the sun, our moon, and the solar system. The book
incorporates a family in the illustrations throughout the book that connects the
inform ation in the text with their actions. G ibbons includes som e diagrams and labeled
illustrations, but the pages are not cluttered. The illustrations are done with bold use o f
color and cartoon-like characters. The text concludes with a b rief glossary o f terms
related to stars and a historical overview o f exploring stars.
I selected books with a variety o f topics, but each had sim ilar types o f
illustrations as well as amount o f text. This would minimize differences in children's
responses based on types o f illustrations and length o f text. The books were selected so
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they would hopefully appeal to a number o f students and encourage rich responses to
the read-alouds.
Data Collection
I began observing in the classroom in February and sent home letters for parental
perm ission for all the children in the class to participate in the study since they would be
present for the read-aloud sessions (see Appendix B for the letter). All o f the parents
returned the letters and agreed that their children could participate in the study, except
for one student's parents. Any information provided by that student in w hole-class
observations and read-aloud sessions was deleted from field notes and transcripts. A
pilot study was done with two students in March prior to the main study w ith four
students which began in early April and lasted until the middle o f May. A t the time o f
the pilot study, the teacher and I selected participants for the study using the criteria
stated earlier. Field notes, audio recordings, and interview s provided data for the study.
Role o f Researcher
I observed the whole class, audio taped the read-aloud sessions and interview s
with the participants, and interviewed the participants along with a co-researcher. A co
researcher. a personal friend and colleague, volunteered to assist in the study so that all
four participants could be interviewed on the sam e day as the read-aloud session and as
close to the read-aloud session as possible. The tim e involved with the teacher readaloud and then an individual interview with each participant needed to fit into a specific
time frame, betw een lunch and afternoon recess. In order to meet that criterion as well
as have rigorous interviews w ith the participants, tw o interviewers were utilized.
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The classroom scene and interviews were viewed through my past experiences
as a first grade teacher and my co-researcher’s experiences as a former kindergarten
teacher as well as our sim ilar course background at the university. These experiences
shaped our reactions, no m atter how objective we tended to be (Bogdan & Biklen,
1998). At times we each did what I call "teacher probing" or asked questions again
when possibly it would have been better to wait for the child. In addition, it was hard
not to act on teachable moments. Thus, our actions may have interfered w ith the
fullness o f responses in some instances. O ur sim ilar styles, however, m ay have also
made th e data from the interviews m ore reliable since all the participants were
interview ed by each interviewer.
I personally transcribed all o f the audio tapes, 25 tapes, in the study. This
experience proved to be extrem ely valuable as it allowed me to hear the voices o f the
children, visualize their faces, and rem em ber their actions for a longer period o f time.
The expected time for com pleting the data analysis and final processes o f my
dissertation extended several years beyond w hat I had anticipated because o f personal
circum stances. During that time, as I continued to work slowly on data analysis, the
voices o f the children rem ained fresh. The hours spent on transcribing over two dozen
audio tapes had imprinted the children in my mind. The value o f personally transcribing
audiotaped data has been acknow ledged also by Sipe (1996) as a means to hear the
distinct qualities o f the children’s voices and understand situation-specific com m ents
from the children.
A s I began observing in the classroom , I recorded the scene through my view or
assum ptions o f w hat I saw, im m ersed in the w hole scene (Lincoln & G uba, 1985;
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Spradley, 1980). D uring the read-aloud sessions and individual interviews w ith the
children. I would note specific actions o f the children and record those in my field notes.
Later, when I transcribed the audiotapes from the read-aloud sessions as well as from
the individual interviews, I saw differences at times from w hat I thought I had heard or
had seen to what had actually been said or done. Full transcriptions o f the interviews
were done as these w ere deem ed most desirable (Patton. 1990). The process o f
transcribing the tapes and full transcriptions enabled m e to reconstruct a scene that was
more reliable than one provided by the notes alone.
Phases o f Data C ollection
Observations

I conducted classroom observations two days a week for four

weeks prior to initiating the read-aloud sessions and interview s with the participants in
the study. During this period. I conducted informal interview s with the classroom
teacher to decide on the participants in the study as well as the books that would be
used.
Pilot Study D uring the period o f classroom observations, I conducted interview s
w ith two other students to refine the questions used in the study (Janesick, 1994). I read
a book aloud to each student separately and then asked them seven questions. These
seven questions were refined further and then included in the study (see Appendix C for
the questions).
Read-Aloud Sessions The classroom teacher conducted four read-aloud sessions
with the whole class, each lasting approxim ately fifteen to tw enty minutes. There was
one read-aloud session a w eek for four weeks in April to th e middle o f May. In each
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read-aloud session the teacher read aloud a different inform ational trade book. I
observed and audiotaped the read-aloud sessions.
Table 3.2: O rder o f Interviews
Book
1. Feel the Wind

2. How a House Is

3. W hat H appens...

4. Stareazers

R esearcher

Order

A

1

Sam

A

2

Elizabeth

B

1

Courtney

B

2

Alicia

A

1

Elizabeth

A

2

Sam

B

1

A licia

B

2

Courtney

A

1

Courtney

A

2

Alicia

B

1

Sam

B

2

Elizabeth

A

1

A licia

A

2

Courtney

B

1

Elizabeth

B

2

Sam

Student

Interviews Im m ediately following each read-aloud session, the four participants
were interviewed. Interviewing is one o f the m ost important sources o f inform ation in
case studies (Yin. 1994). Individual interviews o f about tw enty m inutes each were
conducted w ith each participant. Since only two students could be interview ed at a
tim e, one pair would be interview ed first while the other two drew a picture related to
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the book. This kept the students connected to the text w hile they waited for their
interview. The order o f the students was rotated. Table 3.2 depicts the o rd er o f the
interview s throughout the study. The letter A refers to me and the letter B to my co
researcher.
Types o f Data Collected
Field Notes Field notes from classroom observations prior to beginning the
read-aloud sessions and informal interviews w ith the classroom teacher during this time
period supplied initial data. Field notes are less threatening than other m eans o f
gathering data such as audio or video taping in the early stages o f data collection
(Lincoln & Guba. 1985). As each book was read aloud, additional notes w ere collected.
My co-researcher also kept field notes on her observations and the teacher provided
additional information on the participants in the study and on general class activities.
Recordings o f Read-Aloud Sessions Each read-aloud session was recorded and
the tapes were transcribed for further analysis. W ith the aid o f the field notes from the
class observations during the read-alouds as well as the field notes from m y co
researcher. the scene could be reconstructed with "fidelity and structure” (Lincoln &
G uba. 1985, p. 240).
Recordings o f Participant Interviews The individual participant interview s were
recorded and transcribed for analysis and coding. The interview s were conducted with
each participant using a standard open-ended interview approach (Patton. 1990). This
approach "consists o f a set o f questions carefully w orded and arranged w ith the
intention o f taking each respondent through the sam e sequence and asking each
respondent the same questions with essentially the sam e w ords” (p. 280). H aving
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several interviewers use a standard interview approach reduces the likelihood o f having
bias from different interview ers. The interviewing format reduces the possibility o f
spontaneity and depends on the skills o f the interviewers to use flexibility in probing. In
this study there was a com bination o f an interview guide approach with a standardized
open-ended approach (Patton, 1990) as we probed more at som e times than others and
explored some subjects to a greater depth when appropriate.
The interviews w ere initiated with a general request, "Tell me about the book."
Follow ing this "opener" o r "descriptive question" (Spradley, 1979). the participants
w ere asked an opinion o r values question (Patton, 1990) when they were asked "W hat
do you think is im portant about the book?” The next question, "W hat were you
thinking about when the book was read?” finished inform ation or knowledge. Next, the
participants were clearly given a "feeling question" (Patton. 1990) when they were
asked to tell about the part that they liked best. When the participants were asked to
"Tell about the pictures in the book," the interviewer returned to a descriptive question.
Finally, the participants w ere asked if there was anything else that they wanted to say
about the book. These questions were developed to allow for a range o f possible efferent
and aesthetic responses.
Data Analysis
D ata analysis w as recursive and reflective as I transcribed the audiotapes, coded
the responses, and exam ined patterns w ithin and across cases. The analysis was
triangulated at all levels through participant interviews, field notes, and discussion w ith
the research assistant. Triangulation "reflects an attempt to secure an in-depth
understanding o f the phenom enon in question” (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 2). The
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data w ere analyzed through individual case studies, patterns across cases, and patterns
across books according to the questions that guided the study:
1. Do children have aesthetic as w ell as efferent responses to informational
trade books? If so, how do these two stances affect and interact with each
other?
2. In response to informational trade books, do children have identity themes, or
characteristic ways o f responding?
3. A re there clear patterns o f response across cases?
4. H ow or to what extent do the subject matter, format, and genre o f the books
seem to influence or affect ch ild ren 's responses?
Coding o f Responses
Transcripts o f the interviews w ith the four children were coded according to a
scale developed for this study o f efferent and aesthetic responses. The scale was loosely
based on the Cox and Many Instrument for M easuring Reader Stance (as cited in Many.
1994) w hich was designed for narrative text. However, for this study, adaptions and
m odifications were made to accom m odate reader response to informational texts.
T he reader response scale for inform ational texts developed for this study
consists o f four designated categories o f reader stance: m ost efferent response;
prim arily efferent response; primarily aesthetic response; m ost aesthetic response.
Thus, the scale used in this study contains tw o efferent response categories and two
aesthetic categories (see Table 3.3).
A response consisted o f a word, phrase, sentence, or group o f sentences from the
participant in one category. W hen the category changes, then it becomes a different
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response. The participants answ ered the questions proposed in the interviews. In their
reply to a single question, they m ight have one response if they answered in one
category or several responses depending on how times the response category changed
during their reply. The following chart displays the response categories used in the
study and provides a description o f each.
Table 3.3 Broders Scale o f Efferent and Aesthetic Responses to Informational Trade
Books
Adapted from Cox and Many
D escription

Categories
1. Most efferent response

analysis of text * and information:
(1) relating elem ents o f text to another text
(2) appraising accuracy o f text
(3) relating inform ation in text to other
known information

2. Primarily efferent response

recall:
(1) summarizing the text
(2) furnishing specific details
(3) using sequence in presentation
(4) expressing w hat was learned

3. Primarily aesthetic response

evaluation according to personal or
aesthetic values:
(1) “ I liked it w hen....”
(2) “I thought it was best w hen....”

4. M ost aesthetic response

worlds created:
(1) recasting inform ational text into a
narrative frame
(2) imaginative flights o f fancy
emotions or associations:
(1) responding to text on a subjective or
emotional level
(2) recasting facts in term s o f personal
experience

* For the purposes o f this chart, “te x t” refers to both print and illustrations.
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M ost Efferent R esponse A most efferent response would move beyond basic
recall o f text to analysis o f the text, print or illustrations, or inform ation found in the
text. The child might relate elem ents o f the text to another text, appraise the accuracy o f
the text, or relate inform ation in the text to other know n inform ation. This type o f
response could be classified as m ore complex or sophisticated than a prim arily efferent
response which correlated w ith recall.
Primarily Efferent Response A primarily efferent response involved
sum m arizing the text, furnishing specific details, using sequence in presentation, or
expressing what was learned. These responses were explicitly related to the text.
Primarily A esthetic Response A primarily aesthetic response w as defined as an
evaluation according to personal or aesthetic values. These responses incorporated
statem ents such as “ I liked it w hen...." or “I thought it was best w hen...."
M ost Aesthetic Response A most aesthetic response involved w orlds that were
created, such as the participant recasting informational text into a narrative frame or
having imaginative flights o f fancy. Additionally, this response category could also be
associated with em otions or associations where the participant responded to the text on
a subjective or personal level or recast facts in term s o f personal experience.
C ase Studies
In the case studies, I analyzed the children’s responses to the four books in the
study. W ithin their responses to each book, I identified and exam ined the num ber o f
responses in the different categories as well as the w ord count w ithin each category.
The num ber o f responses in each category to the seven questions were analyzed as well
as the transformations.
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The transcripts o f the interviews conducted w ith the children in the study were
exam ined for efferent and aesthetic responses as identified in Table 3.3. Each category
was color-coded on a copy o f the transcript with pink for most efferent, yellow for
prim arily efferent, green for primarily aesthetic, and blue for m ost aesthetic. See
Appendix D for a coded excerpt.
A fter I identified the presence o f all four response categories and the number o f
responses in each category, 1 observed that the word count in each category varied. The
color-coding technique had clearly depicted more yellow material com pared to pink and
supported the observation. Word count identified patterns o f response for the children
and in w hat response categories they had more prolonged replies.
O nce word counts were conducted for the different response categories. I
identified the response categories the children had to the seven questions in the study.
This data revealed that the children might answ er a question in only one category or in
several categories. M ovement was present but the kind o f changes needed to be
examined.
In order to exam ine the interaction between responses, the children's responses
were analyzed noting the transform ations that occurred, m ovem ent along an efferentaesthetic continuum (Rosenblatt, 1989, 1991). Following a request, if the child
responded in only one stance, then there was no identifiable transform ation or change to
another response category. If during the reply to a specific question, the child varied the
category o f stance, then there was an identifiable transform ation w ithin that answer. In
that instance, the ch ild 's answer had shifted to another category w hich w as identified as
a different response.
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The possibility o f transform ations between the various categories o f reader
response could be viewed along a continuum with directional arrows between adjacent
categories as w'ell as non-contiguous categories with the arrows skipping over an
adjacent category to one beyond. This view is based on R osenblatt's depiction o f a
linear mix o f efferent and aesthetic readings (1989. 1991). and it maps the possible
interactions between the response categories.

J

&

1

most e f f e r e n t p r i m a r i l y e f f e r e n t p r i m a r i l y aesthetic K~y most aesthetic

Figure 3.1: Transformations between Stances
Table 3.4 depicts the direction o f possible transform ations. The Arabic
num bers refer to the response categories. Most efferent is one. primarily efferent is two.
prim arily aesthetic is three, and most aesthetic is four. N ot all possible com binations
between categories were present in the study. There was no evidence o f a most efferent
response transform ing to a prim arily aesthetic response (1. —♦ 3.) or o f the reverse, a
prim arily aesthetic transform ing to a m ost efferent (3. —►1.) in the study.
Patterns Across Cases
Data from all case studies were analyzed in reference to each o f the four books
in the study. This was done to identify any clear patterns across cases. The word count
in the four participants' responses across books, cases as well as the response categories
was exam ined to assist in identifying any possible overriding patterns. The participants'
answ ers to each question across cases and books were exam ined.
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T he transformations or shifts in response category w ithin an answer to a
question w ere also examined. In addition, this process o f analyzing data provided a
recursive view o f the participants' responses and assisted in identifying any possible
patterns across cases.
Table 3.4 D irection and Categories o f Response in Transform ations

Transformation Category and Direction
1. M ost Efferent —» 2. Primarily Efferent
1. M ost Efferent

—► 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

1. M ost Efferent

-♦ 4. M ost Aesthetic

2. Prim arily Efferent -♦ I. M ost Efferent
2. Prim arily Efferent -► 3. Primarily Aesthetic
2. Prim arily Efferent -♦ 4. M ost Aesthetic
3. Prim arily Aesthetic -* 1. M ost Efferent
3. Prim arily Aesthetic -* 2. Primarily Efferent
3. Prim arily Aesthetic —» 4. M ost Aesthetic
4. M ost A esthetic —» 1. M ost Efferent
4. M ost A esthetic —♦ 2. Prim arily Efferent
4. M ost A esthetic —» 3. Primarily Aesthetic
Patterns A cross Books
D ata from responses to the books were analyzed to note patterns that emerged
across cases to particular books in the study. In the process, the num ber o f responses
and word count in the different categories were exam ined as w ell as the types o f
transform ations. Specific concepts across cases were noted as well as unique ways o f
responding.
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Limitations o f the Study
The study exam ined the responses o f four children to four informational trade
books over a four-week period. There is no attempt to generalize the findings to other
children, classes, or schools but rather to provide a partial understanding o f their pattern
o f response at that particular time to that specific group o f books.
Since the interviews followed the read-aloud sessions and did not occur as the
books w ere read aloud, the study could not really capture the online, aesthetic
experience that occurs during reading. The children were interview ed as soon as
possible after the read-aloud sessions. This was done to lim it the effect that the time
between hearing the book read and answ ering the questions m ight have on their
responses.

However, any type o f questioning that occurs during or following a reading

event allow s the respondent time to think, even mom entarily, before answering and
provides som e distance between the reading event and the response.
Summary
The process o f analyzing the data using the four questions o f the study provided
me with the opportunity to see the data from many perspectives. The recursive nature o f
the analysis process that was imbedded in the study provided me with the opportunity to
reassess the data and confirm patterns w hich had emerged.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the results o f the case studies, reviews across cases, and
exam ines the children’s responses across books. The individual participants provided a
window for viewing children's responses to informational trade books. Data from the
interviews with the participants were w oven with field notes, teacher interviews, and
discussions with my research assistant to furnish a rich description o f each participant.
Sam
Sam was seven years and six m onths old when the study began. He had fair skin
dotted w ith freckles, short-cropped blond hair with a hint o f red, and a slightly stocky
build. He was the oldest o f three children who are all close in age, w ith a six-year-old
brother in kindergarten and a five-year-old sister who was not yet in school. Not only
was Sam the oldest child in his own family, but his mother also supervised younger
children in her home. Therefore, he had two younger siblings as w ell as a number o f
other younger children in his home.
The presence o f these younger children, especially his siblings, seem ed to
influence S am ’s thinking. In the book, H ow a House Is Built, there w as a listing o f
different types o f houses that were constructed with a variety o f m aterials, such as
wood, glass, and stone. W hen he was asked what type o f house he w ould build
following the reading o f this book, he responded that he would build a stone house
because it would take more time to build. This had a distinct advantage to Sam as he
explained that if he were building a stone house, then he would be aw ay from his
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siblings for a longer period o f time. As he said, "They [stone houses] take, I could work
all day, and be w ithout my brother and sister.”
Sam has had a number o f m ajor changes within the past year: m oving to a
different city, starting a new school, and his mother marrying. The previous year he
attended a parochial school in another city, but during the sum m er, his m other had
moved with the children to their present home to be closer to her parents. S am 's parents
are divorced, and he lived with his m other and step-father, who is a mechanic. His
mother, who was in her early tw enties, married his step-father during the course o f the
study, between the first and second book sessions, which could have affected his
responses at that time. His teacher m entioned that he was m ore talkative and active in
class on the days immediately following the wedding.
A ccording to his teacher, Sam w as in the top reading group and does well in
reading and spelling. His teacher reported that he was able to do much better in school
now than at the beginning o f the school year because he has been diagnosed as ADHD
(attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder) and placed on Ritalin. The teacher felt that
S am 's m edication improved his classroom behavior and resulted in im proved classwork
that was reflected in his higher grades. He had gone from failing in reading at the
beginning o f the school year to an "A ” in reading for the final grading period. His
teacher indicated that this had occurred because he was now able to stay on task and
com plete the reading assignments.
D uring the interview sessions, Sam showed concern about not being strong or
powerful. A t one point he said that even his younger brother had bigger m uscles than
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he does. He also made an occasional reference to being the oldest and how that
position was supposed to influence his behavior. He said, “I’m the only big brother."
Sam displayed a humorous side in his responses at tim es through plays on
words. When asked which type o f construction equipment he w ould rather operate in
the book, How a House Is Built, he answered that he wanted to operate a "pay loader."
W hen asked why. he responded that he would get more “pay” and then chuckled over
the pun. There w as a picture o f a bulldozer on the same page, and he added that you
would get "a lot o f bull" if you operated that vehicle and laughed again.
During the study. Sam was interviewed twice by each researcher, and the order
o f interviews was rotated each meeting. If Sam was interviewed first one time, the next
time he would be interviewed second. The process was repeated w ith each researcher
so that Sam was interviewed first and second by each researcher.
S am 's responses were fuller in the second meeting with each researcher, the
interviews following How a House Is Built and Stargazers. D uring the first interviews
with each researcher, those following Feel the Wind and W hat H appens to a
Hamburger, he had brief, concise statements that would quickly end with "that's all."
Additional probes would be met with nonverbal or inarticulate utterances. During the
interviews in the second meeting w ith each researcher, he was the second child
interviewed that day. provided fuller responses, and appeared m ore at ease. Sam
seemed to hesitate before responding to questions during those first interviews and then
reply with sim ple, b rief responses that supplied the minimal am ount o f information to
answ er the question.
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The second and fourth books, How a H ouse Is Built and Stargazers, were by the
sam e author. Gail Gibbons. There was the possibility that the type o f text could also
have influenced the length o f his responses. Each o f these texts had bold, colorful and
clearly delineated illustrations. There were labels and conversational bubbles within the
illustrations.
Furtherm ore, Stargazers was towards the end o f the school year and the
culm ination o f a unit on the sea. Even though the books in the study were unrelated to
the unit, the class was looking forward to a splash day and sharing foods from the sea.
There was a general air o f excitem ent, and Sam reported various things the class was
doing to prepare for these activities.
Table 4.1: O rder o f Interviews and Word C ount in Response to the Four Books
Book

Researcher

Interview O rder

Word Count

1. Feel the W ind

A

1

413

2. How a House Is Built

A

2

765

3. W hat Happens to a Hamburger

B

1

646

4. Stargazers

B

2

1828

Except for occasional humorous asides, Sam ’s responses rem ained brief,
concise, and focused. He would respond quickly with a n 'T d o n ’t know ” or some
nonverbal closure. The following sections review his responses to each book.
Book One: Feel the W ind
Sam m entioned a few key concepts o r term s in his responses and seemed to
dwell on those during the interviews on each book. In the interview session following
Feel the W ind, he referred to the effect o f "‘tornados” or hurricanes as m entioned in the
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text. His understanding o f wind storm s at this time apparently equated the two. In his
initial telling about the book, he described an experiment found in the text about riding
a bike into the wind and then w ith the wind.
The author o f the text as well as the teacher during the read-aloud session had
em phasized w hat causes wind. However, when Sam was asked w hat m akes the wind
blow, he did not expound on the material in the text. He responded sim ply and provided
closure.
Broders: OK. W hat m akes the wind blow?
Sam: Air.
Borders: Air. OK, what starts the wind going? Do you have any idea?
Sam: I d o n 't know.
Table 4.2 Questions to Feel the Wind: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
m ost eff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

2

0

1

3

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

0

0

0

0

Q uestion 3: w hat thinking

0

0

1

0

1

Q uestion 4: w hat tell about

0

0

1

1

2

Q uestion 5: w hat best/why

0

0

1

0

I

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 7: w hat else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

0

3

2

8

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

W hen I exam ined his responses in reference to the seven com m on questions, he
had not provided a response in any particular stance to the second question, “W hat do
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you think is im portant about the book and why?” and to the seventh question, “Is there
anything else that you would like to tell about the book?” He sim ply said that he did not
know what was important, and to the final question, he ju st said “ no.”
W hen he was asked to tell about the book, he first responded in a primarily
efferent stance as he said, “ W e learned about these tornados. How they come in and
they...[pause]...just blow.” A s he went on to tell about the book through the pictures, he
told about m aking a weather vane as depicted on one page. He explained that to make
the w eather vane you would "get a pin and pencil and paper.” Sam then inteijected
"Tell my m om to get a pin and piece o f paper.” He had slipped from a primarily
efferent retelling o f how to m ake a w eather vane to a m ost aesthetic stance by recasting
the procedures in personal term s, putting his mother in the story.
In response to the question o f what he was thinking about as the book was read.
Sam sim ply replied in the prim arily aesthetic category that he was thinking that “ it was a
good book.” He continued in the same stance in response to the next question o f what
he would tell someone about the book when he answered that he w ould say that “ it was
a good book to listen to.”
W hen Sam was asked what he liked best, he located the picture o f the windmill
lifting w ater into a trough and added in the primarily aesthetic category that “it sounds
cool.” He used the word “cool” throughout his interviews.
In telling about the pictures, Sam responded in the prim arily efferent category as
he described parts o f the illustrations as he flipped through the book or furnished
specific details depicted in som e illustrations as the sun’s rays shining “straight to the
equator.”
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During the interview following the first book, Feel the W ind. Sam did not have
any responses that were classified as m ost efferent, relating this text to other texts. His
responses were fairly balanced within the other three categories with three prim arily
efferent, three prim arily aesthetic, and tw o most aesthetic responses.
The word count in Sam’s responses to Feel the W ind indicated 71 percent o f the
content o f his responses occurred w ithin the primarily efferent category. The rem aining
29 percent was distributed between prim arily aesthetic and m ost aesthetic with seven
and 22 percent respectively.
Table 4.3 Feel the Wind: Word Count and Percentages in the Four Categories
Sam

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

0

292

28

93

413

0%

71%

7%

22%

100%

Most Eff.

1. Feel the Wind

S am ’s responses to Feel the W ind contained three transformations or shifts from
one response category to another category in his answers to the questions. In one
instance, the transformation was a “slide” to an adjacent category as occurred in his
response to the probe o f what he would tell someone about the book. This particular
slide involved a move from the prim arily aesthetic category to the most aesthetic (3 —*
4). He began by saying that it was a good book and then shifted to describing how he
w ould not go outside if there was a “tornado.”
There were two transformations that involved a “skip” o r a move across an
adjacent category to the next category. In one instance, S am ’s response skipped from
prim arily efferent to most aesthetic (2 —* 4), and then in another, Sam skipped from the
m ost aesthetic category to the prim arily efferent (4 -» 2). O n each occasion, Sam
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skipped over the prim arily aesthetic category. This occurred as he told in the primarily
efferent category how to make a weather vane as described in the book. He added in the
m ost aesthetic category how he would tell his m om to get the things needed, and then he
returned to the prim arily efferent category as he continued to provide details o f the
process depicted in the book.
Table 4.4: Transform ations to Feel the Wind: Frequency. Direction, and Categories o f
Response in Transform ations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and Direction

0

I. Most Efferent -* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. Most Efferent -♦ 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent -*■ 1. M ost Efferent

0

2. Primarily Efferent -* 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

3. Primarily A esthetic —* 2. Prim arily Efferent

1

3. Primarily A esthetic —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

4. Most A esthetic -* 1. M ost Efferent

1

4. Most A esthetic —►2. Prim arily Efferent

0

4. Most A esthetic -♦ 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

3

Total N um ber o f Transformations

Book Two: How a H ouse Is Built
During the interview following the reading o f How a H ouse Is Built. Sam
appeared more relaxed, and he responded to m ore questions. This interview occurred
the week after his m o th er's wedding and w as his second interview session w ith me.
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The teacher rem arked that Sam had been m ore active and talkative in class that week.
In addition, the text o f the book, How a H ouse Is Built by Gail G ibbons, had more
detailed illustrations than the first book and also dealt with a concrete concept, a house,
instead o f an elusive topic such as the wind.
Sam responded to How a House Is Built in a different m anner from the first text.
Feel the W ind. Instead o f a brief response w hen he was asked to tell about the book, he
proceeded to go through the whole book in sequential order telling about each page and
reading the labels on the illustrations.
This text seem ed to interest Sam and generate extended responses, and he
seemed more w illing to respond. W hen asked if there was anything else he wanted to
tell at the end o f the interview on the first book, he had just responded with “no." W hen
he was asked the sam e question at the end o f the interview on the second book, there
was a different outcom e. He seemed genuinely excited about the text and anxious to
share it with me.
I think it w ould be real fun to build a house using all that w ood and
getting boards and building the top o f the house [flipping through the
book]. A nd also..[pause]..W here’s that part I like best? T here’s another
part I like best, too. I forgot where it was. It’s supposed to be
where...[flipping back and forth through the book] Right there! [points to
worker standing in cement] I bet it’s fun to stand in the cem ent.
Sam’s responses to this book contained the humorous puns noted earlier as
getting more “pay” when operating a payloader and getting “bull” for operating a
bulldozer. He w as not only more talkative during this interview, but was also playful.
When asked to tell about the pictures in the book, Sam ju s t looked through the
book flipping the pages w ithout saying anything. I probed several tim es to no avail as
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he repeatedly responded with “ nope.” This question followed his lengthy retelling o f
the book w hen he had com mented on each page and illustration within the book. In
addition, this was the sixth question, so he had already been sharing at length his
thoughts on the book.
In response to what was important about the book, Sam simply stated that a
house was im portant because a person needs some kind o f shelter. When asked w hat he
was thinking about as the book was read, he m entioned that he was thinking about the
way houses get built and "You need 50 or 20 people for a house to get built." In
reference to w hat he would tell som eone else about the book. Sam ju st remarked "that
it's the way to build a house."
W hen Sam was asked what part he liked best, he referred to the part "w here they
put the footing in and the cem ent.” He said he thought it would be fun putting the
cem ent in the ground.
As in the previous book. Sam had no responses in the most efferent category and
two responses in the most aesthetic category, but the divisions within the two other
categories were less balanced than the first book. He had the same total num ber o f
responses; however, there were now five primarily efferent responses and only one
prim arily aesthetic response. His responses to the first book had three responses in each
o f these categories.
In reference to question num ber one, tell about the book, Sam again responded
w ith a prim arily efferent stance, then a m ost aesthetic stance as he interjected his vision
o f the cem ent trucks looking like elephants before going back to a primarily efferent
category as he continued w ith his retelling.
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And they have bulldozers, ’‘dum p truck” [reading labels in the
illustrations], “payloader.” Also need cement trucks. That look like big
old elephants [The trucks were pouring cement]. And you need a “bull
float.”
Table 4.5 Questions to How a House Is Built: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
most e ff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

2

0

1

j

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

I

0

0

1

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

I

0

0

1

Q uestion 4: what tell about

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 5: what best/why

0

0

1

0

1

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

0

0

0

0

Q uestion 7: what else

0

0

0

1

1

Total: questions/categories

0

5

1

2

8

Cat. 4
m ost aes

Total No.
Responses

Sam responded in the primarily efferent category more frequently and had 64
percent o f the word count in the prim arily efferent category. The rem aining 36 percent
was distributed between primarily aesthetic and most aesthetic categories with 5 and 31
percent respectively.
Table 4.6 How a House Is Built: W ord C ount and Percentages in the Four Response
Categories
M ost Eff.

Sam
2. H ow a House...

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

0

490

37

242

769

0%

64%

5%

31%

100%

The transform ations in Sam’s responses to How a House Is Built were all skips
beyond adjacent categories. He would be providing a primarily efferent response w hen
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he would switch to a m ost aesthetic category (2 —►4) as he skipped into a world o f his
own on three occasions. As he m entioned the different houses depicted in the book, he
went from a prim arily efferent stance to a m ost aesthetic stance w hen he indicated that
he would build w ith stone because it w ould take a long time to build a stone house and
he would be w ithout his brother and sister.
Table 4.7 Transform ations to How a House Is Built: Frequency. Direction, and
Categories o f R esponse in Transform ations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and Direction

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 2. Prim arily Efferent

0

I. M ost Efferent —* 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

0

1. M ost Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent —» I. M ost Efferent

0

2. Primarily Efferent —►3. Prim arily A esthetic
2. Prim arily Efferent -♦ 4. M ost A esthetic

0

3. Primarily aesthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 2. Prim arily Efferent

0

3. Primarily A esthetic -» 4. M ost A esthetic

0

4. M ost A esthetic —►1. M ost Efferent

1

4. M ost A esthetic —►2. Prim arily Efferent

0

4. M ost A esthetic —►3. Prim arily A esthetic

4

Total transform ations

Another tim e when Sam described the cem ent trucks as “big ole elephants," he
skipped from a m ost aesthetic category back to a primarily efferent category (4 -* 2) as
he continued relating material from the text. In this incident, he originally started in the
primarily efferent as he told about the book, skipped to the m ost aesthetic category, and
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then back to the prim arily efferent as he continued telling about the book. Each
transform ation in Sam ’s replies to the second book m oved across the prim arily aesthetic
category to a category beyond.
Book Three: What H appens to a Hamburger
This was Sam ’s first interview w ith my co-researcher. He again w as very brief
in his responses and provided quick closure to questions and probes interjecting the
statem ent, "that's all," sim ilar to his first interviews w ith me. When asked to tell about
the book. Sam quickly w ent through the book sequentially highlighting ju s t a few parts
o f a ham burger's journey through the body as depicted in the text.
Sam seemed to be focused on muscles and physical strength in connection with
this book. He placed an em phasis on muscles in his responses as he related that when
the book was being read he was thinking about "m aking your muscles big." W hen he
was asked why eating food was important, he restated his interest in m uscles as he
added ”to make your big m uscles.’’ His response to the question o f w hat he would tell
som eone about the book was that "the book is about eating and making your muscles
bigger." In addition, he shared an aside that his younger brother had bigger muscles
than he did.
There were only tw o points in the thirty-two page text o f W hat H appens to a
H am burger (Showers, 1985) where muscles are m entioned. In one instance, muscles
are only a small portion o f the text on the page.
Y our body uses food in different ways. It uses some kinds o f food to
make strong bones and hard teeth. It turns other foods into solid
muscles. It uses som e o f the food you eat to keep you warm (p. 9).
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The illustration accompanying this text was divided into three parts: a child brushing his
teeth, a child extending his arms and forming muscles, and two children ice skating.
The inform ation on muscles in the written text is repeated in the illustration along with
the tw o other points.
M uscles are mentioned again 20 pages later in the book. The text continues a
sentence that began on the previous page. It describes the process o f digesting food and
carrying it to different parts o f your body for various purposes as it states "...to your
m uscles to make them stronger,'’ (p. 30). However, this b rief text is centered above a
full-page illustration o f a child using hand weights. The child's brow is furrowed as he
lifts the hand weights. The message conveyed through the illustration is that larger
m uscles are an expected outcom e from eating good foods as well as from participating
in specific physical activities.
In answ er to the first request, to tell about the book. Sam exhibited a full range
o f stances. His reply encom passed all response categories with one most efferent
response, three prim arily efferent responses, one prim arily aesthetic response, and two
m ost aesthetic responses. In telling about the book. W hat Happens to a H am burger, he
m oved from a prim arily efferent response category to a m ost efferent when he related
w hat is happening in the text, lifting weights, to m aking him stronger and thinner.
[He] can lift weights. And it makes him [child in illustration] stronger
[illustration depicts bulging muscles]. And skinnier...you do a lot o f
exercising. And if you're real, real fat, you can get little more skinnier.
Sam w as using the text and com bining it with what is know n about exercising to reduce
the body size w hen he added his piece on becoming thinner. He had m oved from the
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prim arily efferent stance o f furnishing details from the text to relating the text to other
know n inform ation, a m ost efferent response.
Table 4.8 Q uestions to W hat Happens to a Hamburger: Num ber o f Responses in Each
Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
m ost aes

Cat. 1
most e ff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

1

3

1

2

7

Q uestion 2: im portant/why

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 3: w hat thinking

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 4: w hat tell about

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 5: w hat best/why

0

0

I

0

I

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 7: w hat else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

1

7

2

2

12

S am 's answers to all questions included a primarily efferent response except for
question num ber five, to tell what he liked best and why. and to the final question. In
answ er to the fifth question, he responded in the primarily aesthetic category and
indicated that he liked the particular illustration mentioned earlier that depicted a boy
brushing his teeth, another boy flexing his muscles, and two children ice skating which
accom panied the text on the opposite page describing how the body uses food in
different ways.
W hen my research assistant probed for the reason why he liked it, he initially
replied that he did not know why and finally answered, '‘because it’s a good picture." In
reference to the final question, if there w as anything else he w ould like to ask or say
about the book, he again did not have a response.
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The word count for S am ’s responses to the third book, W hat H appens to a
H am burger, was less than to the previous book, but he exhibited more variety in his
responses w ith a total o f tw elve responses. The topic o f this book seem ed to draw
num erous response categories. The primarily efferent category was again highest at 58
percent with most aesthetic second at 26 percent which were the same rankings as in the
first and second books.
Table 4.9 What Happens to a Hamburger: W ord Count and Percentages in the Four
Categories
Sam
3. W hat
Happens..

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

Most Aes.

28

372

76

170

646

4%

58%

12%

26%

100%

Book Total

S am 's transform ations contained three slides to an adjacent category, two skips
past an adjacent category to the next category, and one "hop" when his response shifted
to a category more than a skip away. In this incidence, he was telling about the book
and specifically referring to a fiill-page illustration depicting a boy using w eights. He
m entioned that lifting weights would make the boy stronger which agreed w ith the text.
H owever. Sam took the point further and w ent beyond the text or into the m ost efferent
category w hen he interjected that lifting weights could also make you thinner. Next, he
"hopped” to the m ost aesthetic category into a flight o f fancy as he reflected on the
dim ensions o f an extrem ely thin person.
You can lift weights. And it makes him stronger. And skinnier. Y ou do
a lot o f exercising if you’re real fat. Y ou get a little more skinnier. I
mean skinnier and taller. And it would m ake you taller if you w ere
skinny. If your body was about that skinny [indicates about an inch in
diam eter], you’d be way tall. Your head could touch that [ceiling].
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T able 4.10 Transform ations to W hat Happens to a Hamburger: Frequency. Direction,
and Categories o f R esponse in Transformations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and D irection

0

1. Most Efferent —* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. Most Efferent —* 3. Primarily A esthetic

1

1. Most Efferent —►4. Most A esthetic

1

2. Primarily E ffe re n t-♦ 1. Most Efferent

1

2. Primarily Efferent —►3. Primarily A esthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent -* 4. Most A esthetic

0

3. Primarily A esthetic —►1. Most Efferent

I

3. Primarily A esthetic —* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

3. Primarily A esthetic —» 4. Most A esthetic

0

4. Most A esthetic -* 1. Most Efferent

1

4. Most A esthetic —►2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. Most A esthetic —♦ 3. Primarily A esthetic

6

Total Number o f Transformations

Book Four: Stargazers
After a slight decrease in the word count in his responses betw een How a House
Is Built and What H appens to a Hamburger. Sam had a dramatic increase with book
four. Stargazers, going from totals o f 413. 765. and 646 in the previous three books,
respectively, to a total o f 1,828 words in his responses to the fourth book. See Table
4.1. Sam talked on and on about the book as he responded to questions. He did not just
flip through the book providing brief explanations about each page and illustration, but
extended his answers to the questions. The follow ing excerpt, which occurred when he
was asked what he w as thinking about as the book w as read, illustrated this point.
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I w as thinking about how the sun is supposed to be bigger than the Earth,
and the Earth is supposed to be sm aller than the sun. ’Cause when you
look in the sky, it doesn’t look real big cause it’s farther away. When
y ou get closer the sun would be [turning the pages looking for
som ething] like this [a close-up illustration o f the sun]. Then if you look
through that [turns to page with a telescope], it would be bigger than the
Earth....
S am had a primarily efferent response to all com m on questions following the
read-aloud o f Stargazers except for questions five and seven. In answer to question five,
telling w hat he liked best and why, he responded only in the prim arily aesthetic category
as he identified the observatory as the part he liked best because it looked “ like a good,
cool picture to draw ." Sam had no reply to question seven asking if there was anything
else that he wanted to say about the book.
Included in his answers to Stargazers. Sam had another response in the m ost
efferent category, but this time it was in reference to the third question, to tell what he
was thinking when the book was read. As he was relating what he was thinking about
during the reading, he interjected this m ost efferent com m ent to the researcher. “ D id n 't
you know that the sky's only wind? The sk y 's made o f wind and clouds." He again
provided no response to the final question, “ Is there anything else that you would like to
tell me about the book?"
In answ er to the third question, w hat he was thinking about as the book was
read. Sam exhibited a full range o f categories with one m ost efferent response, five
primarily efferent responses, one prim arily aesthetic response, and four most aesthetic
responses. D uring his response to this question, Sam described the illustrations o f
constellations in the book and what he was thinking about them. A t that point, Sam was
responding in a prim arily efferent stance and then shifted to a m ost aesthetic stance, a
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most efferent, and finally back to a prim arily category. He seem ed to bounce from idea
to idea and category to category.
If I was following the dots, it would look like a dog cause all the dots
m ake it look like a dog...If you were a really good artist, you can get a
piece o f paper and make it a huge one like about that w ide [extends
arms] and that tall [raises up arms]. You could draw an earth on
it...D on’t you know that the sky's only wind? The sk y 's made o f wind
and clouds. And the clouds look like it’s made out o f potatoes cause it
looks like potatoes inside...Star chart is like something that you can see
stars on it.
W hen asked what he w ould tell someone about the book, Sam began. "It's about
stars and the sun. The sun’s really a star and not a burning ball o f fire." He continued
to retell several portions o f the text.
Table 4.11 Q uestions to Stargazers: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
m ost e ff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

2

1

0

*■»

Question 2: important/why

0

1

0

0

1

Question 3: what thinking

1

5

1

4

11

Q uestion 4: w hat tell about

0

1

0

0

I

Q uestion 5: w hat best/why

0

0

1

0

1

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

1

1

0

2

Q uestion 7: w hat else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

1

10

4

4

19

Cat. 4
m ost aes

Total No.
Responses

Sam had a higher word count w ithin his responses to Stargazers than in his
responses to the previous books in the study, and he also had greater num ber o f
responses than in the previous books. W hen Sam ’s responses w ere exam ined according
to response categories, he had a substantial increase in the num ber o f words within the
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prim arily efferent category. M ost efferent, primarily aesthetic, and m ost aesthetic
reflected slight changes either increasing or decreasing from previous books, but the
prim arily efferent category exhibited a distinct change from previous books.
Table 4.12 Stargazers: W ord Count and Percentages in the Four Response Categories
Sam

M ost Eff.

4. Stargazers

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

30

1498

67

233

1828

1%

82%

4%

13%

100%

The number o f transform ations in S am 's responses to Stargazers increased from
six transform ations in the previous book to fifteen to Stargazers. He had seven slides to
an adjacent category such as when he began telling about the book in the primarily
efferent category by furnishing the topic and author and then shifting to the primarily
aesthetic category (2 —» 3) as he added that it was a good book.
Sam had another seven transform ations or shifts that were skips across an
adjacent category to the next category as in the following incident o f a skip from a
prim arily efferent to a m ost aesthetic category (2 -» 4) and then back to a primarily
efferent category (4 —» 2). He began by retelling the inform ation furnished in the text
and then shifted to his ow n world or a most aesthetic category before he returned again
to relating information in the text.
And th at's the M ilky W ay that surrounds all the stars in it. And the
M ilky Way looks like m ilk so th a t's why they nam ed it M ilky Way.
A nd..[pause]..if you shot a gun up into the sky and it hit the star, maybe
the star would explode. And you can see different reflections in the sky
like constellations.
In one incident, Sam had a hop from a most aesthetic category' to a most efferent
category. This occurred as Sam extended a description o f the characters in the book
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draw ing the constellations to his own world o f draw ing the constellations, m ost
aesthetic category, and then hopping to relating material in this book to other
inform ation previously given in the first book, most efferent category.
If you were a really good artist, you can get a piece o f paper and m ake it
a huge one [Connect the stars in constellation.] Like about that w ide and
that tall. [Extends his arms horizontally and vertically.] You could
draw an Earth on it, if you were an artist. You could make it look real or
you could make it look ju st like that. D idn't you know that the sk y 's
only wind? The sky's made o f wind and clouds.
Table 4.13 Transform ations to Stargazers: Frequency. Direction, and C ategories o f
Response in Transform ations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and D irection

1

1. M ost Efferent -* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 3. Primarily A esthetic

0

1. M ost Efferent -♦ 4. Most Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent —» 1. Most Efferent

3

2. Primarily Efferent —* 3. Primarily A esthetic

4

2. Primarily Efferent -* 4. Most Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —►1. Most Efferent

3

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -+ 4. Most Aesthetic

1

4. M ost Aesthetic -* 1. Most Efferent

3

4. M ost Aesthetic -♦ 2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -+ 3. Primarily A esthetic

15

Total N um ber o f Transformations

Summary
S am 's responses to all four books were predom inantly primarily efferent with
over h alf o f his responses in this category. The rem ainder o f his responses, except for
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two instances o f most efferent responses, were primarily aesthetic and most aesthetic
responses.
W hen word count was exam ined across all books, he had the greatest num ber o f
words within the primarily efferent category. This reflected the length o f primarily
efferent responses to such questions as telling about the book. However, there was a
higher word count for most aesthetic responses than prim arily aesthetic even though
there were more instances o f primarily aesthetic responses. T his seemed to reflect the
nature o f the child's responses. When he would relate the text to a personal experience,
his response would tend to be more wordy than a primarily aesthetic type o f response
that briefly stated a like or dislike o f the text.
Sam seemed to enjoy and play w ith some texts m ore than others as noted in his
responses to the second and fourth books, getting paid “bull” for operating a bulldozer
in the former and “exploding” the stars in the latter. He also provided longer responses
to these books. His only two incidents o f most efferent responses, however, occurred
with my co-researcher during interviews on the final two books.
The transformations or shifts to different response categories within one answ er
varied between books with the fourth book having the highest occurrences o f
transform ations. As Sam replied to one specific question, he could cross a num ber o f
categories in his responses as noted earlier. There were no shifts from a most aesthetic
to prim arily aesthetic.
Sam exhibited different levels o f involvement w ith the books. His responses
fluctuated or shifted between categories m ore in his answ ers to the questions to the final
book. His answers to the interview questions to this book also contained a greater
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num ber o f words. However, at any point or with any book, he could provide quick
closure to some probes with his “T h at’s all,” or add a touch o f h u m o r as w hen he gave a
chuckle, pointed to a glass house in H ow to Build a House, pretended to eat it, and
com m ented. “Ice to eat.” He could provide lengthy detail to som e questions and simply
“N ope” to others.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth, a full-faced child w ith reddish hair and freckles, turned seven years
old three days before the study began. She had a slight lisp when she spoke. She
generally delivered her responses to the books in a monotone voice w ith a sequential
presentation o f each page.
Both o f E lizabeth's parents are college graduates and are em ployed as educators.
Her father is a college professor, and her m other teaches at a church-affiliated preschool
located near the university. They w ere close to forty years old w hen Elizabeth was bom.
She has one brother who is eight years older than she is and in m iddle school. The
family lives in an older established neighborhood close to the university cam pus and
w ithin the elem entary school’s attendance zone.
The classroom teacher placed Elizabeth in a middle reading group. Her conduct
grades were A 's, and she appeared to be very cooperative in the study. In reading and
spelling, she received average grades, and in language and math, she w as slightly
higher. In this particular classroom, Elizabeth was a student w ho listened to the teacher,
followed directions, and did what she was told.
Elizabeth com plied thoroughly w ith the interview process o f listening and
responding to questions. W hen asked about the pictures in Feel the W ind, the first book
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used in the study, Elizabeth did not tell about a few o f the illustrations, but reviewed all
the illustrations in the book. She started by describing the illustration on the cover and
then proceeded to describe the pictures on each page o f the book. As the session ended,
she looked for even more details to share. W hen I asked her if there was anything else
that she w anted to tell me about the book, she looked at the cover again as if searching
for som ething to say. and then she added that the cover had a num ber two on it and was
“a number tw o book.” There was number two in the upper left-hand com er o f the
cover to indicate that it was a stage two book from the Let's-R ead-A nd-Find-O ut
Science series. Her first interview was longer than any o f her other interview s because
she fully answ ered whatever she was asked.
Table 4.14 O rder o f Interviews and Word C ount in Responses to the Four Books
R esearcher

Book

Interview O rder

Book Total

1. Feel the W ind

A

2

1113

2. How a H ouse is Built

A

1

962

3. What H appens to a Hamburger

B

2

879

4. Stargazer

B

1

795

Elizabeth generally responded without hesitation. She seemed able to give quick
answers, but these were focused on explicit depictions drawn from the text w ithout
inferring beyond what was specifically stated o r pictured. During the interview session
following the third book in the study, What H appens to a Hamburger, w hen she was
asked how she w ould fix a hamburger, she sim ply described the illustration in the book.
First, I’d get some bread and some m eat. Then I’d put the m eat inside o f
the tw o breads. Then I would put it on a plate. Then I w ould give them
carrots and French fries. And everything to eat with it. Then I w ould put
it on th e table.
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The illustration in the book depicts a hamburger on a plate w ith carrots as well as
French fries. She was describing the scene in the book and m aking it her ow n "how to
fix a ham burger.” She delivered her response w ithout any variation in tone.
Elizabeth displayed a tendency to restate w hat was presented in the text in her
responses. There were occasional diversions from these text-bound responses into her
personal world. During the interview on What happens to a H am burger, she jum ped at
the chance to share a particular experience related to the text w hen she was asked if
there was anything else that she wanted to say about the book.
Uh-huh. I have a friend. She’s nine years old. A nd..[brief pause]... w henever she
eats. I see a bump going dow n on her throat. Like this [She dem onstrated the
lump in her neck moving when she swallowed.] Like this. Going up and down.
Then she sees mine.... Actually she doesn't see mine. 1 hid it [laughs].
Elizabeth proceeded to explain how she pushed the lump in her throat back so her friend
could not see it moving and imagined what her friend must be thinking. She thought
her friend would be wondering if she was really eating or not. If she was actually
consum ing food, then m aybe her friend would think she was "som ething besides a
hum an.”
Book One: Feel the W ind
During the interview following the reading o f the first book, Feel the W ind by
A rthur Dorros, Elizabeth responded in the primarily efferent category to questions
requesting her to tell about the book and to tell about the pictures in the book by
sequentially restating the m aterial in the text. O ther questions generated responses that
reflected specific concepts and principles presented in the text. W hen she was asked
about w hat was most im portant, w hat part she liked best, or w hat the book told about
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the wind, she related a few specific characteristics about wind. To Elizabeth the
im portant part o f the text was that it told w hat a “hard w ind” would pick up. She then
related in the most aesthetic category that this w as im portant to her because one would
know what a wind could pick up and be prepared for it.
Her favorite part o f the book, however, was a description o f a bike experim ent
which showed a child pedaling into the wind and then w ith the wind. Basic
characteristics about wind as wind can be “hard.” “ nice,” “blow stuff up,” and "blow
stuff aw ay" were restated by Elizabeth in each interview on this book.
During the interview on the book. Feel the W ind. I asked Elizabeth w hat makes
or causes the wind to start. There had been a full explanation in the text o f the different
temperatures o f air masses around the Earth, and how these varying tem peratures affect
the air and set it into motion to cause wind. Also there had been further explanations
given for specific wind conditions. All o f these explanations, however, were recast as
Elizabeth simply stated that the wind starts with the "clouds. And God makes the cloud
move. It goes God and clouds and...uh, air. I mean w ind.” There had been no m ention
o f G od in the text, but she inserted God into her explanation o f the concept.
She gave brief answers to some interview questions. W hen asked w hat she was
thinking about as the book was read, Elizabeth sim ply stated that she “was thinking
about, about that it was about the wind.” Similarly, when asked about what she would
tell som eone about the book, she replied that she “w ould tell them the name o f the book.
And I would tell them about the whole story.” These b rief responses coupled w ith
wordy sequential retellings were characteristics o f Elizabeth’s pattern o f response.
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Table 4.14 Q uestions to Feel the Wind: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 4
most aes

Cat. 1
most eff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 2: im portant/why

0

1

0

1

2

Q uestion 3: w hat thinking

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 4: what tell about

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 5: what best/why

0

0

1

1

2

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 7: what else

0

1

0

0

1

Total: questions/categories

0

6

1

2

9

The part that she liked best in Feel the Wind occurred when the character in the
book dem onstrated how hard it would be pedaling a bike into the wind, and then how
easy it would be pedaling it with the wind. This experim ent interested Elizabeth as she
added in the m ost aesthetic category, “I can try it.’* When Elizabeth told about the
pictures, she sum m arized each page in the book by explaining what was happening in
the illustrations.
Elizabeth had no replies in the most efferent category, while six o f her nine
responses were in the prim arily efferent category. She had one prim arily aesthetic
response and two m ost aesthetic responses.
Table 4.16 Feel the Wind: W ord Count and Percentages in the Four Response
Categories
Elizabeth
I . Feel the W ind

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

0

1030

38

45

1113

0%

93%

3%

4%

100%
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The w ord count o f 93 percent in the prim arily efferent category corresponded
with Elizabeth’s extensive retellings in her responses to Feel the W ind. T here was
lim ited material w ithin the primarily aesthetic category, three percent, and m ost
aesthetic category, four percent.
Table 4.17 Transform ations to Feel the Wind: Frequency, Direction, and Categories o f
Response in Transform ations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and D irection

0

1. Most Efferent —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 3. Primarily A esthetic

0

I . M ost Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent -* I . M ost Efferent

0

2. Primarily Efferent -* 3. Primarily Aesthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily A esthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

3. Primarily A esthetic —►2. Primarily Efferent

1

3. Primarily A esthetic —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

4. Most Aesthetic -* 1. M ost Efferent

0

4. Most A esthetic —►2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. M ost A esthetic —» 3. Primarily A esthetic

2

Total N um ber o f Transformations

In addition to the transformation that occurred in answer to question num ber
five, what she liked best, described above, there was a second transform ation in
response to the second question to tell what she thought was important in Feel the
W ind. The transform ation in her answer to the question o f what she liked best
represented a slide to an adjacent category from the prim arily aesthetic to m ost aesthetic
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(3 -* 4). In the answ er to the question o f w hat she thought was im portant, she related in
the prim arily efferent category how the book provided information about a strong or
"'hard” wind. She then shifted her response category to most aesthetic as she described
her personal view o f why it would be im portant to know this inform ation so "you'll
know w hat it’ll pick up so you can get under som ething and it w o n 't pick you up" (2 -♦
4). The rem ainder o f Elizabeth’s responses did not vary from the prim arily efferent.
Book Two: How a House Is Built
Elizabeth followed a similar pattern during her interview following the second
book in the study. How a House Is Built (Gibbons, 1992). She responded in the
primarily efferent category to the initial question to tell about the book by providing a
few points about the book, saying the book told "how to make houses and [that] there
are all kind[s] o f houses....” As Elizabeth continued, she described the pictures in the
book starting with the second page and going through the whole text explaining what
was happening in each illustration.
W hen I asked her what she was thinking about when How a House Is Built was
read, there w as more variety in her answ er to this question than she had provided to the
first book. Feel the W ind. At that time, she had simply responded that she was thinking
about "that it was about the wind.” Instead o f responding that she was thinking about
one concept in general, as "‘houses” to the second book, she revealed a num ber o f
thoughts.
I was thinking about what..[[pause]..what, ummm. I was thinking
about..[pause]..how a man stands in concrete without him getting,
um m m ..[pause]..stoned in there so he can ’t move.... And I was thinking
about how..[pause]..um m m ..how my next house is going to look like
w hen I move again. I might not ever m ove again....
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Elizabeth w as a willing participant who frequently responded to questions
related to this book w ith detailed, sequential answers. W hen asked how she would
build a house, she replied that she “w ould..[pause]..get lots o f wood, lots o f bricks, and
som e paint and som e tools. Then I’d hire lots o f men. I’d have plans and then I’d have
them make the house.”
When Elizabeth was asked what was im portant about the book, she replied in
the prim arily efferent category that the book supplied im portant inform ation on how to
m ake a house. She stated that the book would enable people who did not have a house
to m ake one after reading this book.
In response to the question o f w hat she would tell som eone about the book.
Elizabeth indicated in the primarily efferent category that she “w ould tell them the
w hole story" on how to make a house and about all the different kinds o f houses. W hen
asked what she liked best. Elizabeth turned to the pages with a double spread illustration
o f all the people involved in building a house and stated in the prim arily aesthetic
category that she liked it best because o f “all the people and rainbow colors."
There were, however, two questions which elicited one word responses as
“nope” and “no.” W hen she was asked if there was anything else that she w anted to tell
m e about the book. Elizabeth answered w ith a sim ple “nope.” W hen I inquired if she
had learned som ething different about building a house, she sim ply said. “N o."
When I closed each interview session, I w ould thank each child for assisting me.
A t the end o f the interview on How a House is Built an incident occurred that clearly
revealed Elizabeth’s willingness to com ply in answ ering the questions presented to her.
O n this particular occasion, as I was thanking her for telling m e about the book, my
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usage o f the w ord “tell” seemed to indicate that I wanted her to tell m e again about the
book. My statem ent triggered a response from Elizabeth that flow ed rapidly and
without hesitation. She was ready to repeat her answer.
KB: OK, I want to thank you very much, for helping me today...,
Elizabeth, tellfing] me about the book.
Elizabeth: Well, it's really a nice book. And it shows you w hat you can
put in your house. And it shows you who you can hire. And it shows
you w hat you can do. A nd it shows you if you, it shows w hat kinds o f
houses there is.
KB: I think you've done a nice jo b helping me today. And I really
appreciate it. Thank you very much. Elizabeth.
Table 4.18 Q uestions to How a H ouse Is Built: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Q uestion/Category o f
Response

Cat. 4
m ost aes

Cat. 1
m ost e ff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Question 1: tell about book

0

1

0

0

1

Question 2: important/why

0

1

0

0

1

Question 3: w hat thinking

0

1

0

1

2

Question 4: w hat tell about

0

1

0

0

1

Question 5: w hat best/why

0

0

1

0

1

Question 6: tell about pic.

0

1

0

0

I

Question 7: w hat else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

0

5

1

1

7

Total No.
Responses

There w as a greater num ber o f responses in the primarily efferent category with
five o f the seven responses in that category. There was one response each in the most
aesthetic and prim arily aesthetic categories w hile there were again no responses in the
most efferent category. When Elizabeth answered the question o f w hat she was
thinking about as the book was read, she m entioned in the m ost aesthetic category that
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she was thinking about w hat her next house would look like if she moved and w ent into
som e detail describing specific features o f that im agined house.
In response to the request to tell what was im portant in the book, Elizabeth
answ ered in the prim arily efferent category, but in her reply to what she liked best, she
answ ered in the prim arily aesthetic category as she provided a personal evaluation o f the
text.
Table 4.19 How a H ouse Is Built: W ord Count and Percentages in Four C ategories o f
Responses
Elizabeth
2. How a H o u se -

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

Most Aes.

Book Total

0

768

58

136

962

0%

80%

6%

14%

100%

M ost Eff.

The word count in Elizabeth’s answers to questions about How a House Is Built
reflected the longer responses in the primarily efferent category. In her answ ers to tell
about the book or to tell about the pictures, she furnished lengthy retellings explaining
the contents o f each picture. Her full description o f a house that she was thinking o f
making accounted for the fourteen percent in the m ost aesthetic category. She included
in her description even w hat she w ould have in a pantry and w hat type o f appliances.
E lizabeth's response to the request to tell w hat she was thinking contained the
only transform ation in her responses to How a H ouse Is Built. She began her response
in the prim arily efferent category as she described the man standing in the cem ent, and
then she skipped to the m ost aesthetic category as she described her next house (2 -♦ 4).
Elizabeth qualified her statem ent by adding, "H ow my next house is going to look like
w hen I m ove again, [but] I might not ever move again.”
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Table 4.20 Transform ations to How a House Is Built: Frequency. Direction, and
Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. o f Transform ations

Transformation Categories and D irection

0

1. M ost Efferent -+ 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. Most Efferent -♦ 3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

1. Most Efferent —♦ 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent —* 1. M ost Efferent

0

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 3. Primarily Aesthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —* 3. Primarily Aesthetic

1

Total transformations

Book Three: W hat Happens to a Hamburger
At this point in the study, my co-researcher interviewed Elizabeth in the
interview following the third book. What Happens to a Hamburger (Showers. 1970).
W hen Elizabeth was initially asked to tell about the book, she provided an evaluation o f
the book in the prim arily aesthetic category and then furnished in the prim arily efferent
category the topic and an overview o f the digestive system as she described w hat
happens to a ham burger after it is eaten.
U m m ...it is a good book. And it’s about ham burgers. I mean food.
W hen it goes into your body, it tells you w hat happens to it....W ell, it
goes dow n your throat. Then it gets mixed up after you, after they
crunch, after this pink stuff [salivary glands]. A nd it crunches it. A nd it
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takes a dozen hours to m ake it do it. And it, um m , and the food that you
d o n ’t need when you go potty, it goes out.
The manner in which she described the illustrations varied in this interview . She
did not proceed through the w hole text retelling each page as she had in the first two
books. Initially she described in the primarily efferent category the cover and title page
as she had done before, and then she became involved w ith reading the title and trying
to figure out various words. W hen my co-researcher attem pted to focus her attention
and asked her again about the pictures, she flipped through the book until she identified
in the prim arily aesthetic category one illustration she liked. She slid to the most
aesthetic category as she talked about the dog being sim ilar to hers.
W hen Elizabeth was asked what she was thinking about as the book was being
read, she replied in the prim arily aesthetic category that she had questioned w hy such a
book even existed and why a book had been written on hamburgers instead o f hot dogs.
Elizabeth: I was thinking about, umm, why do people make these kind o f
books.
TM : Why were you thinking that?
Elizabeth: Because..[pause]..I thought they w ould have a book about hot
dogs.
TM : Why about hot dogs?
Elizabeth: Because, um m ...because I didn’t know they liked ham burgers.
The category o f this response varied from the first book w hen she indicated that she was
ju st thinking about the wind o r the second book when she was thinking about a specific
scene in the book on building a house and what her next house would look like. Here in
the third book, Elizabeth questioned why the book even existed. She seem ed to be
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looking at the book as a w hole in reference to this question and becom ing evaluative
about the book in general.
A nother change from previous books was her response to the question o f what
part she liked best. In W hat Happens to a Hamburger. Elizabeth indicated in the
primarily aesthetic category that she liked an illustration o f a tabby cat sitting on a chair
because, she added in the most aesthetic category, it looked like her cat.
In response to the question o f w hat she thought w as im portant, Elizabeth retold
several pages in the primarily efferent category while the researcher attempted to get her
to identify what was important in the book. At that point. Elizabeth stated that the
format o f the book was im portant as the pictures "make you guess w hat this book is
about if you d id n 't read the title." W hen asked what she w ould tell som eone about the
book. Elizabeth simply answered in the prim arily efferent category that she would tell
them "there is a book about hamburgers and it tells you w hat happened to them."
D uring the rem ainder o f her interview on the third book. W hat Happens to a
Hamburger. Elizabeth furnished text-based responses to the researcher's queries. She
related w hat was happening in specific pictures, and when additional inform ation was
requested and the researcher probed further, she concluded w ith such com m ents as "I
can't think o f anything" or single verbal and nonverbal responses indicating that she had
nothing else to say.
E lizabeth's straight-forward replies to questions about W hat Happens to a
H am burger remained focused on the text with six o f the fourteen total responses in the
prim arily efferent category. However, her answers reflected more aesthetic responses
than in h er interviews to the previous books with eight o f the total responses in the
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aesthetic category, prim arily and most aesthetic. She displayed some variation to her
text-based pattern when, in the primarily aesthetic category, she questioned why the
author chose this topic and when in the m ost aesthetic category she identified her
favorite part as an illustration that resembled her cat. associated the best picture as one
that depicted a dog that was sim ilar to hers, and described how she tricked a friend by
not letting her friend see her swallow.
Table 4.21 Questions to What Happens to a Hamburger: N um ber o f Responses in Each
Category
Question/Category o f
Response

Cat. 1
most e ff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Question 1: tell about book

0

2

1

0

j**

Question 2: important/why

0

1

1

0

2

Question 3: what thinking

0

0

1

0

1

Question 4: w hat tell about

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 5: w hat best/why

0

0

1

1

2

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

2

1

1

4

Q uestion 7: w hat else

0

0

0

1

1

Total: questions/categories

0

6

5

3

14

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

The word count in the four different categories indicated more variation within
her responses to the third book. What happens to a Hamburger, than to the other books.
She had 59 percent in the prim arily efferent category, a drop from 77 percent in the
second book and 90 percent in the first book. The most aesthetic responses increased
from four and fourteen percent in the previous two books to 33 percent in W hat
Happens to a H am burger.
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Table 4.22 W hat Happens to a Hamburger: W ord Count and Percentages in Four
Response Categories
Elizabeth

M ost Eff.

3. W hat Happens
to a H amburger

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

0

519

70

290

879

0%

59%

8%

33%

100%

Table 4.23 Transform ations to What Happens to a Hamburger: Frequency. Direction,
and Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. o f Transform ations

Transformation categories and Direction

0

1. Most Efferent —* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. Most Efferent —» 3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

1. Most Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent —» 1. M ost Efferent

2

2. Primarily Efferent -* 3. Primarily Aesthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent —►4. Most Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 1. M ost Efferent

I

3. Primarily Aesthetic -+ 2. Primarily Efferent

2

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 4. Most Aesthetic

0

4. Most Aesthetic -* I. M ost Efferent

0

4. Most Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. Most Aesthetic —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

6

Total transformations

The transform ations within Elizabeth's responses to W hat Happens to a
H am burger also reflected the variation in response categories. Her transform ations
increased from two transformations to the first book. Feel the Wind, and one
transform ation to the second book, How a House Is Built, to a total o f six in the third
book, W hat H appens to a Hamburger. The transform ations were prim arily slides to an
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adjacent category w ith five o f the six transform ations being this type. The only
transform ation that involved a skip, a shift across an adjacent category, occurred as
Elizabeth was telling about the pictures in the book. In this incident, after seeing a dog
in one illustration, she began to describe her dog in the m ost aesthetic category, and then
she shifted back to the primarily efferent category when continuing to tell about the
illustrations in the book [4 —» 2].
Book Four: Stargazers
Elizabeth had a blend o f response categories to the fourth book. Stargazers. H er
answers reflected text-based responses except when questions requested a personal
response or she provided an evaluation. W hen asked w hat she would tell someone
about the book, she first said in the prim arily aesthetic category that she would tell
someone that it w as a good book. She then slid to the prim arily efferent category that
she would say that it was about stars and conclude by saying, “ I would tell them the
whole story.” This was indicative o f Elizabeth as she retold the “story” in her
interviews.
W hen she was asked to tell about Stargazers, she began in the prim arily aesthetic
category with “ it’s a neat book.” but then w ent into a detailed account in the prim arily
efferent category that “it’s about stars and it’s about shooting stars, orange stars. It's
about how you can look at stars....” She w as furnishing details o f the “story.”
W hen Elizabeth was asked to tell about the part that she liked best, she turned to
the title page and pointed out in the prim arily aesthetic category that she liked it best
because it had a dog on it. She added in the most aesthetic category that she had her
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ow n dog, but her dog did not resemble this one as hers was not brown but was "black
and has squares.”
In reference to the request to tell about the pictures, Elizabeth switched between
prim arily efferent and prim arily aesthetic several tim es in her reply.
The pictures are different colors. And the pictures are beautiful. [Flips through
books as she talks.] And the pictures , if you d o n 't want to read them , you really
d o n ’t have to because the pictures will tell you what to read. And the pictures
look very good. And th at’s it.
W hen she was questioned further on how the pictures told you what to read, she replied.
"cause they look like it. T hat's what they look like.” Gail G ibbons's illustrations
clearly reflected the printed text with detailed draw ings and labeled diagrams.
In response to the question o f what she was thinking about as the book was read.
Elizabeth m entioned in the prim arily efferent category that she was thinking about "why
shooting stars aren 't stars." The text had included a page o f facts on stars that stated. "A
shooting star isn 't a star. It is a flash o f light caused by a meteorite burning up as it
passes through the E arth's atm osphere.”
W hen asked to tell w hat she thought was im portant about this book, Elizabeth
turned to a page that had both the sun and the Earth in their approxim ate size and
relationship to each other. She explained in the prim arily efferent category that this
page was m ost im portant because it showed how the Earth is actually sm aller than the
sun. This was im portant because, "They [others] probably don’t know it and is a
question that alm ost no one know s.” This was an im portant point and apparently
unknow n bit o f inform ation for Elizabeth that she w anted others to know. Later on
w hen she was asked to tell w hat she would tell others about this book she included in
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her response, ' i would tell them , do you think the Earth is littler than the sun?”

It was

new inform ation that she found interesting and im portant enough to share w ith others.
Elizabeth’s answers to the questions about Stargazers included eight efferent and
six aesthetic responses. There were no responses in the most efferent category, and
eight in the primarily efferent category. There were five prim arily aesthetic responses
and one m ost aesthetic.
Table 4.24 Questions to Stargazers: Number o f Responses in Each Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 4
most aes

Cat. 1
m ost e ff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Cat. 3
prim aes

T otal No.
R esponses

Q uestion I : tell about book

0

2

1

0

3

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 4: w hat tell about

0

I

I

0

2

Q uestion 5: what best/why

0

0

I

I

2

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

-*

2

0

5

Q uestion 7: what else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

0

8

5

1

14

Table 4.25 Stargazers: Word Count and Percentages in the Four Response Categories
Elizabeth
4. Stargazers

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

B ook Total

0

609

138

48

795

0%

77%

17%

6%

100%

The word count o f 77 percent in the primarily efferent category reflected
E lizabeth’s lengthier responses in this category. There were eight responses in the
prim arily efferent category and five responses in the prim arily aesthetic category, and
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yet only 17 percent o f the word count occurred in the latter. The distribution denoted
concise statements in the primarily aesthetic category.
Table 4.26 Transform ations to Stargazers: Frequency. Direction, and C ategories o f
Response in Transform ations
No. ofT ransform ations

Transformation Categories and Direction

0

I. Most Efferent —* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. Most Efferent -* 3. Primarily A esthetic

0

1. Most Efferent —* 4. Most Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 1. Most Efferent

3

2. Primarily Efferent -+ 3. Primarily A esthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 4. Most Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 1. Most Efferent

4

3. Primarily Aesthetic -♦ 2. Primarily Efferent

I

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 4. Most Aesthetic

0

4. Most Aesthetic —♦ 1. Most Efferent

0

4. Most Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. Most Aesthetic —►3. Primarily A esthetic

8

Total Number ofT ransform ations

Elizabeth had eight transformations in her responses to Stargazers. All the
transform ations were slides to adjacent categories w ith seven o f the eight
transform ations involving a slide from the primarily efferent category to the primarily
aesthetic or the reverse [2 —*■3; 3 —►2]. Only one transform ation occurred betw een two
aesthetic categories [3 —►4]. W hen she was describing what she liked best, Elizabeth
answ ered in the prim arily aesthetic category that she liked a particular picture in the
book because it looked like her ow n dog. She started in the prim arily aesthetic category
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and slid to the m ost aesthetic as she connected the illustration to her personal
experience.
Sum m ary
Elizabeth responded to the four books in the study predom inantly in the
prim arily efferent category with 25 o f her 44 responses in that category. She had no
responses in the m ost efferent category. 12 in the primarily aesthetic category', and seven
in the m ost aesthetic category. The w ord count within the responses decreased with
each book w hile number o f responses and transformations increased. Her individual
responses becam e briefer as well as m ore varied by the latter tw o books with those
containing more aesthetic responses and transformations than the first two books in the
study.
Elizabeth provided matter-of-fact responses without variation in her tone. Even
w hen she described the scene where she tricked her friend, she did not change her
delivery. Her answers to the probes lacked emotion, but as the study progressed, the
frequency o f responses increased as well as the number o f transform ations w ithin her
answ ers.
Courtney
Courtney, soft-spoken and friendly, always seemed to have a smile. W ith a
D ecem ber birthday, she was the youngest participant in the study, aged six years and
four m onths w hen the study began. She lived with her parents, three-year-old brother,
and grandm other.
She enjoyed sharing in inform ation about her extended fam ily during the study
and incorporated her family, especially her grandmother, into h e r responses. A ll the
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adults in the household worked. H er father was a plant operator, her mother w orked in
banking, and her grandmother w as a school librarian. They lived in a predominantly
A frican-A m erican upper middle class neighborhood.
The teacher had placed Courtney in the low reading group. She attended this
particular school, which was not located near her home, because o f its extended day
program . This program enabled her to receive after-school care w ith a minimum o f
inconvenience to her family. H er family seemed supportive o f her education and the
availability o f educational opportunities. She mentioned that she had a com puter in her
ow n room which her grandm other had given her at Christm as that "took a lot o f m oney
to bu y .” In addition, she had access to another com puter in the hom e and an
encyclopedia. She described various educational disks that she used on her com puter.
Family members frequently filtered into C ourtney's responses. What they did
and w ho they did things with were ju st naturally a part o f her interviews. When she was
describing a picture in How a H ouse Is Built o f the family m oving into the finished
house, she recounted, "you have to get your truck and put your stu ff in there, and then
she added, "M y grandfather has a truck, and he moves stuff into new houses. And he
fishes.” The scene on the page depicting a truck led her to tell about her grandfather’s
truck and w hat he does. She brought her family into the text.
At other times the interview s seemed to provide Courtney w ith a chance ju st to
share m ore about her family w ithout relating to the text. During an interview following
Stargazers. Courtney was asked about any part o f the book that she d id n ’t understand.
She located a page which explained light years and indicated that she wanted a clearer
explanation o f w hat the text m eant.
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C: [flipping through the pages to locate a specific part] This one.
KB: L et’s see what it says.
C: I understand a little bit, but this one's kind o f strange.
KB: OK. This is talking about the Earth being here, and the sun here.
And it tells you about a special kind o f m easurem ent, it’s called a light
year. “A light year is the distance light travels in a year.” How far does
light travel in a year? Pretty far. If you turn on a light, —
C: [Courtney interrupts.] My Poppy came back from Germany
yesterday.... He came back from Germany yesterday after school. We
went to pick him up from the airport....
Thus ended the segment on light years. She shifted her thoughts away from a rather
com plex abstract concept to som ething happening recently in her family and even told
what her Poppy was wearing down to his shoes.
Table 4.27 O rder o f Interviews and Word Count in Response to the Four Books
Book

Researcher

Interview Order

W ord Count

I . Feel the W ind

B

I

312

2. How a H ouse Is Built

B

2

1592

3. W hat Happens to a Hamburger

A

1

1002

4. Stargazers

A

2

889

C ourtney was the first interviewed as my co-researcher and I began our
rotations. M y co-researcher interviewed her first following the first book. Feel the
W ind, and then I interviewed her first following the third book, W hat Happens to a
H am burger. As Table 4.27 indicates, the word count o f C ourtney's interview sessions
varied from 312 w ords following Feel the Wind to 1592 w ords following H ow a House
Is Built. There was higher word count in the second m eeting w ith researcher B.
However, the higher word count occurred in the first m eeting w ith researcher A.
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Book One: Feel the W ind
During the interview following the first book in the study. Feel the W ind.
Courtney gave b rie f responses to the questions and answered through retelling
information in the book in a prim arily efferent category. She described what was
happening in the book by sum m arizing the actions in the illustrations: kites flying,
clothes blow ing in the wind, hurricanes picking up houses, or feeling the wind while
riding a bike.
C ourtney focused on the strong winds or hurricanes in her answers to the first
three questions. W hen she was initially asked to tell about the book, Courtney replied in
the primarily efferent category that '‘you can fly kites, they have hurricanes that can pick
up houses, you can feel the wind w hen you ride your bike, and th a t's it.”
In the second question, Courtney was asked what she thought was im portant in
the book to w hich she replied in the primarily efferent category, “the hurricane 'cau se it
could pick up things.” W hen asked in the next question what she was thinking about
when the book was read, she answered simply in the primarily efferent category, "the
hurricane.” W hen asked what she would tell som eone about the book, Courtney gave a
brief direct, prim arily efferent response.
C: Tell them . um. [pause] feeling the wind.
TM : Feeling the wind. OK, what about feeling the w ind? W hat would
you tell them about feeling the wind?
C: That it's strong.
TM: Yeah, how do you know it’s strong?
C: Cause you can feel it.
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The book included a diagram o f how to make a w eather vane. The part that
Courtney liked best was how to make the weather vane or “ how to make the South and
the W est.” and she liked this part best because she said that she was going to make one.
Later, w hen Courtney was asked what she would do if she w as going to make a w eather
vane, she quickly said in the most aesthetic category, “I w ould tell my m other or my
daddy to com e help me. And my daddy would get the stu ff and h e'd help m e.” She
went on to describe what she would need to make the w eather vane and how she would
help her father. This was one o f her longer responses follow ing the reading o f Feel the
W ind. As she talked, her voice seemed to jum p along w ith the words in a rhythm ic tone
which reflected C ourtney’s airy and pleasant disposition.
Table 4.28 Q uestions to Feel the W ind: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
most e ff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 3: w hat thinking

0

1

0

0

I

Q uestion 4: w hat tell about

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 5: w hat best/why

0

0

1

I

2

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 7: w hat else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

0

5

1

1

7

W hen asked to tell about the pictures in the book, C ourtney related in the
prim arily efferent category such details from the illustrations as birds flying in the wind
w ithout using their wings, children pretending to be airplanes in the wind, papers flying
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around, and cats feeling the wind too. She then described the various wind-operated
m achines as “grinding w ood, making air [traditional w indm ill being used to grind grain
in this case], and making electricity.”
Finally, when she was asked if there was anything else that she wanted to say
about Feel the Wind. Courtney shook her head "no.” She had responded in som e form
to all o f the questions. She had seven responses with five o f the seven being in the
prim arily efferent category. There were no responses in the most efferent category, and
the prim arily aesthetic and most aesthetic categories each had one response.
Table 4.29 Feel the W ind: W ord Count and Percentages in the Four Response
Categories
Courtney
1. Feel the Wind

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

0

220

17

75

312

0%

71%

5%

24%

100%

M ost Eff.

The word count o f C ourtney's responses to the first book, Feel the W ind,
indicated a limited num ber with 312 words. Her responses were brief and less extended
than her responses to the other books in the study. She did have 71 percent o f the word
count in her five responses in the prim arily efferent category, 24 percent in h er one m ost
aesthetic response, and five percent in one response in the prim arily aesthetic category.
C ourtney's responses contained only one transform ation, that from the prim arily
aesthetic to the most aesthetic (3 —♦ 4). This transform ation, a slide to an adjacent
category, occurred w hen she identified in the prim arily aesthetic category the diagram in
the book o f how to m ake a weather vane as the part she liked best and then slid to the
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m ost aesthetic category as she continued to describe how she would have fun m aking a
w eather vane.
Table 4.30 Transform ations to Feel the W ind: Frequency. Direction, and Categories o f
Response in Transform ations
No. ofT ransform ations

Transform ation Categories and Direction

0

1. M ost Efferent —* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. M ost Efferent —* 3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

1. M ost Efferent —* 4. Most Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent -* 1. M ost Efferent

0

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent —►4. Most Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 1. Most Efferent

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

1

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 4. Most Aesthetic

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -* 1. M ost Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -* 3. Primarily Aesthetic

1

Total N um ber ofTransform ations

Book Two: How a House Is Built
C ourtney’s responses went from brief answers with quick closure in the
interview following the first book. Feel the W ind, to replies that resembled run-on
thoughts in the interview following the second book. How a House Is B uilt. Her
retelling seem ed to have life o f its own as she added her personal touches and
em bellished the text. W hen she was initially asked to tell about the book, Courtney
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began to recount the text as she flipped through the pages. She w ould view each page
and provide some narrative as in describing how a house is built.
That you stand on a board and ham m er it. And you, it takes a lot o f work
and a long time. And each day,...it takes a lot o f work to put the stuff up.
And a lot o f work to put up the walls. And kitchen. And painting. And
if you run out o f paint, it’s going to take a long time to get to the store.
And you w on’t get finished. And you might get fired. And th at's the
light. And that’s the cabinets....
Courtney mentioned in the prim arily efferent category that when the book was
being read she was thinking about "the man sitting on the ro o f on that board’’ in one o f
the illustrations. In response to why she was thinking about him. she remarked in a
most aesthetic category, "He might fall and th at's it.” W hen the researcher probed
further about what she was thinking, at first Courtney said nothing; then she added in
the prim arily efferent category that she was thinking about material included in the
glossary at the end o f the book that provided inform ation on various types o f early
dw ellings or those located in different climates.
...about the Indians at the end o f the book. And how they took, they
killed the bears and all kinds o f deer animals. And they made skins, and
they put little poles. And I didn’t know they lived in cage [cave] houses.
And made houses. And those and igloos. T h at’s it.
In C ourtney's answer to the next question, what she thought was important about
the book, she mentioned in the prim arily efferent category that the num ber o f people it
takes to build a house was im portant. She added that living in a cave was also im portant
as she explained in the m ost aesthetic category that it would be scary to live in a cave.
If she was going to tell someone about the book, Courtney indicated in the
prim arily efferent category that she would tell them that the book tells how to build a
house and w hat has to be done as “you have to get your truck and put your stuff in
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there.” Courtney paused and added that her grandfather had a truck, and "he moves
stu ff into a new house and he fishes.” She was relating inform ation about the text in a
prim arily efferent category and then, as she mentioned the truck in the text, it seemed to
prom pt thoughts o f her grandfather and his truck in the m ost aesthetic category.
W hen asked to tell w hat she liked best, Courtney brought her family members
into her response again. Courtney turned the pages o f the book and identified in a
prim arily aesthetic category the part she liked best when they were putting in the
cem ent, and then shifted to a m ost aesthetic category as she stated, "I like to put my feet
in cem ent, but my grandmother w o n 't let me.”
Courtney generally provided primarily efferent responses as she told about the
illustrations in the book by sum m arizing the pictures on each page. She frequently
m entioned that it was “a lot o f w ork" to build a house as she described how a house is
built. As she neared the end o f the text. Courtney added. “ W hen you get the house, you
m ight be happy...cause it's a new house.” When asked if there was anything else that
she wanted to say about the book, Courtney simply said, “N o. m a’am.”
Courtney had twenty-one responses to the second book, How a House Is Built,
w ith eleven prim arily efferent, eight m ost aesthetic, two prim arily aesthetic, and no
m ost efferent responses. This indicated an increase in responses from the first book to
the second book going from six to eleven responses in the prim arily efferent category
and from one to eight in the m ost aesthetic category. W hen Courtney replied to a
question to H ow a House Is Built, each o f her answers included a response in the m ost
aesthetic category which dem onstrated Courtney’s inclusion o f personal asides.
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Table 4.31 Questions to How a H ouse Is Built: Number o f R esponses in Each Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
m ost eff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
m ost aes

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

4

1

2

7

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

1

0

1

2

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

2

0

1

j

Q uestion 4: what tell about

0

1

0

1

2

Q uestion 5: what best/why

0

0

1

1

i

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

j

0

2

5

Q uestion 7: what else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

0

11

2

8

21

Courtney went from her shortest word count in the interview session following
the first book in the study. Feel the W ind, to her longest in the session following the
second book. How a House Is B uilt. As previously noted, her responses increased
betw een the first and second books from eight to twenty-one. The distribution o f
m aterial between response categories remained higher in the prim arily efferent category
and second highest in the most aesthetic category.
Table 4.32 H ow a House Is Built: W ord Count and percentages in the Four Categories
Courtney
2. H ow a H o u s e -

Most Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

0

1027

11

554

1592

0%

64%

1%

35%

100%

C ourtney's responses to H ow a House Is Built contained tw elve transformations
w ith three slides to adjacent categories and nine skips across the adjacent category to the
next category. H alf o f the transform ations were skips from a prim arily efferent category
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to a most aesthetic (2 —♦ 4). These occurred generally when Courtney explained a
portion o f the text and then w ent into a personal narrative. The next highest frequency
o f transformations was found in the three skips from the most aesthetic category back to
the primarily efferent category' (4 —» 2). In these instances, Courtney returned to
retelling or sum m arizing the text after a personal narrative.
Table 4.33 Transform ations to How a House Is Built: Frequency. Direction, and
Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. ofT ransform ations

Transformation Categories and Direction

0

1. M ost Efferent -* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. Most Efferent —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

I. Most Efferent -» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

2. Primarily Efferent —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

6

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 1. M ost Efferent

1

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 2. Primarily Efferent

1

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

3

4. M ost Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

1

4. M ost Aesthetic —» 3. Primarily Aesthetic

12

Total transformations

Book Three: W hat Happens to a Hamburger
When asked to tell about the book, Courtney provided a page-by-page retelling
o f the book w ith details furnished from the written text as w ell as the illustrations.
During her sum m arization, she com mented on putting “salt,” w hich the text stated as
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sugar, in a glass o f water and “stirring it up. You can’t see it w hen you drink it. but you
can taste it w ith your tongue.” Courtney also described the experim ent showing the
initial step in the digestive process, chewing, and how different degrees o f chewing
influences the size o f the food particles. Throughout her responses to the first question.
she did not em bellish the text w ith any personal comments as she had in the interview
following the second book.
C ourtney gave a prim arily efferent response to the question o f what she thought
was im portant about the book as well as in answer to what she would tell someone
about the book. She specified that an important point in the book was "the right foods
make you healthy” which she restated as “eat the right foods” in answ er to the request o f
what she w ould tell someone about the book.
C ourtney diverted from the text and went into her ow n world, or a most aesthetic
category, how ever, in her response to what she was thinking about when the book was
read. She m entioned that she w as thinking about being hungry and then proceeded in
the most aesthetic category to tell about things that she liked.
A bout I was hungry. I like popsicles and ice cream and pizza. And
chocolate ice cream. A nd chocolate popsicles. And tootsie popsicles
that you push up. That you can eat chips outside and drink a cold
drink.... I was thinking about the sea party next w eek. W e get to wear
bathing suits.
There was a section o f the book, m entioned earlier, w hich demonstrated the
digestion process by discussing the manner in which sugar is dissolved in water. W hen
asked w hat part she liked best, C ourtney mentioned in the prim arily aesthetic category
that she liked the kisalt and w ater part” best. Immediately after m entioning this, she
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shifted to a m ost aesthetic category as she provided her personal experiences with salt
water.
C: I had to drink salt w ater when my tooth fell out cause it was bleeding.
I d idn’t like it. A nd I got five dollars. My grandm other gave me five
dollars. I got five dollars from the tooth fairy. A nd my daddy gave me
four dollars. And my mommy gave me ten dollars.
KB: OK, and when you went to rinse your mouth with the salt water, did
you see the salt in the water?
C: A little bit. My grandm other said that I could put salt in it. And if
you have a snail in your house, then I can take the w ater and pour it on it.
And it might fall... We did that before and it fell... And if it gets on your
shirt, it [snail] might stick there forever cause th ey 're sticky.
W hen Courtney told about the pictures in What Happens to a Hamburger, she
included a few departures into her ow n world from a sim ple aside to a fuller personal
narrative. As she described a series o f pages, she related in the prim arily aesthetic
category, “This one looks hungry. This one looks pretty. This one looks fun...."

Her

evaluations o f the text changed to include her personal feelings as she described one
picture as “one making m e hungry.” In another instance, Courtney described a picture
in a prim arily aesthetic category as “pretty cause it's spring.” She then continued in the
m ost aesthetic category by saying, “N ow that it’s spring. I’m going to Astro W orld with
my m om m y, my daddy, and my brother. And stay in a m otel." The picture o f
springtim e seemed to bring to mind her fam ily’s plans for the spring. In closing,
C ourtney again indicated that she had nothing else to say about the book.
C ourtney’s eleven responses to the book included four prim arily efferent, three
prim arily aesthetic, and four m ost aesthetic. She had five responses from three different
categories in her answ er to one probe, to tell about the pictures.
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C ourtney's fam ily was woven into several responses to W hat Happens to a
Ham burger when she described what she liked best or told about the pictures in the
book. In each incident, when she shifted to this personal or most aesthetic category, a
specific term in her answ er in the primarily efferent category seemed to generate other
thoughts related to her personal experiences.
Table 4.34 Questions to What Happens to a Hamburger: N um ber o f Responses in Each
Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
most eff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

0

0

1

1

Q uestion 4: what tell about

0

1

0

0

I

Q uestion 5: what best/w hy

0

0

1

1

2

Question 6: tell about pic.

0

1

2

2

5

Q uestion 7: what else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

0

4

3

4

11

Table 4.35 What H appens to a Hamburger: W ord Count and Percentages in the Four
Response Categories
Courtney
3. W hat
Happens..

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

0

567

66

369

1002

0%

57%

6%

37%

100%

The word count o f her responses following the third book, W hat Happens to a
H am burger, dropped from the number in the second book but was second highest with
1002 words. The distribution between the categories o f response w as sim ilar to that o f
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the other books in the study with 57 percent in the prim arily efferent category. 37
percent in the most aesthetic category, six percent in the prim arily aesthetic category,
and none in the most efferent category.
Table 4.36 Transform ations to What Happens to a Hamburger: Frequency. Direction,
and Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. ofT ransform ations

Transformation Categories and Direction

0

1. M ost Efferent -* 2. Prim arily Efferent

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

1. M ost Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent —* 1. M ost Efferent

0

2. Primarily Efferent —* 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 2. Primarily Efferent

j

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —►1. M ost Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —* 2. Prim arily Efferent

1

4. M ost Aesthetic -♦ 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

4

Total N um ber ofT ransform ations

There were fewer transformations in Courtney’s responses to the third book than
to the second. In addition, all of her transformations were slides to an adjacent category.
There were no abrupt changes through skips or hops. She had three slides from the
primarily aesthetic to the most aesthetic (3 —» 4) as she provided a personal connection
to the text. W hen Courtney was telling about the illustrations in the book, she
com mented in the primarily aesthetic category, evaluating text according to personal or
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aesthetic values, on how one picture w as “pretty” because it was spring. The illustration
depicted a child in short sleeves playing ball on some green grass and small flow ers
growing in the grass. Courtney continued w ith the thought o f spring, but she shifted to a
most aesthetic category as she added, “N ow that it’s spring, I’m going to A stroworld
with my mom my, daddy, and brother.”
Courtney had one incidence o f a transform ation from a m ost aesthetic category
to the prim arily aesthetic category (4 —►3). This occurred as she was telling about the
pictures in the book. She was responding in the prim arily aesthetic category w hen
giving her evaluation o f a specific illustration, and then shifted to the most aesthetic
category as she noted that one picture m ade her hungry. Follow ing her com m ent about
making her hungry, she switched back to a primarily aesthetic category as she said the
next illustration was "pretty.”
Book Four: Stargazers
Courtney began to answer the question to tell about the book as she looked at the
illustration on the cover. There was a family looking up and pointing to the night sky.
and C ourtney said at a prim arily efferent category, "they’re pointing at the stars.” She
flipped over to the title page and com m ented that “th ere’s a fam ily” since it show ed
another scene o f the sam e family used throughout the book.
She w ent through the rem ainder o f the book telling w hat the family w as doing as
"they're pointing” or “th ey ’re looking” until she came to the end o f the book w hich had
two pages o f facts, one on the history o f stargazing and another w ith specific facts about
stars. There were seven to eight item s on each page w ith a small picture, approxim ately
one inch square, related to each fact. Courtney com m ented on each picture w hich
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correlated to a specific point in stargazing history. One entry depicted a person with
flowing brunette hair looking through a telescope with the accom panying text. "Isaac
Newton built the first reflecting telescope.” Courtney recalled from the read-aloud
session that this person had made a telescope, but as she described the illustration, she
said, "She made a telescope.” She had rem em bered the person's accom plishm ent, but
she did not know that Isaac Newton w as a man.
The final page depicted specific facts related to stars, and C ourtney summarized
in the prim arily efferent category. "A nd there are different kinds o f stars.” She quickly
went to the last entry on the page which described the death o f some stars and replied in
the prim arily efferent category. "And one o f them is dying.” Her last com m ent carried
over into her next answ er to the query o f w hat she was thinking about as the book was
read. She replied in the most aesthetic category that she was thinking "about it dying...
And it might com e alive again.” W hen she was asked how that might happen. Courtney
continued in a m ost aesthetic category, "G od might...make it come alive again.”
W hen she was asked what she thought was important about the book, she
indicated in the prim arily efferent category that the book contained inform ation and
"studying about it” was important. She then shifted to the primarily aesthetic category
as she m entioned that it would take "a lot o f work to write and paint pictures.” The
ensuing question asked w hat she would tell som eone about the book to w hich she said
in the prim arily efferent category, "that it’s im portant...and you can learn." She then
shifted to the m ost efferent category as she added how one can also learn using an
encyclopedia or com puter. Courtney then hopped to the most aesthetic category as she
told about the encyclopedia and com puters in her home. When asked w hat she liked
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best, C ourtney replied in the primarily aesthetic category that she liked the M ilky Way.
the telescope and the pictures that tell you how to make a telescope.
As she answered the request to tell about the pictures, she cam e to a page that
showed the Earth rotating around the sun and the different views o f the night sky for
each season. The details on the Earth were clear w hen it was facing the sun but the
Earth had a dark side when it partially faced the sun and fully dark when the Earth was
depicted between the sun and the viewer. There were arrow s in the illustration
indicating the path o f the Earth around the sun. At first she described what was in the
illustration in the prim arily efferent category, and then she shifted her response from the
prim arily efferent category to her ow n world o f aliens in the m ost aesthetic category.
C: I d o n 't have anything to say about this one [laughs] except it's going
around that arrow. Do they have aliens in the real worlds?
KB: Do they have what?
C: Aliens.
KB: I d o n 't know. 1 really d o n 't know, Courtney. W hat do you think?
C: I think they're on the other side o f the Earth [laughs]...[She goes into a
story about aliens sucking up water.]
KB: OK. so you think there m ight be aliens on the other side o f the
Earth?
C: Uh-huh.
KB: Show me which side they’re on.
C: I think they’re on that side. [Points to the dark side.]
In c lo s in g , Courtney again expressed that she had nothing else to say about the book
after telling about the pictures.
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Table 4.37 Questions to Stargazers: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
most eff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

4

0

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

1

1

0

2

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

0

0

1

1

Q uestion 4: what tell about

1

1

0

1

Q uestion 5: what best/why

0

0

1

0

I

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

1

0

2

J

Q uestion 7: what else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

1

7

2

7

17

Cat. 4
m ost aes

Total No.
Responses
7

In response to Stargazers, Courtney had seven responses in the most aesthetic
category, six in the primarily efferent category, two in the prim arily aesthetic category,
and one in the most efferent category for a total o f sixteen responses. The distribution
o f responses were again mostly between the prim arily efferent and most aesthetic
categories. Courtney had the greatest number o f responses, seven o f her seventeen
responses to Stargazers, in answ er to the question to tell about the book. She had three
responses each to the questions, to what she would tell som eone about the book and to
tell about the pictures. In answ er to the questions to what was im portant about the book,
w hat she was thinking about as the book was read aloud, and w hat she liked best in the
book, Courtney had only a single response in either the prim arily aesthetic or most
aesthetic category.
There was another drop in word count in the fourth book. Stargazers, to 889 total
w ords w ithin her responses to the questions in the study. The word count reflected
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more content in the prim arily efferent category at 52 percent and 39 percent in the most
aesthetic category. There was less material overall in the m ost efferent and primarily
aesthetic category with one percent and eight percent, respectively.
Table 4.8 Stargazers: Word Count and Percentages in the Four Response Categories
Courtney
4. Stargazers

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

10

462

71

346

889

1%

52%

8%

39%

100%

In her responses to Stargazers. Courtney had nine transform ations. These
involved a slide to an adjacent category (2 —» 1), a *'hop” across several categories (1 —*
4), and seven skips to the next category beyond an adjacent category (2 —» 4 or 4 -♦ 2).
W hen Courtney was answering the question o f w hat she would tell someone
about the book, she first m entioned in the primarily efferent category how one can learn
things from the book, and then she slid to the most efferent category as she explained
that one can also learn from an encyclopedia or a com puter (2 —►1). She then hopped to
the most aesthetic category as she mentioned that she had a com puter and an
encyclopedia and added that her grandm other had ’‘paid a lot o f money at C hristm as for
the com puter” while her neighbor had given her the encyclopedia (1 —* 4).
In the rem ainder o f her transformations, Courtney skipped over an adjacent
category to the category beyond. W hen she was telling about the book, she related what
was happening in the pictures as she flipped through the book. She began at the
prim arily efferent, skipped to the m ost aesthetic, and then back to the prim arily efferent
again (2 —►4 —►2).
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They’re pointing at the stars. And there’s a family. And if you break a
telescope, you w on’t have one. They’re expensive. And the sun sets and
it’s very, very hot. And they’re writing with a flashlight at night. And
they look into a telescope. A nd they’re pointing up, sidew ays, and down.
And th at's the M ilky Way....
Table 4.39 Transform ations to Stargazers: Frequency. Direction, and Categories o f
Response in Transform ations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and Direction

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 3. Primarily A esthetic

1

1. M ost Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

I

2. Prim arily Efferent —► 1. M ost Efferent

1

2. Prim arily Efferent -+ 3. Primarily Aesthetic

4

2. Prim arily Efferent -♦ 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Prim arily Aesthetic —►1. M ost Efferent

0

3. Prim arily Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

3. Prim arily Aesthetic —» 4. M ost A esthetic

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -* I. M ost Efferent

3

4. M ost Aesthetic -* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -* 3. Primarily Aesthetic

10

Total N um ber o f Transform ations

Sum m ary
C ourtney’s responses were predom inantly in the prim arily efferent category,
com prising over h alf o f the total. There was one response in the m ost efferent category
while the rem ainder o f her responses were in the aesthetic category. H er aesthetic
responses to each book were higher in the most aesthetic category. This reflected the
personal narratives that Courtney included in her answers. Courtney frequently
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incorporated *Ts” and “you’s” in her responses and extended her answ ers with a
personal aside or w ithin a narrative framework with 34% o f her responses in the most
aesthetic category.
Courtney had an increase in word count from the first to the second book, but
then the word count in her responses decreased in the third and fourth books. She had
more responses to the second book as well as a greater num ber o f transformations.
Her 27 transformations included one hop. sixteen skips, and ten slides. The
sixteen skips all involved a shift to or from the most aesthetic category and the prim arily
efferent category. The nature o f her transformations reflected C ourtney’s manner o f
including personal narratives in her answers.
Alicia
Alicia, a slender child w ith light-brown skin and hair pulled up in a bun. was
seven years and two months old when the study began. She lived with her family,
parents and brothers, in an apartm ent in a married-student com plex on the main cam pus
o f the major state university. Her father had retired from the m ilitary the previous year
and was attending a technical college while her mother was enrolled in law school.
Alicia had two brothers, one in the third grade and one in kindergarten, who attended
the same school she did.
Her high cheekbones, erect posture, confident carriage, and hair pulled tightly up
into a bun gave her the appearance o f a ballerina. A licia’s m annerism s seemed mature
and poised for a first-grader. Before responding to probes, she w ould pause as if in
thoughtful reflection, and then respond in a confident conversational manner.
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TM: W hen M rs .
thinking about?

read the book rFeel the W indl. w hat were you

Alicia: I was thinking about...if I got blown away by a hurricane, that
would be horrible.
TM: Oh. yeah. Was it a little frightening when you were thinking about
that?
Alicia: Yeah. I was shivering.
Her confidence was further shown when she would occasionally reverse the
roles o f researcher and participant and ask the co-researcher a question. W hen A licia
was telling about the book. Feel the W ind, she paused and inquired. *T wonder if you
like the wind.'"
Alicia participated in the extended day program at the school and was in the
teacher's highest reading group. This was her first year at this school because her
family had m oved after her kindergarten year when father had retired from the military.
The teacher had no previous records on A licia or past test scores because her former
school did not use standardized testing in kindergarten.
A licia w as the second child interviewed in the first m eeting with each
researcher. Then, during the interview sessions following the second and fourth books
in the study, she was interviewed first with each researcher.
Interviews following the first book, Feel the Wind, were consistently briefer for
each participant, except as noted w ith Elizabeth. Alicia, however, rem ained fairly
consistent in the length o f her interview s following each book and did not fluctuate as
Sam did. She did not embellish her responses in the manner that Courtney did with
extensive personal narratives about her family. She did not go into great detail retelling
each page in her responses as Elizabeth did. A licia’s interview sessions followed a
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pattern o f her hearing the question, thinking for a few m om ents and then responding
thoughtfully to the question.
Table 4.40 Order o f Interview s and Word C ount in Response to the Four Books
Book

R esearcher

Interview O rder

Word Count

1. Feel the Wind

B

2

532

2. H ow a House Is Built

B

1

813

3. W hat Happens to a H am burger

A

2

983

4. Stargazers

A

1

840

Book One: Feel the W ind
W hen Alicia was asked to tell about the book. Feel the W ind, she related
inform ation in the prim arily efferent category about the hurricane com ing and blow ing
dow n trees. She also indicated that the inform ation about a hurricane was an im portant
point in the book because "it could blow you aw ay.” W hen asked what she was
thinking about when the book was read, she m entioned in a m ost aesthetic category that
she was thinking about getting blown away by a hurricane and how horrible that would
be.
A licia described in a primarily efferent category an experim ent, or as she stated.
"experience.” in Feel the W ind as she initially told about the book.
A nd they did an experience about the bike. You have to stand right there
and which ever way the w ind’s blow ing on a windy day. Then you have
to ride it tow ards the wind, and it w ould be hard to pedal. Then you tum
around and see how easy [word stressed] it is to pedal.
She also mentioned in the prim arily efferent category a part o f the book that explained
how to make a weather vane and that the arrow would indicate the direction the wind
w as blow ing.
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W hen A licia was asked what she w ould tell someone about the book, she again
referred in the prim arily efferent category to the experim ent and the explanation in the
text on how to make a w eather vane. She continued in the prim arily aesthetic category
that she would tell someone. "That it’s a really neat story, and I like it. And I think you
would like it...’cause it has experiences and stuff. S tuff that you can m ake.” Then again
as she was relating what part she liked best, she mentioned in the prim arily aesthetic
category that she liked the part on making a weather vane, "that experience back there
with the arrow .”
Table 4.41 Questions to Feel the Wind: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Category o f Response/
Q uestion

Cat. 1
most eff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
m ost aes

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

j

0

1

4

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

1

0

1

2

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

0

0

1

I

Q uestion 4: what tell about

0

1

1

0

2

Q uestion 5: what best/why

0

0

1

0

1

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

1

0

0

1

Q uestion 7: w hat else

0

0

1

0

1

Total: questions/categories

0

6

J

12

A licia’s responses to telling about the pictures in Feel the W ind were mostly in
the prim arily efferent category with one response in the most aesthetic category. She
described in the prim arily efferent category w hat the wind was doing in each illustration
as blow ing a girl’s hair back, blowing bushes or turning windmills. W hen A licia asked
the co-researcher, *T w onder if you like the w ind,” she shifted to a personal level or a
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m ost aesthetic response. At the close o f the interview session, A licia was asked if there
was anything else that she wanted to say about the book. She took the opportunity to
add that she would like to buy the book because it was “neat” and “a great story." She
gave the book a positive, primarily aesthetic closing.
A licia's answers to probes following the reading o f Feel the Wind indicated a
concentration o f responses within prim arily efferent and prim arily aesthetic categories.
The num ber o f prim arily efferent and primarily aesthetic responses were com parable
with five and four responses respectively, but the difference in word count indicated
lengthier responses within the prim arily efferent category. See Table 4.42. A prim arily
aesthetic response such as “ It's neat” would bring closure to an answer. W hen A licia
was retelling specific parts o f the text, the length o f her response expanded as she
provided more and more details w ith an open-ended question.
There were three incidences o f m ost aesthetic responses. When she told what
she was thinking about as the book was read, she related in a m ost aesthetic category
how she was shivering as she thought about a hurricane com ing. Another incident
occurred w hen she furnished details about what was im portant in the book: she again
told how a hurricane could blow her away. When she reversed the roles and questioned
the researcher about the wind, it w as difficult to categorize A licia's response. She was
not relating the text to other texts, sum m arizing inform ation in the book, or providing a
personal evaluation. It appeared that she had entered her ow n w orld as a researcher and
asked a question in the most aesthetic category.
M ost o f the content o f A licia’s interview about Feel the W ind fell w ithin the
prim arily efferent category o f response, 74%, while sm aller am ounts, 13% each, were in
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the primarily aesthetic and m ost aesthetic categories o f response. She lacked any
responses in the m ost efferent category.
Table 4.42
Categories

Feel the Wind: W ord Count and Percentages in the Four Response

Alicia

M ost Eff.

1. Feel the W ind

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

0

393

70

69

532

0%

74%

13%

13%

100%

There w ere three transformations in A licia's interviews following Feel the W ind.
W ithin these three transformations there were two types o f shifts. In the first type, the
transform ation slid from one category to an adjacent category as in the response shifting
from primarily aesthetic to primarily efferent (3 -* 2). W hen A licia answered the
question o f w hat she would tell someone about the book, she first m entioned in the
primarily aesthetic category that she would tell them that " it's a really nice story.” As
she continued her reply, she slid to the prim arily efferent category when she described
such specific points in the text as that it had experiments and things that one could m ake
(3 -

2).
The other type o f transformation involved skipping over a response category. In

two answers the response category shifted from a primarily efferent to a m ost aesthetic
(2 -* 4), skipping the primarily aesthetic category. This occurred when A licia was
summarizing som e concepts in the book in the primarily efferent category such as that
one can feel the wind, hear the wind, or "see the wind blowing hard if your clothes are
swishing through the air.” She then skipped to the most aesthetic category as she
proposed a question to the researcher, "I w onder if you like the w ind” (2 —►4). A nother
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skip occurred when A licia answ ered the question to identify what she thought was
im portant in the book. In this incident she began in the prim arily efferent category as
she responded that the im portant thing was to stay aw ay from hurricanes. As she
continued, she slid to the m ost aesthetic category, adding that a hurricane could blow
one aw ay (2 -* 4). Therefore, the transform ations in A licia's responses to Feel the W ind
contained one slide and two skips.
Table 4.43 Transform ations in Feel the W ind:
Frequency, Direction, and Categories o f Response in Transform ations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and Direction

0

1. M ost Efferent —►2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

1. M ost Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

2. Primarily Efferent —» 1. M ost Efferent

0

2. Prim arily Efferent -♦ 3. Primarily Aesthetic

2

2. Primarily Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Prim arily Aesthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

1

3. Prim arily Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

3. Prim arily Aesthetic —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —♦ 2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

J

Total N um ber o f Transform ations

A licia appeared calm and positive throughout the interview session follow ing
Feel the W ind. She responded in the prim arily efferent category 42% o f the time and
33% in the prim arily aesthetic. H er prim arily efferent responses, however, contained
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74% o f the w ord count, which indicated longer or w ordier primarily efferent responses.
She had four transform ations that involved slides and skips within her answers to the
seven basic questions.
Book Two: H ow a House Is Built
Alicia provided a quick overview o f the whole text when asked to tell about the
book as she stated briefly in the primarily efferent category that “it tells you how to
make a house..[pause]..and it takes a lot o f people.” She then added in the prim arily
aesthetic category that “only two people thought that it was easy to make a house"
during class discussion as the book was read aloud, “but the rest o f the people thought it
was hard. And 1 thought it was easy to make a house.” She went on to relate that it was
easy because “you could talk while you work and it's fun painting."
W hen asked what she thought was important about the book. Alicia m entioned
in the prim arily efferent category that when you pour cem ent “you should always wear
boots, special kinds o f boots to step in the cem ent” as was depicted in the book. As she
continued, she described in the most aesthetic category what it would be like sm oothing
the cem ent and how these boots were so special that you would not get stuck in cem ent.
W hen the book was being read, Alicia said that she was thinking that the book
was really interesting and really good, a primarily aesthetic response. She added in the
prim arily efferent category that the book was interesting because “you can m ake a house
from it. It teaches you how to make a house.”
If she w as going to tell someone about this book, A licia mentioned that she liked
it and bet you would like it too. W hen she explained w hy she liked the book, A licia
referred to two reasons. The first reason was a most aesthetic response, responding to
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the text in term s o f personal experience, while the second point indicated a prim arily
aesthetic response or an evaluation according to personal or aesthetic values.
I think there’s two. One How a House Is Built by G a il... [pause]...
[Researcher furnishes Gibbons]...Gibbons and my m om m y’s name is
Gail. And the other part is .. [flips through the pages] ..the pictures are
neat. It would be hard to draw all these people in a row [pp. 6 & 7]. And
the people, the person who drew this book, you know. Gail Gib-bons. she
drew lots o f people and th a t m ust be hard.
A licia continued to focus on the illustrations in the book as she described in the
prim arily aesthetic category what part she liked best and referred again to the specific
pages showing all the people that are involved in building a house. She seemed to enjoy
the sim ple cartoon style that Gibbons used.
The best part was this, the one w ith all the people, 'cause I like people
that were funny and not funny and cute [laughs]. Like this one [laughs].
The funny thing is that [laughs] it looks like ju st a line on his head.
A nother funny thing is that his m outh [laughs] it's like this [She traces
the smile line shaped like a "u.” ].... It has funny people.
W hen A licia was asked to tell about the pictures or what she thought about the
pictures, she interjected how she would like to be a painter and how she would paint
houses like those in the book. Her response seemed to focus on her possible creation as
she explained in the m ost aesthetic category that her "drawing a picture is neat. Painting
a picture and painting a house is neat.” A licia continued further com m enting in the
prim arily efferent category on specific details o f the illustrations as "they're putting up
the w alls” or "h e’s checking to see if it’s good or all right.”
In closing, A licia referred to the glossary at the end o f the book, which depicted
different types o f houses such as a tipi, igloo, or cave. She com m ented on the tent
structure looking like a house "where clow ns are” or a circus tent. In this response
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A licia related material in the book, the shape o f the dwelling in the glossary, to other
know n inform ation, a circus tent, for her first m ost efferent response.
A licia had totals o f one, eight, six, and three responses at the m ost efferent,
prim arily efferent, prim arily aesthetic, and m ost aesthetic categories, respectively, for a
total o f eighteen responses to How a House Is B uilt. Each question elicited a variety o f
categories o f response except question five, w hat she liked best and why. which had
only a prim arily aesthetic response or personal evaluation.
Table 4.44 Questions to How a House Is Built: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
Category o f Response/

Cat. 1

Cat. 2

Cat. 3

Cat. 4

Total No.

Q uestion

most eff

prim e ff

prim aes

most aes

Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

0

2

1

0

j

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

1

0

1

2

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

1

1

0

2

Q uestion 4: w hat tell about

0

1

2

1

4

Q uestion 5: w hat best/why

0

0

1

0

1

Question 6: tell about pic.

0

1

1

1

3

Question 7: w hat else

1

2

0

0

Total: questions/categories

1

8

6

3

*>

18

A licia's responses to How a House Is Built were more distributed am ong the
different categories than her responses to the first book. The word count o f her
responses still indicated longer responses and m ore content provided in the primarily
efferent category, but there was a shifting o f m ore content to other categories. There
was an increased word count within the prim arily efferent and m ost aesthetic categories
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w hich not only reflected the shifting o f content but also m irrored the increased count for
the book as a whole.
Table 4.45 How a H ouse Is Built: Word C ount and Percentages in the Four Response
Categories
Alicia

M ost Eff.

2. How a H o u se -

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

8

446

202

157

813

1%

55%

25%

19%

100%

Table 4.46 Transform ations in How a H ouse Is Built: Frequency. Direction, and
Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and Direction

1

1. M ost Efferent —» 2, Primarily Efferent

0

1. M ost Efferent —» 3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

1. M ost Efferent -* 4. M ost Aesthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

1

2. Primarily Efferent —» 3. Prim arily A esthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent -* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily A esthetic —» 1. M ost Efferent

2

3. Primarily A esthetic -♦ 2. Primarily Efferent

2

3. Primarily A esthetic —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

4. M ost A esthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

4. M ost A esthetic -♦ 2. Prim arily Efferent

1

4. M ost A esthetic -» 3. Prim arily A esthetic

9

Total transform ations

In book two. H ow a House Is Built, there were a total o f nine transform ations in
seven o f the twelve possible directions. O nly one o f the transform ations indicated a
skip across an adjacent category, which occurred when A licia w ent from a primarily
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efferent to a m ost aesthetic category (2 —►4). This happened when she was describing
the process o f pouring and sm oothing the cement and skipped to the most aesthetic
category as she described som e imaginative properties o f the shoes which one would
wear while pouring cement. A licia explained that when sm oothing cement o n e 's feet
would get stuck but her special boots would help because 'They're like, you know , boots
that d o n 't get stuck from cem ent, a special kind o f boots.” Otherwise, A licia's
transform ations slid gently to an adjacent category as w hen she was telling w h at she was
thinking w hen the book was read. She indicated that she was thinking that it "w as a
really good book, and it teaches you how to make a house.” Her answer to the question
began in the primarily aesthetic category and slid to a prim arily efferent category (3 -*
2 ).
Book Three: What Happens to a Hamburger
W hen A licia was asked to tell about the book. W hat Happens to a H am burger.
she started o ff by saying in a prim arily aesthetic category that it was a good book and
then added in a primarily efferent category that it told about your body. She then went
on to relate in a m ost aesthetic category her impression o f the title.
A nd it kind o f sounds funny, the book does, the cover with the name,
W hat Happens to a Ham burger. T hat’s kind o f funny. And...because
like, like 'W hat Happens to a Ham burger’ [said dramatically]. Like
w hen a show, copied it o ff o f it [TV show].
A licia had im itated a television announcer’s dramatic presentation o f the title sim ilar to
introducing a television program.
In addition, A licia told how the book explained digestion. She began w ith a
sim ple description o f the digestive process in the primarily efferent category and then
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went o ff on a tangent about orange juice into her ow n imaginative world in a m ost
aesthetic category.
It digests.... Taking care o f the food. It’s shooting out the food that, the
ju n k food that you d o n 't need in your body. Keeping the healthy stuff in
your body much longer than the digested.... If you eat ju n k food, like
chips and stuff, you, it doesn’t need chips and stuff. So it spits it out
w hen you use the bathroom.... You must drink orange juice. [There is a
glass o f orange juice in the illustration.] And do n 't eat too much orange
cause it’s gas and will make your teeth fall out.
A licia expressed in the prim arily efferent category and then slid to the m ost
efferent category that the important part o f the book was that "it tells you how to live
your body. How to treat your body well. Because if you want yourself to live, you have
to treat yourself right to live and not take drugs or anything th a t's bad for your body."
She had concluded her answer to the question in the most efferent category by relating
the text to other known information about drugs.
A licia mentioned that when the book was being read she was thinking about
w hat was actually happening in her own stomach as she said, “This stuff is m oving
inside my body?” She thought about all that " stu ff' which enabled a person to w alk and
even talk.
W hen A licia was asked w hat she would tell someone about the book, she
answ ered in the prim arily aesthetic category, simply saying that maybe they w ould like
the book as she liked it because it was “really, really, really good.” W hen questioned
further about anything else that she would tell someone about the book, she ju st replied
“ nope.”
In response to the next question, to tell about the part she liked best, A licia
becam e m ore involved in her response. Her answer encom passed prim arily efferent,
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primarily aesthetic, and most aesthetic categories o f response. She described the part o f
the book w hich told about an experiment that dem onstrated the initial break-dow n o f
foods in the chew ing process. This section w as mentioned as the part she liked best
because o f the connections she made to w hat she enjoyed doing in the extended day
program.
The one where you have the thing...that's it's like a scientist or
som ething like that, a project. You take a raw carrot and divide it and
chew it ten times. Spit it out in one com er o f the plate. Take another bite
o f it and chew it thirty times. Spit it out on the other side and see the
difference. O ne is very small and the other one is big...cause it was
experiences [experiment]. I like to take science, science lab. in extended
day. In extended day we have science lab and home living. And hom e
living is n 't as nice as science cause they make rockets and stuff. A nd we
like the scientist’s place...and I ju st like it. I just like experiences too
much.
W hen A licia told about the pictures in W hat Happens to a H am burger, she first
gave a personal evaluation o f specific illustrations in the prim arily aesthetic category.
and then proceeded to explain in the prim arily efferent category the digestive process
exhibited in several illustrations .
Umm. I love that picture that tells you how to exercise your body and
stuff. And o f course the projects. If you chew an apple, it’ll go dow n
and little door keeps it from going dow n into your lungs. Shoots it back
up. A nd if you feel your neck and sw allow , you’ll see that it goes dow n
and back up. This little trap door. [Points to specific part o f the
illustration.]
A licia's m ost frequent responses to W hat Happens to a H am burger were
balanced betw een prim arily efferent and prim arily aesthetic w ith seven responses in
each category. There were four m ost aesthetic responses and one most efferent
response, a sim ilar distribution to what occurred in her responses to the second book.
How a H ouse Is Built by Gail Gibbons.
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Table 4.47 Questions to W hat Happens to a Hamburger: N um ber o f Responses in Each
Category
Category o f Response/
Question

Cat. 1
most eff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

Question I : tell about book

0

2

2

2

6

Question 2: important/why

1

1

0

0

2

Question 3: w hat thinking

0

0

0

1

1

Q uestion 4: what tell about

0

0

1

0

1

Q uestion 5: what best/why

0

1

2

1

4

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

2

1

0

-v

Q uestion 7: w hat else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

1

6

6

4

17

In her responses to the third book. W hat Happens to a H amburger, the word
count was higher than that for the second book and the highest o f all in the study. A licia
again had a higher word count w ithin prim arily efferent responses, but the percentage o f
prim arily efferent decreased from the second book. How a House Is Built, from 55% to
46% in the third book.
Table 4.8 W hat Happens to a Hamburger: Word Count and Percentages in the Four
Response Categories
A licia
2. W hat
H appens..

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

37

456

108

382

983

4%

46%

11%

39%

100%

The word count in her prim arily aesthetic and most aesthetic responses shifted
from 25% and 19% in How a House Is Built to 11% and 39%, respectively, in W hat
Happens to a H am burger. The frequency o f responses in the prim arily aesthetic and
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m ost aesthetic categories had each increased by one from the previous b o o k , but the
w ord count was still lower in the third book in the primarily aesthetic category and
higher in the m ost aesthetic. This indicated briefer responses in the primarily aesthetic
category and longer responses within the most aesthetic category.
In response to the third book. W hat Happens to a Hamburger, there were eleven
transform ations within A licia’s replies. W ithin the eleven transformations. A licia had
nine “slides” or changes in response categories to an adjacent category such as going
from a prim arily aesthetic to the prim arily efferent category [3 —►2].
W hen she was asked to tell about the pictures, she began by com menting in the
prim arily aesthetic category that “ it’s kind o f hard to explain about this picture." A licia
w as looking at the illustration depicting the chewing experiment and continued in the
prim arily efferent category to tell w ithout much difficulty what was happening in the
picture.
That girl is chewing carrots and spitting it out. She chewed it 10 times
and spit it out at one com er [onto a plate]. She chewed it [more carrots]
30 tim es and spit it out at the other comer. You can see the difference.
One is bigger and one is smaller. Teeny tiny. The one where you
chew ed 13 times because if you chew it more, it’ll turn teeny tiny more.
If you do it over 30, it’ll turn very small.
There were two incidents o f a “skip” or moving to another response category by
passing over the adjacent category as going from prim arily efferent to most aesthetic [2
—*■4], The prim arily aesthetic category was skipped in such a transformation, w hich
occurred when A licia was answering the question o f what she liked best. A licia had
identified the carrot experiment as her favorite part and proceeded to describe again
briefly in the prim arily efferent category how the experim ent worked. She then skipped
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to the m ost aesthetic category when she related the experim ent in the book to her
personal experiences in the extended day program.
Table 4.49 Transformations in W hat Happens to a Hamburger: Frequency. Direction,
and Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. o f Transformations

Transform ation Categories and D irection

0

1. Most Efferent -* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

I. Most Efferent -* 3. Primarily A esthetic

0

1. Most Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

2

2. Primarily Efferent -* 3. Primarily Aesthetic

2

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily A esthetic

4

3. Primarily A esthetic —►2. Primarily Efferent

1

3. Primarily A esthetic —►4. M ost Aesthetic

1. M ost Efferent

0

4. Most A esthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

4. Most A esthetic -♦ 2. Primarily Efferent

1

4. Most A esthetic —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

11

Total N um ber o f Transform ations

Book 4: Stargazers
W hen asked to tell about the book. Stargazers. A licia related the book to the
previous books in the study, a m ost efferent response, by saying that this one did not
have experiments. She then explained the title o f the book in the prim arily efferent
category by saying, ‘i t tells [about] gazers, those are people w ho kind o f look like
scientists. They look at stars.’' She continued w ith various details and facts from the
text as “it tells you that the sun is a star, stars are far away, and in fact they look like
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little dots.” A licia m entioned that gaining knowledge about which stars are hottest was
an im portant point about the book. She described in the primarily efferent category how
some stars are hotter than others, but explained in the most aesthetic category that if you
had a special suit then you could approach a star that was not as hot as others as a
“yellow one is warm and maybe you ju st have to have a suit.”
W hen asked what she was thinking about as the book was read. A licia described
in the m ost aesthetic category how she would be a stargazer and w hat all she would do.
She personally entered into the role o f a stargazer and related her experience as “not just
one job. but tons o f jo b s.” She described what experiences she w ould have as seeing
"what is a star like when it's close.”
If she was going to tell someone about the book. Alicia indicated that she would
first tell them that it was “a neat book.” then how it tells “about the Earth, stargazers,
telescopes.” and finally that she thought that they would “ like it.” In responding to this
probe, A licia incorporated primarily aesthetic and primarily efferent categories as she
slid from one category to an adjacent category (3 —» 2).
W hen asked to identify which part she liked best, Alicia looked back through the
pages in the book to locate the illustration o f the Milky Way. She added in the primarily
aesthetic category that this was best because it would be fun to see the M ilky Way with
its bands o f stars.
A licia's answ er to the question to tell about the pictures in Stargazers included
m ultiple response categories. At first she described in the primarily efferent category
several illustrations depicting constellations and what they exem plified, such as dogs or
people. Then she added in the most efferent category that some stars “ look like the one
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that saved the slaves...this little pot thing right here.” A licia’s response now related
m aterial in the book. The Big Dipper, to other know n inform ation on stars, the Drinking
G ourd showing the w ay to freedom for former slaves. Follow ing this connection. Alicia
returned to furnishing specific details in the pictures and reading segments o f the text as
she described the illustrations.
W hen asked if there was anything else that she wanted to say about the book.
A licia simply said "nothing.” This question followed her longer response to the
previous probe to tell about the pictures in the book.
In response to Stargazers. A licia had six responses in the primarily efferent
category, three responses at the primarily aesthetic and two each in the most efferent and
m ost aesthetic categories.
Table 4.49 Questions to Stargazers: Number o f R esponses in Each Category
C ategory o f Response/
Q uestion

Cat. 1
m ost eff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

1

2

0

0

3

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

1

0

1

2

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

0

0

1

1

Q uestion 4: what tell about

0

1

2

0

Q uestion 5: what best/w hy

0

0

1

0

1

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

1

2

0

0

3

Q uestion 7: what else

0

0

0

0

0

Total: questions/categories

2

6

3

2

13

The word count in the prim arily efferent category, 73% o f the total for the whole
book, reflected the higher proportion o f primarily efferent responses noted in the
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previous table. The lower word count within the prim arily aesthetic category indicated
briefer responses with lim ited possibilities beyond such responses as “ It’s a neat book.”
or "I liked that part best.” A m ost efferent response and a m ost aesthetic response
offered the possibility o f m ore open-ended responses than a prim arily aesthetic
response.
Table 4.50: Stargazers: Word Count and Percentages in the Four Response Categories
A licia

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Book Total

51

617

32

140

840

6%

73%

4%

17%

100%

4. Stargazers

Table 4.51 Transformations to Stargazers: Frequency. Direction, and Categories o f
Response in Transformations
No. o f Transform ations

Transform ation Categories and Direction

2

1. Most Efferent —►2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. Most Efferent —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

1. M ost Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent —» 1. M ost Efferent

1

2. Primarily Efferent —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

1

2. Primarily Efferent —» 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

3. Primarily A esthetic —» I. M ost Efferent

I

3. Primarily Aesthetic —* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —►1. M ost Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —►2. Primarily Efferent

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

6

Total N um ber o f Transform ations
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A licia had six transform ations in her responses to Stargazers w ith five o f those
transform ations being slides to adjacent categories. Only one incident involved a skip
or transform ation over an adjacent category to another category, prim arily efferent to
most aesthetic [2 —* 4], In this incident. A licia was furnishing details about the various
intensities o f the stars when she skipped over to being able to go up to a w arm star and
not be burned if she had on a special suit.
All o f A licia's transform ations involved either m oving to or from the primarily
efferent category. Those transform ations that shifted from the prim arily efferent to
another category occurred in changes to most efferent (2 -» 1). to the prim arily aesthetic
(2 -♦ 3). or to the most aesthetic (2 —♦ 4). Transform ations that involved m oving to the
primarily efferent occurred in shifts from the m ost efferent to the prim arily efferent ( I
—» 2) and from the primarily aesthetic to the primarily efferent (3 —» 2).
Summary
The highest number o f A licia's total responses were in the prim arily efferent
category. 25 o f 60. She had four m ost efferent responses. 19 prim arily aesthetic, and 12
most aesthetic. The word count was largest in the primarily efferent category, vary ing
from 46% to 74% for the different books. The category w ith the second highest word
count fluctuated between prim arily aesthetic and most aesthetic. There were 29
transform ations within A licia's responses. These involved six skips and 23 slides or
shifts to an adjacent category
In answ ering questions, A licia paused and thought a m om ent prior to
responding. She related som e material in the books to other books in the study as well
as other know n information. O n one occasion, she even turned the question back to the
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researcher. A licia’s response pattern was one o f variety. She started out in response to
the first book, Feel the W ind, with 74% o f the word count in the m ost efferent category
and then the percentage o f words in the primarily efferent category decreased in each o f
the next two books until it rose again with the fourth book. Stargazers.
A licia's responses began at 12 to the first book. Feel the W ind, and then rose to
18 and 17 in the second and third books. How a House Is Built and W hat Happens to a
H am burger, before dropping to 13 responses to the fourth book. Stargazers. Her
transform ations followed a similar pattern o f starting lower, rising w ith the second and
third books, and dropping with the fourth book. Her transform ations involved all
response categories.
Patterns Across Cases
In this section responses from all cases will be exam ined in reference to each
book in the study. This will be done to identify any clear patterns across cases. The
word count in responses across books, cases, and categories will be exam ined to assist
in identifying overriding patterns. The participants' answers to each question across
cases and books will be exam ined as well as the transformations or shifts in response
categories within an answ er to a question. In addition, this analysis w ill provide a
recursive view o f the participants’ responses and assist in identifying patterns across
cases.
Word Count Across C ases
The participants exhibited different patterns in reference to the w ord count in
their responses to the books in the study. Each participant had a different high point and
descending order. O rder is denoted w ithin parentheses in Table 4.52. Sam. Courtney.
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and A licia’s responses to the first book, Feel the W ind, contained the fewest w ords for
any o f the books in the study. E lizabeth's word count, however, was highest in her
responses to Feel the W ind, and after that her responses contained progressively fewer
w ords with each succeeding book. Sam 's. Courtney's, and A licia's word count
fluctuated following the first book, with Courtney reaching a high point in responding to
the second book. How a House Is Built. Alicia in responding to the third book. W hat
H appens to a Hamburger, and Sam in responding to the fourth book. Stargazers.
Table 4.52 W ord Count Across Books
B ook\Student

Sam

Elizabeth

Courtney

A licia

1/Feel the W.

(4) 413

(1) 1113

(4) 312

(4) 532

2/H ow a Hous.

(2) 765

(2) 962

(1) 1592

(3) 813

3/W hat Happ.

(3) 646

(3) 879

(2) 1002

(1) 983

4/Stargazers

(1) 1828

(4) 795

(3) 889

(2) 840

W ord C ount in the Four Categories o f Response
The word count in the participants' responses to different books in the study
varied, but the percentage o f w ords in the four response categories revealed several
sim ilarities and differences. Each participant had the highest percentage o f w ords
w ithin the prim arily efferent category and the lowest percentage within the m ost efferent
category. Sam and Courtney had their next highest percentage o f words in the m ost
aesthetic category in each o f the books in the study. Elizabeth and Alicia fluctuated
betw een m ost aesthetic and prim arily aesthetic as their second highest percentage. The
students had responses in each category at some time during the study, except for
E lizabeth, who had no m ost efferent responses.
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Table 4.53 W ord Count in the Four Categories o f Responses A cross Cases to Feel the
W ind
Student

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Total

Sam

0%

71%

7%

22%

100%

Elizabeth

0%

93%

3%

4%

100%

Courtney

0%

71%

5%

24%

100%

Alicia

0%

74%

13%

13%

100%

Table 4.54 W ord Count in the Four Categories o f Responses A cross Cases to How a
House Is Built
Student

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Total

Sam

0%

64%

5%

31%

100%

Elizabeth

0%

80%

6%

14%

100%

Courtney

0%

64%

1%

35%

100%

Alicia

1%

55%

25%

19%

100%

Table 4.55 W ord Count in the Four Categories o f Responses A cross Cases to What
Happens to a H am burger
Student

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Total

Sam

4%

58%

12%

26%

100%

Elizabeth

0%

59%

8%

33%

100%

Courtney

0%

57%

6%

37%

100%

A licia

4%

46%

11%

39%

100%

C ourtney's responses decreased in the word count in the prim arily efferent
category with each succeeding book while the percentage o f w ords in her responses in
the m ost aesthetic category rose w ith each book. However, the w ord count percentages
for Sam. Elizabeth, and Alicia fluctuated betw een the primarily efferent and the most
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aesthetic categories. The percentage o f w ords in the primarily efferent category dropped
in Sam ’s answers to the second and third books. How a House Is Built and What
Happens to a H am burger, and rose again in his answers to the fourth book. Stargazers.
Elizabeth and A licia exhibited a sim ilar pattern as the percentage o f words in the
prim arily efferent category also dropped in their answers to the second and third books.
How a House Is Built and W hat Happens to a Hamburger, and then rose again in their
answers to the fourth book. Stargazers.
In the m ost aesthetic categories S am ’s. Elizabeth's, and A licia's word count
varied between books, with the percentage o f words in the m ost aesthetic category rising
and falling in a different pattern for each participant. However, they each had greater
percentages in the most aesthetic category to the second and third books. How a House
Is Built and W hat Happens to a Ham burger, than to the first and fourth books. Feel the
Wind and Stargazers.
Table 4.56 Word Count Percentages in the Four Response Categories Across Cases to
Stargazers
Student

M ost Eff.

Prim. Eff.

Prim. Aes.

M ost Aes.

Total

Sam

1%

82%

4%

13%

100%

Elizabeth

0%

77%

17%

6%

100%

Courtney

1%

52%

8%

39%

100%

Alicia

6%

73%

4%

17%

100%

In response to three o f the four books, Feel the Wind. How' a House Is Built, and
W hat Happens to a Hamburger. Elizabeth had a higher percentage in the primarily
efferent category than the other participants did to the same three books. Sam had a
higher percentage in the primarily efferent category than the other participants did to the
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fourth book. Stargazers. Courtney had a higher percentage in the m ost aesthetic
category than the other participants to Feel the Wind. How a H ouse Is Built, and
Stargazers, w hile A licia had a higher percentage in the most aesthetic category than the
other participants to What Happens to a Ham burger.
N um ber o f Responses
The participants reflected different patterns in the num ber o f responses to the
books in the study. A response was identified in the study as a reply at a specific
category o f reader stance: most efferent, primarily efferent, prim arily aesthetic, or m ost
aesthetic. W ithin an answer to one question a participant could have several different
categories o f reader stance and each part would be counted as a separate response
because o f the different stance. If a participant answered a question at only one
category, the com plete answer would be counted as only one response because it w as in
one stance.
Sam and Elizabeth began w ith fewer responses and the num ber rose slightly in
the latter two books. What Happens to a Hamburger and Stargazers. Sam had the sam e
num ber o f responses to the first two books. Feel the Wind and H ow a House Is B uilt,
w hile Elizabeth had the same num ber to the last two books, W hat Happens to a
Ham burger and Stargazers.
Courtney started with seven responses to the first book. Feel the Wind, increased
to 21 responses to the second book. H ow a House Is Built, dropped to eleven for the
third book. W hat Happens to a H am burger?, and rose to seventeen for the fourth book.
Stargazers. A licia began with a higher num ber o f responses than the other students to
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the first book. Feel the W ind, and rose on the second as well as the third book before
dropping again on the fourth book, Stargazers.
Alicia had the highest total o f responses o f all the students at 60 while Elizabeth
had the fewest at 44. Courtney’s total o f 56 responses, however, was closer to A licia's
high o f 60 w hile S am 's total o f 47 responses was closer to Elizabeth's low o f 44. The
total responses increased throughout the study from 36 responses following the first
book. Feel the W ind, to 63 responses following the fourth book. Stargazers, even
though the students reflected varied patterns o f response from the total.
Table 4.57 N um ber o f Responses
Book\Student

Sam

Book 1/Feel....

Elizabeth

Courtney

A licia

Totals

8

9

7

12

36

Book 2/H ow a

8

7

21

18

54

Book 3/W hat

12

14

11

17

54

Book 4/Star.

19

14

17

13

63

Totals

47

44

56

60

207

Number o f R esponses in the Four Categories
There w as a higher number o f responses in the primarily efferent category to
most books except in four instances w hen there was a tie between prim arily efferent and
another category. Courtney had a tie betw een primarily efferent and m ost aesthetic
responses to W hat Happens to a Ham burger and Stargazers. In two other instances
there was a tie betw een the number o f responses in the primarily efferent and the
primarily aesthetic categories that occurred for Sam to the first book. Feel the Wind, and
Alicia to the third book, What Happens to a Hamburger. W hen the total responses in
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each category are exam ined, C ourtney’s pattern is different from the other children. She
has a greater num ber o f most aesthetic responses than the other children.
In Table 4.58 there are two rows beside each book. The top row lists the total
num ber o f responses for the individual students to that particular book. The bottom row
delineates the num ber o f responses in the different categories, from left to right, most
efferent, primarily efferent, primarily aesthetic, and m ost aesthetic.
Table 4.58 N um ber o f Responses in the Four Categories: Across Cases and Books
Book\Student

Sam

Book 1/Feel
the Wind

0 3 3 2
8

Happens to....
Book 4/
Staraazers
Totals

12
12

1 7

2 2
19

1 10 4 4

12

7
12

0 5

7

0 5

Book 3/W hat

0 6

Alicia

Courtney

9

8

Book 2/How a
House is Built

Elizabeth

11

0

11 2 8

14

11

0 6 5 3

0 4 3 4

14

17
1

17

3 3
18

21

0 5 11

0 8 5

0 6

2 7

47

44

56

2 25 10 10

0 25 12 7

1 27 8 20

1 8

6 3
17

1 6

6 4
13

2 6 3 2
60
4 26

18 12

Responses to the Q uestions to Feel the Wind
None o f the participants had a response in the m ost efferent category. They had
m ore responses. 20 o f the 36. in the primarily efferent category. There were eight
prim arily aesthetic responses as well as eight most aesthetic responses. At least one
participant responded in the prim arily efferent category to each question except the fifth
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question, to tell about the part they liked best and why. In this instance, the participants
responded in the prim arily aesthetic and m ost aesthetic categories. The participants
included three categories o f response, prim arily efferent, prim arily aesthetic, and most
aesthetic, when they answ ered questions three and four, to tell w hat they were thinking
w hen the book was read and what they would tell som eone about the book. In reply to
the question to tell about the pictures in the book, the participants only responded in the
primarily efferent category.
Table 4.59 Q uestions to Feel the Wind: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category for All
Cases
Question/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
most eff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

Question 1: tell about book

0

7

0

2

9

Question 2: im portant/w hy

0

j

0

2

5

Question 3: w hat thinking

0

2

I

I

4

Question 4: w hat tell about

0

j

2

1

6

Question 5: w hat best/why

0

0

4

Question 6: tell about pic.

0

4

0

0

4

Question 7: w hat else

0

1

1

0

2

Total

0

20

8

8

36

6

Question One: ‘T e ll me about the book/* In reply to the first question, to tell
about the book, each participant responded in the prim arily efferent category. Alicia
and Sam also included a m ost aesthetic response w ithin their answers. A licia inserted in
the most aesthetic category her own question to me as she asked if I liked the wind or
not. As Sam explained the b o o k 's description o f how to m ake a w eather vane, he added
in the m ost aesthetic category specific things he would personally do to make it.
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Table 4.60 displays the categories o f response for each participant to the first
question across books with the unshaded portion indicating the book being discussed.
The categories from left to right are m ost efferent, prim arily efferent, primarily
aesthetic, and most aesthetic.
Table 4.60 Categories o f Response to Question One: “Tell me about the book.”
Child

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 3

C at/b k . 2

Cat./bk. 4

Alicia

-

3

-

1

-

2

1

-

-

2

2

2

1 2

-

-

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

4

1

2

-

I

-

-

-

4

-

j

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

2

1

-

-

2

1 -

Sam

-

2

-

1

-

2

-

1

1

3

1

2

-

2

1 -

Totals

0

7

0

2

0

9

2

3

1

8

4

4

1

10

2

n

Table 4.61 Categories o f Response to Question Two: "W hat do vou think is im portant
about the book and w hy?”
C hild

Cat./bk. 1

Alicia

-

1

-

Courtney

-

1

-

Elizabeth

-

1

-

Cat./bk. 2
1

-

1

1

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

I

1

-

-

I

-

-

1

1

1
0

0

C at/b k . 4

-

1

Sam
Totals

Cat./bk. 3

2

0

4

1
0

2

1

4

-

1

1
I

0

0

4

Q uestion Two: "W hat do vou think is im portant about the book and why?’" The
Table 4.61 displays in the unshaded section the categories o f response for each
participant to the second question to Feel the W ind. Elizabeth. Courtney, and A licia
mentioned in the prim arily efferent category the inform ation about a hurricane or '"hard
w ind” as an im portant point o f the book. Alicia and Elizabeth continued in the most
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aesthetic category as they elaborated on a personal level about strong winds. Sam did
not respond to this question, but this request followed his telling about specific concepts
presented in the book.
Question Three: "W hat were vou thinking about when the book was read?" In
response to the request to tell what they thinking about during the read-aloud. Courtney
and Elizabeth m entioned in the primarily efferent category that they were thinking about
a hurricane or the wind. Sam said in the primarily aesthetic category that he was
thinking that it was a good book. Alicia related in the most aesthetic category how she
was shivering as she was thinking about getting blown away by a hurricane.
Table 4.62 Categories o f Response to Question Three: “W hat were vou thinking about
when the book was read?’’
Child

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 2

Cat./bk. 4

C at./bk. 3

Alicia

-

-

-

1

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

I

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

2

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

t

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

-

i

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

i

-

-

Sam

-

-

1

-

-

i

-

-

-

1

-

-

i

5

1

4

Totals

0

2

1

1

0

5

1

2

0

1

1

2

l

6

1

6

Question Four: ‘‘If vou were going to tell someone about the book, what would
vou tell them ?” Alicia. Courtney, and Elizabeth mentioned in the prim arily efferent
category how they w ould tell someone a specific point, give a general overview o f the
book, or "'Tell them the w hole story.” A licia and Sam answ ered this question in a
prim arily aesthetic category' when they added that it was a “good book.” Sam extended
his answ er further w ith a m ost aesthetic response as he described not w anting to go
outside if there was a hurricane.
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Table 4.63 Categories o f Response to Q uestion Four: “ If vou were going to tell
som eone about the book, what would vou tell them ?”
C hild

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 3

C at/b k . 2

C at./bk. 4

A licia

-

1

1

-

-

I

2

1

-

-

1

-

-

i

2

-

Courtney

-

I

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

1

i

-

1

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

i

1

-

Sam

-

1

1

-

I

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

i

-

-

Totals

0

2

1

0

4

2

2

0

3

I

0

1

4

-

Q uestion Five: "Tell me about the part vou liked best and whv."

1

Each

participant responded in the prim arily aesthetic category to the question to tell about the
part they liked best. Alicia. Courtney, and Elizabeth mentioned that they liked the
description o f how to make a weather vane or the bike riding experiment best. Courtney
and Elizabeth continued in the most aesthetic category telling how they were going to
try to do these things. Sam noted a different part in the book, windmills lifting water
out o f the ground, as what he liked best because “it sounds cool."
Table 4.64 Categories o f Response to Question Five: “Tell me about the part vou liked
best and whv."
Child

Cat./bk. 1

C at/b k . 2

C at./bk. 4

Cat./bk. 3

Alicia

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

C ourtney

-

-

1

1

-

-

I

I

Elizabeth

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

Sam

-

-

1

-

-

-

Totals

0

0

4

2

0

0

I

2

I

-

;_

I

I

-

-

:-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

I

-

4

1

0

1

5

3

0

0

4

1

-

-

-

-

1

Q uestion Six: “Tell me about the pictures in the book.” In response to the
request to tell about the pictures, each student described in a primarily efferent category
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w hat w as happening in various illustrations. Alicia, Courtney, and Sam described just a
few illustrations in answ er to the question. Elizabeth, however, provided inform ation
about each illustration in the book.
Table 4.65 Categories o f Response to Q uestion Six: “Tell me about the pictures in the
book.'*
Child

Cat./bk. 1

CatTbk. 3

Cat./bk. 2

C at/b k . 4

Alicia

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

I

-

2

1

-

1

2

-

-

Courtney

-

I

-

-

-

3

-

2

-

1

2

2

-

1

-

2

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

2

1

1

-

3

2

-

Sam

-

1

1

I

-

Totals

0

4

7

3

2

1
0

0

0

5

1

J

0

6

4

3

1

Table 4.66 Categories o f Response to Q uestion Seven: "Is there anything else that vou
would like to tell me about the book'?'*
Child
A licia

Cat./bk. 1
-

-

-

1

1

C a t/b k . 2
-

1

Cat./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 4

2

Courtney
Elizabeth

I

Sam
Totals

1
0

1

1

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

Q uestion Seven: "Is there anything else that vou would like to tell me about the
book?'"

W hen asked if there was anything else that they w anted to tell about the book.

Courtney and Sam indicated that they had nothing else to say. A licia added in the
prim arily aesthetic category that it was “neat” and a “great story.” Elizabeth noted in
the prim arily efferent category that there w as a num ber two on the cover w hich
indicated a reading level.
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Transform ations in Responses to Feel the Wind
There were a total o f nine transformations in the students’ answers to the
questions to Feel the W ind. W ithin these transform ations, there were four slides to an
adjacent category, five skips o f an adjacent category to the next category, and no hops to
a category more than a skip away.
The slides involved moving in each direction from the primarily aesthetic
category either from the prim arily aesthetic to prim arily efferent category (3 —♦ 2) or
from the prim arily aesthetic to most aesthetic category (3 —►4). When A licia answered
the question o f what she would tell someone about the book, she first m entioned in the
prim arily aesthetic category' that she would tell them that " it's a really nice story." As
she continued her reply, she slid to the prim arily efferent category when she described
specific points in the text as it had experiments and things that one could m ake (3 —►2).
Courtney identified in the primarily aesthetic category the diagram in the book o f how to
make a weather vane as the part she liked best and then slid to the most aesthetic
category as she continued to describe how she would have fun making a w eather vane (3
-4).
The skips involved either going from a prim arily efferent category to a most
aesthetic category (2 —» 4) or from a most aesthetic to a prim arily efferent category (4 -*
2). Elizabeth answered w hat she thought was im portant in the book in the prim arily
efferent category by furnishing information from the text about a hurricane, but she
skipped to the m ost aesthetic category as she described how she would hide under
som ething if a hurricane cam e (2 -* 4). W hen A licia was summarizing the book in the
prim arily efferent category, she skipped to the m ost aesthetic category as she questioned
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me by asking if I liked the wind. It was difficult to classify this response, but it leaned
m ore to the most aesthetic category than to any other category (4 —►2).
Table 4.67 Students' Transform ations in Responses to Feel the W ind:
Frequency. Direction, and Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. o f Transform ations and
Students

Transformations: Categories and Direction

A

c

E

s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. Primarily Efferent -*

0

0

0

0

2. Primarily Efferent —►3. Primarily A esthetic

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —» 2. Primarily Efferent

0

I

1

1

3. Primarily Aesthetic —►4. Most A esthetic

0

0

0

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -* 1. Most Efferent

0

0

0

1

4. M ost Aesthetic —►2. Primarily Efferent

0

0

0

0

4. M ost Aesthetic -* 3. Primarily A esthetic

I

2

J

"I

1. Most Efferent —» 2. Primarily Efferent
1. Most Efferent —►3. Primarily Aesthetic
1. M ost Efferent —» 4. Most A esthetic
1.

Most Efferent

2. Primarily Efferent —* 4. Most Aesthetic
3. Primarily Aesthetic -» 1. Most Efferent

Total Num ber o f Transformations

Sam had two skips in his answers to the questions to Feel the W ind. He
described in the primarily efferent category how to make the w eather vane, and then he
skipped to the most aesthetic category as he mentioned how he w ould get his m other to
assist him (2 —» 4). As he shifted his discussion back to describing the procedures o f
m aking a weather vane as show n in the book, he skipped from the m ost aesthetic
category back to the primarily efferent category (4 —» 2).
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Alicia, Elizabeth, and Sam had skips as well as slides in their transform ations.
while Courtney had only one slide. All participants had a slide from the prim arily
aesthetic category to the primarily efferent or to the m ost aesthetic (3 —►2. 3 —►4).
Responses to the Questions to How a House Is Built
The num ber o f responses increased from 37 responses to Feel the W ind to 54 to
How a House Is B uilt. There were responses in all categories, including one in the most
efferent category. The greatest num ber o f responses occurred in the prim arily efferent
category with 29 o f the total o f 54 responses in this category. There were 10 responses
in the prim arily aesthetic category and 14 responses in the most aesthetic category.
Table 4.68 Questions to How a House Is Built: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category
for All Cases
Question/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
most eff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

Question 1: tell about book

0

9

2

j

14

Question 2: important/whv

0

4

0

2

6

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

5

1

2

8

Question 4: what tell about

0

4

2

2

8

Question 5: what best/why

0

0

4

1

5

Question 6: tell about pic.

0

5

1

3

9

Q uestion 7: what else

1

2

0

1

4

Total

1

29

10

14

54

Q uestion One: "Tell me about the book.” In response to the first question, to
tell about the book, all students answered in the prim arily efferent category. Elizabeth
responded only in the primarily efferent category through a sequential retelling o f the
book. A licia shifted from the primarily efferent to the primarily aesthetic response
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category as she related how she felt it was easy to m ake a house because it w ould be
fun. Sam and Courtney ventured from their initial prim arily efferent responses into their
own worlds as Sam related the cem ent trucks to elephants and Courtney added a
personal narrative about a w orker running out o f paint and losing o n e's jo b while going
o ff to get more paint.
Table 4.69 Categories o f Response to Question One: “Tell me about the book."
Child

C at./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 2

C at./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 4

A licia

-

3

-

1

-

2

1

-

-

2

2

2

1

2

-

-

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

4

1

2

-

1

-

-

-

4

-

3

Elizabeth

-

I

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

2

1

-

-

2

1

-

Sam

-

2

-

1

-

2

-

1

i

3

1

2

-

2

1

-

Totals

0

7

0

2

0

9

2

j

i

8

4

4

1

10

2

Table 4.70 Categories o f Response to Question Two: "W hat do vou think is im portant
about the book and w hv?"
Child

C a t/b k . 1

Cat./bk. 2

Cat./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 4

A licia

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

1

1

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

I

-

Elizabeth

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

'-

1

-

-

Sam

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

Totals

0

3

0

2

0

4

0

2

I

4

1

0

0

4

1

1

Question Two: "W hat do vou think is im portant about the book and w hv?"

In

response to w hat they thought was im portant about the book. Courtney, Elizabeth, and
Sam m entioned in the prim arily efferent category details o f building a house as depicted
in the text, with Courtney adding in the most aesthetic category that living in a cave
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would be scary. A licia, however, recounted in the prim arily efferent category the part o f
pouring the cem ent as most im portant and added in the m ost aesthetic category her
version about special shoes that would keep one from sticking in the cem ent.
Question Three: "W hat were vou thinking about when the book was read?" The
students answered w ith a variety o f com ments to what they were thinking about as the
book was read even though they each answered a portion o f their reply in the primarily
efferent category. They each mentioned a different aspect o f the book.
Table 4.71 Categories o f Response to Question Three: "W hat were vou thinking about
when the book was read?”
Child

Cat./bk. 1

A licia

-

-

-

Courtney

-

1

Elizabeth

-

1

Sam

-

-

1

Totals

0

2

1

Cat./bk. 2

C atib k . 3

Cat./bk. 4

1

-

1

I

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

2

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

i

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

5

1

4

0

5

2

1

6

1

6

I

1

-

-

1

-

2

0

1

1

Alicia said in the prim arily efferent category that she was thinking about how
the book described how to make houses, and then she added in the prim arily aesthetic
category her personal evaluation o f the book. Courtney told in the prim arily efferent
category how she was thinking about the man sitting on the roof, and then in the m ost
aesthetic category she added how he may fall off. Elizabeth m entioned in the primarily
efferent category that she was thinking about the man in the cem ent, and then she
described in the m ost aesthetic category how her next house would look. Sam answ ered
only in the primarily efferent category that he was thinking about the way houses are
built and the num ber o f people involved in the process.
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Q uestion Four: ‘i f vou were going to tell someone about the book, what would
vou tell them ?” Each o f the students responded in a primarily efferent category in
answer to the question o f what they would tell someone about the book, but each
student presented a different emphasis. Sam, Elizabeth, and Courtney mentioned that
they would tell that the book was about building a house. Elizabeth added that it told
about all kinds o f houses. Courtney extended her reply from the prim arily efferent to
the m ost aesthetic category with a personal narrative about her grandfather's truck.
Alicia diverged from the other students by saying in the primarily aesthetic category that
she would tell others that they would like the book, and then qualified her answer in the
most aesthetic category by saying that she liked the book because her m other had the
same nam e as the author.
Table 4.72 Categories o f Response to Q uestion Four: "If vou were going to tell
someone about the book, what would vou tell them?"
Child

-

Alicia

I

1

Courtney

1

-

Elizabeth

1

-

Sam

-

I

3

2

Totals

Cat./bk. 2

Cat./bk. 1

0

-

-

1

Cat./bk. 3

C at/b k . 4

-

1

2

1

-

-

I

-

-

1

2

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

i

-

-

0

4

2

2

0

3

1

0

1

4

3

1

Q uestion Five: ‘T e ll me about the part vou liked best and w hv."

Several

recurring elem ents surfaced in the students' responses to what part they liked best. Sam
and Courtney m entioned the part o f the text about the cem ent being poured. Courtney
extended her response to the most aesthetic category w hen she talked about putting her
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feet in cement. A licia and Elizabeth said that the double spread illustration showing all
the people that it takes to build a house was the part they liked best.
Table 4.73 Categories o f Response to Question Five: "Tell me about the part vou liked
best and whv.”
Child

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 2

C a t/b k . 3

Cat./bk. 4

A licia

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

2

1

-

-

1

-

Courtney

-

-

1

I

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

Elizabeth

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

1

Sam

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

Totals

0

0

4

2

0

0

4

1

0

1

5

3

0

0

4

1

Table 4.74 Categories o f Response to Question Six: "Tell me about the pictures in the
book."
Child

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 2

A licia

-

1

-

-

-

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

-

Sam

-

1

Totals

0

4

1

1

C at./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 4

1

1

-

2

1

-

1

2

-

-

-

2

-

1

2

2

-

I

-

2

-

-

-

2

I

1

-

3

2

-

1

1

-

7

3

2

1
0

0

0

5

1

J

0

6

4

3

1

Question Six: "Tell me about the pictures in the book." Each students' response
reflected a different emphasis in answ er to the question to tell about the pictures in the
book. A licia had mentioned w ithin several other responses how m uch she liked the
illustrations in this particular book. In response to the question to tell about the pictures.
A licia provided specific details in the primarily efferent category, gave her personal
evaluation in the primarily aesthetic category, and identified h erself as a future painter
in the m ost aesthetic category. Courtney, on the other hand, sum m arized the pictures in
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the book in the primarily efferent category, and then she put herself into the text in the
most aesthetic category by describing how happy she would be when she moved into the
house. Elizabeth simply retold the book in the primarily efferent category by talking
about the illustrations, and Sam did not have a response to this question even after
repeated probing.
Table 4.75 Categories o f Response to Question Seven: "Is there anything else that vou
would like to tell me about the book?”
Child
A licia

C atib k . 1
-

-

-

1

I

Cat./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 2
-

1

Cat./bk. 4

2

Courtney
Elizabeth

1

Sam
Totals

1
0

1

I

0

1

*>

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Question Seven: "Is there anything else that vou w ould like to tell me about the
book?” Elizabeth and Courtney had nothing to say in response to the final question, if
there was anything else that they wanted to say about the book. Alicia, however,
m entioned several details found in the glossary and related in the most efferent category
how one illustration o f a tent connected to other known inform ation. Sam com m ented
in the m ost aesthetic category as he related how much fun it w ould be building a house
and standing on the cement.
Transform ations in Responses to How a House Is Built
There were a total o f 26 transform ations in students’ responses to How a House
Is B uilt. W ithin these transform ations, there were 11 slides to an adjacent category, 15
skips o f an adjacent category m oving to the next category, and no hops to a category
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m ore than a skip away. All but two o f the slides involved the prim arily aesthetic
category by either sliding from the prim arily efferent to the prim arily aesthetic (2 —» 3).
the prim arily aesthetic to the prim arily efferent category (3 —* 2), the prim arily aesthetic
to the m ost aesthetic (3 —►4). or the most aesthetic to the prim arily aesthetic (4 -* 3).
W hen Courtney was answ ering the request to tell what she liked best in How a House Is
Built, she related in the prim arily aesthetic category that she liked the part where they
were putting in the cement best. Courtney slid to the most aesthetic response with an
im aginary experience as she continued with her answer. She m entioned that she would
like to put her feet in the cem ent, but her grandm other would not allow her. The
rem aining slides occurred w ithin A licia's reply to the final question and involved slides
from the primarily efferent to the m ost efferent (2 —►I ) and then back again from the
m ost efferent to the primarily efferent (1 —►2). This occurred as A licia added more
inform ation about the book in reply to the question at the end o f the interview session if
there was anything else that she wanted to tell about the book. In this instance. Alicia
m entioned in the most efferent category that a particular house in the glossary looked
"like a house where clowns are” or a circus tent. Once she had related that piece o f
inform ation in the glossary to other known information. Alicia returned to identifying
the dw ellings on the page in a prim arily efferent category.
The skips occurred as the students were relating inform ation in the primarily
efferent category and then skipped to a personal narrative or responded to the text on a
subjective or emotional level in the most aesthetic category (2 —» 4). In other instances,
the students were responding in the m ost aesthetic category and then skipped to the
prim arily efferent (4 -+ 2). In one instance, Elizabeth was telling w hat she was thinking
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about as the book was being read. She initially responded in the prim arily efferent
category as she told about the man standing in the cem ent and then skipped to the most
aesthetic category as she added. "And I was thinking about how my next house is going
to look when I m ove again.”
Table 4.76 S tudents' Transformations in Responses to How a House Is Built:
Frequency. D irection, and Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. o f Transform ations and
Students
Transform ations: Categories and Direction

A

C

E

S

1

0

0

0

1. Most Efferent —* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

0

0

0

1. M ost Efferent —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2. Primarily Efferent -* 1. M ost Efferent

1

0

0

0

2. Primarily Efferent —» 3. Primarily Aesthetic

1

6

I

n
J

2. Primarily Efferent -♦ 4. Most Aesthetic

0

0

0

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —♦ 1. M ost Efferent

2

I

0

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —♦ 2. Primarily Efferent

2

1

0

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

0

0

0

4. Most Aesthetic -♦ 1. M ost Efferent

0

1

4. Most Aesthetic -♦ 2. Primarily Efferent

0

1. Most Efferent —» 4. Most Aesthetic

1

1

0

0

4. M ost Aesthetic —►3. Primarily Aesthetic

9

12

1

4

Total N um ber o f Transform ations

C ourtney’s answers contained twelve transform ations while A licia had nine.
Sam. four, and Elizabeth one transformation. C ourtney’s transform ations involved nine
skips and three slides; A licia's transform ations included eight slides and one skip.
Sam ’s and E lizabeth’s transformations only occurred as skips.
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Responses to the Questions to W hat Happens to a H am burger
The num ber o f the students’ responses to W hat Happens to a Hamburger was
the sam e as to How a House Is Built, a total o f 54 responses to each book. There w ere
again responses in each category to What Happens to a H am burger. The greatest
num ber o f responses occurred in the primarily efferent category with 23 o f the 54
responses in this category. There were 16 responses in the prim arily aesthetic category’.
13 in the m ost aesthetic, and two most efferent responses.
Table 4.77 Q uestions to What Happens to a Hamburger: N um ber o f Responses in Each
Category for All Cases
Question/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
m ost eff

Cat. 2
prim e ff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
most aes

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

1

8

4

4

17

Q uestion 2: important/why

1

4

1

0

6

Q uestion 3: what thinking

0

1

1

2

4

Q uestion 4: w hat tell about

0

3

1

0

4

Q uestion 5: w hat best/why

0

1

5

J

Q uestion 6: tell about pic.

0

6

4

J

13

Q uestion 7: w hat else

0

0

0

1

I

Total

2

23

16

13

54

-*>

-i

9

Q uestion One: "Tell me about the book.” T he students' answ ers to the question
reflected a variety o f response categories and topics. A licia first m entioned in the
prim arily aesthetic category that it was a good book, and then she proceeded to tell
about the book in the primarily efferent category. She interjected a dramatic
presentation o f the title in the m ost aesthetic category as she equated the title o f the
book to the title o f a television program. She returned to answ ering the question in the
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prim arily efferent category, and then skipped over to the m ost aesthetic category as she
provided a narrative about drinking too much orange ju ice making one's teeth fall out.
Courtney responded only in the primarily efferent category as she described the
experim ent o f dissolving the '‘salt” [sugar] in the w ater. Elizabeth began in the
prim arily efferent category telling about the book, shifted to the primarily aesthetic
category as she stated that it was a good book, and returned to telling about the digestive
process as depicted in the text in the primarily efferent category'.
Table 4.78 Categories o f Response to Question One: "Tell me about the book."
Child

C at./bk. 1

Cat,/bk. 2

Cat./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 4

A licia

-

3

-

1

-

2

1

-

-

2

2

2

I

2

-

-

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

4

1

2

-

1

-

-

-

4

-

3

Elizabeth

-

I

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

1

-

-

2

1 -

Sam

-

2

-

1

-

2

-

1

1

3

I

2

-

2

1 -

Totals

0

7

0

2

0

9

2

3

1

8

4

4

1

10

2

J

Sam. however, answered the question in all response categories. In different
segments o f his reply, he retold specific parts o f the text in the primarily efferent
category, mentioned parts he disliked in the prim arily aesthetic category, w ent into a
flight o f fancy telling about eating a peanut butter sandw ich in the most aesthetic
category, and related in the most efferent category the text to other known inform ation
as he described exercising making one thinner.
Question Two: "W hat do vou think is im portant about the book and w hv?” The
students' responses to the question o f what they thought was important about the book
were varied. A licia said in a primarily efferent category that the book told one how to
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live a healthy life, and she then slid to a most efferent category as she added that to live
right one should "not take drugs or anything th at's bad for your body."
Courtney mentioned in the primarily efferent category that the book told about
how to eat the right foods to becom e healthy. Elizabeth explained in the primarily
efferent category that the title o f the book enabled one to tell the contents o f the book.
Sam answ ered by saying in the primarily efferent category that the book was im portant
as it told w here the food goes to make o n e's muscles big.
Table 4.79 Categories o f Response to Question Two: "W hat do vou think is im portant
about the book and whv?”
Child

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 2

Alicia

-

1

-

-

1

-

1

I

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

Courtney

-

I

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

I

1

-

Elizabeth

-

I

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

Sam

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

I

-

-

Totals

0

3

0

2

4

0

2

1

4

1

0

0

4

-

I

0

Cat./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 4

1

1

Q uestion Three: "W hat were vou thinking about when the book was read?" The
students also replied in a variety o f ways to the question to tell w hat they were thinking
about as the book was read aloud. Alicia com m ented in a most aesthetic category that
she thinking about w hat was actually happening in her stomach as the food churned
around inside. Courtney mentioned in the most aesthetic category thinking that she was
hungry. Elizabeth, on the other hand, was w ondering in the primarily aesthetic category
why they even had a book about ham burgers as she thought that a book about hot dogs
would be m ore interesting to people. Sam referred again to muscles in the prim arily
efferent category as he said that he was thinking about making muscles bigger.
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Table 4.80 Categories o f Response to Question Three: “W hat were vou thinking about
w hen the book was read?”
Child

Cat./bk. 1

C at/b k . 2

Cat./bk. 3

C a t/b k . 4

A licia

-

-

-

1

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

2

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

Sam

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

5

1

4

Totals

0

2

1

1

0

5

1

2

0

1

1

2

1

6

1

6

Question Four: " If vou were going to tell som eone about the book, what would
vou tell them ?'' In response to what the students would tell someone about the book.
A licia stressed in the primarily aesthetic category that she would tell them that it was a
"really good book."' Courtney. Elizabeth, and Sam responded in the primarily efferent
category, but they mentioned different points in the text. Courtney com m ented that she
would tell that the book told about eating the right foods.
Table 4.81 Categories o f Response to Question Four: "If vou were going to tell
som eone about the book, what would vou tell them ?”
Child

C atJbk. 1

C at/b k . 2

C at/b k . 3

C a t/b k . 4

A licia

-

1

1

-

-

1

2

1

-

-

1

-

-

1

2

-

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

I

-

1

-

1

-

-

1

1

-

1

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

i

I

-

Sam

-

-

1

1

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1-

i

-

-

Totals

0

3

2

1

4

2

2

0

1

0

1

4

3

1

0

Elizabeth provided an overview o f the book as she stated that the book was
about ham burgers and what happens to them. Sam mentioned that he would tell that the
book was about eating food and making one’s m uscles bigger.
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Q uestion Five: “Tell me about the part vou liked best and why.

Each student

related in the prim arily aesthetic category a different part o f the book that they liked
best. Alicia said that she liked the experim ent in the book which dem onstrated chewing
food as the initial step in the digestive process. She shifted to the prim arily efferent
category as she explained the experiment, and then she skipped to the m ost aesthetic
category as she described her extended day experiences in science, w hich brought her
back to the prim arily aesthetic category as she concluded that she liked science
experim ents. Courtney mentioned the experim ent o f dissolving "salt" [sugar] in water
as the part she liked best. Elizabeth identified a particular illustration in the book as the
part she liked best because it reminded her. in the most aesthetic category, o f her own
cat. Sam selected the illustration o f the boy flexing his muscles as the part he liked best
because it was a good picture.
Table 4.82 Categories o f Response to Q uestion Five: “Tell me about the part vou liked
best and whv."
Child

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 2

Cat./bk. 4

Alicia

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

2

1

-

-

1

-

Courtney

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

Elizabeth

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

1

Sam

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

Totals

0

0

4

2

0

0

4

1

0

1

5

3

0

0

4

1

Q uestion Six: “Tell me about the pictures in the book." A licia described
several illustrations in the prim arily efferent category as she told what w as actually
happening in them. She seemed enthusiastic in her reply, shifting to the prim arily
aesthetic category as she identified parts she liked best. She then sw itched back to the
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primarily efferent category as she described specific details o f the digestive process in
other illustrations. Courtney provided personal evaluations in the primarily aesthetic
category o f som e illustrations as “this one looks p retty /’ A fter m entioning later on in
the prim arily efferent category that it was spring in one illustration, she went o ff on a
personal narrative, a m ost aesthetic response, o f what her family was going to do in the
spring.
Table 4.83 Categories o f Response to Question Six: “Tell me about the pictures in the
book."
C hild

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 3

C at/b k . 2

Cat./bk. 4

Alicia

-

I

-

-

-

1

1

1

-

2

1

-

1

2

-

-

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

3

-

2

-

1

2

2

-

1

-

2

Elizabeth

-

I

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

2

1

1

-

2

-

Sam

-

1

I

1

-

Totals

0

4

7

3

2

1
0

0

0

5

1

3

0

6

4

J

1

Elizabeth began telling about the illustration on the cover in the primarily
efferent category. She became involved in reading the text, and then she identified in
the prim arily aesthetic category a picture o f a dog that she liked. She added in the most
aesthetic category that the dog was sim ilar to hers. Sam described in a primarily
efferent category w hat was happening in the illustrations in the book. He included in his
review o f the illustrations that one boy was wearing a “muscle shirt” and that one boy
was "show ing his m uscles.”
Q uestion Seven: “ Is there anything else that vou would like to tell me about the
book?” Elizabeth was the only student to respond to the question if there was anything
else that they w anted tell about the book. In this instance she told in the most aesthetic
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category, a personal narrative, how she had tricked her friend into thinking that she was
not sw allow ing as she ate.
Table 4.84 Categories o f Response to Question Seven: “Is there anything else that vou
would like to tell me about the book?”
Child
A licia

Cat./bk. 1
-

-

-

1

1

Cat./bk. 3

C at/b k . 2
-

I

C at/b k . 4

2

Courtney
Elizabeth

1

Sam

1

Totals

0

1

1

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Transform ations in Responses to What Happens to a Hamburger
There were are a total o f 27 transformations in students' replies to What
H appens to a H amburger. The transformations were distributed am ong 21 slides, five
skips, and one hop.
Sam had one hop in his reply to the request to tell about the book. In this
instance he added a connection in the most efferent category to exercising making one
thinner as well as building up muscles, and then he hopped to the m ost aesthetic
category by imagining a pencil thin body whose head would touch the ceiling if it was
quite thin and elongated (1

4).

Alicia. Elizabeth, and Sam gave answers containing transform ations that
involved slides as well as skips. W hen A licia was replying to the request to tell about
the pictures in the book, she began in the primarily aesthetic category as she indicated
her “love [of] the picture'' that told one how to exercise and “o f course the projects" or
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experiments. A licia then slid to the primarily efferent category as she described one o f
the experim ents in the book (3 —* 2).
Table 4.85 S tudents’ Transformations in Responses to W hat Happens to a Hamburger:
Frequency. Direction, and Categories o f Response in Transform ations
No. o f Transform ations and
Students

Transformations: C ategories and Direction

A

c

E

S

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

2.

2

0

i

1

2. Primarily Efferent —» 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

4

0

1

1

3. Primarily Aesthetic -* 2. Prim arily Efferent

1

J

2

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -♦ 4. M ost Aesthetic

0

0

0

0

4. Most Aesthetic -» 1. M ost Efferent

0

0

0

1

4. Most Aesthetic -♦ 2. Prim arily Efferent

1

1

0

0

4. Most Aesthetic -♦ 3. Prim arily Aesthetic

11

4

6

6

1. Most Efferent —» 2. Prim arily Efferent
1. Most Efferent -* 3. Prim arily Aesthetic
1.

M ost Efferent —* 4. M ost Aesthetic

Primarily Efferent —»

1.

M ost Efferent

2. Primarily Efferent -* 4. M ost Aesthetic
3. Primarily Aesthetic —* 1. M ost Efferent

Total N um ber o f Transform ations

As Elizabeth answered the request to tell about the pictures, she related in the
most aesthetic category how a dog in one illustration looked like her dog, and she then
skipped to the primarily efferent category' as she continued to describe the contents o f
the pictures (4 -* 2). C ourtney's transformations, however, only contained slides to an
adjacent category involving prim arily aesthetic and most aesthetic (3 —♦ 4 or 4—►3). As
Courtney was telling about the pictures in the book, she indicated in the primarily
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aesthetic category that one looked pretty and then slid to the most aesthetic category as
she m entioned that one was making her hungry. She then slid back to describing the
next picture as pretty in the primarily aesthetic category.
Responses to the Questions to Stargazers
There were 63 responses to Stargazers w ith four responses in the prim arily
efferent category, 31 in the primarily efferent, 14 in the primarily aesthetic, and 14 in the
m ost aesthetic. The distribution, however, varied among the questions.
Table 4.86 Q uestions to Stargazers: N um ber o f Responses in Each Category' for All
Cases
Q uestion/
Category o f Response

Cat. 1
most eff

Cat. 2
prim eff

Cat. 3
prim aes

Cat. 4
most aes.

Total No.
Responses

Q uestion 1: tell about book

1

10

2

3

16

Q uestion 2: important/why

0

4

1

1

6

Question 3: w hat thinking

1

6

1

6

14

Q uestion 4: w hat tell about

1

4

3

1

9

Question 5: w hat best/why

0

0

4

1

5

Question 6: tell about pic.

1

7

j

2

13

Question 7: w hat else

0

0

0

0

0

Total

4

31

14

14

63

There w as a higher num ber o f responses in answer to the requests to tell about
the book and to tell about the pictures. The students again had fewest responses to the
final question o f anything else that they would like to tell about the book
Q uestion One: "Tell me about the book.” In response to the request to tell about
the book. Alicia. Elizabeth, and Sam provided in the primarily efferent category som e
general inform ation about stars that was m entioned in the book. A licia com pared this
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book to the previous books in the study in the m ost efferent category as she said that this
book did not contain any experim ents as the others did. Elizabeth and Sam added in the
prim arily aesthetic category their personal evaluation o f the book within their answ er.
Courtney, on the other hand, began her answer to the request to tell about the book in
the prim arily efferent category by summarizing each page, starting with the cover o f the
book. She interjected most aesthetic responses in answ er to this question w hen she
would recast some information into a narrative frame such as when she described the
personal experience o f watching stars with her father.
Table 4.87 Categories o f Response to Question One: "Tell me about the book.”
Child

Cat./bk. 1

C at./bk. 4

C at/b k . 3

Cat./bk. 2

Alicia

-

3

-

I

-

2

1

-

-

2

2

2

1

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

4

I

2

-

I

-

-

-

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

2

1

-

Sam

-

2

-

I

-

2

-

1

1

3

1

Totals

0

7

0

2

0

9

2

3

1

8

4

-

-

4

-

j

-

2

1 -

2

-

2

1 -

4

1

10

2

->
j

Question Two: "W hat do vou think is im portant about the book and w hv? In
answ er to the question to tell w hat is important about the book and why. A licia
mentioned in the primarily efferent category inform ation about various colored stars and
then skipped to the most aesthetic category as she added how stars would b um a person
unless one had a special suit. C ourtney and Elizabeth said in the prim arily efferent
category' that the information about stars was im portant, and Courtney added in the
prim arily aesthetic category that learning inform ation was hard. Sam described in the
prim arily efferent category view ing stars through telescopes and how they are enlarged.
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Table 4.88 Categories o f Response to Question Two: ’‘W hat do vou think is im portant
about the book and why?”
Child

Cat./bk. 2

C atib k . I

Cat./bk. 4

C a t/b k . 3

A licia

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

1

I

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

Elizabeth

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

Sam

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

Totals

0

0

2

0

4

0

2

1

4

1

0

0

4

1

1

Question Three: “What were vou thinking about when the book was read?"
Alicia and Courtney responded in the most aesthetic category to the question o f what
they were thinking about while the book was being read. Alicia mentioned that she was
thinking about being a stargazer. Courtney said she was thinking about a star dying and
God making it com e back to life. Elizabeth reported in the primarily efferent category
that she was thinking that shooting stars are not really stars.
When Sam answered the request to tell what he was thinking when the book was
read, he exhibited a full range o f response categories with one most efferent, five
prim arily efferent, one primarily aesthetic, and four most aesthetic responses. He
described how he was thinking about details mentioned in the book in the prim arily
efferent category or how it was a good book in the prim arily aesthetic category. As Sam
continued his reply, he shifted to the most aesthetic category into his own w orld byannouncing. " If [one] shot a gun up into the sky and it hit a star, then maybe the star
would explode." He interjected his thoughts about the sky and clouds as he related
inform ation from a previous book to this book in the most efferent category. He
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hopped, skipped, and slid to different categories o f response several tim es in his answer
to this question.
Table 4.89 Categories o f Response to Question Three: "W hat were vou thinking about
w hen the book was read?'"
Child

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 3

C atibk. 2

C at./bk. 4

A licia

-

-

-

1

-

1

I

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Courtney

-

1

-

-

-

2

-

1

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

1

Elizabeth

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

Sam

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

5

1

4

Totals

0

2

1

1

0

5

1

2

0

1

1

2

1

6

1

6

Q uestion Four: " If vou were going to tell som eone about the book, w hat would
vou tell them ?" Alicia mentioned in the primarily aesthetic category that she would tell
som eone that Stargazers was a “neat book” and then she provided a general overview in
the prim arily efferent category before adding in the prim arily aesthetic category that she
thought others would like the book.
Table 4.90 Categories o f Response to Question Four: “If vou were going to tell
som eone about the book, what would vou tell them ?”1
Child

CatTbk. 1

A licia

1

Courtney

I

-

Elizabeth

1

-

Totals

0

3

2

C at./bk. 3

C at./bk. 4
-

1

2

-

-

I

2

1

-

-

-

i

-

1

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

;-

i

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

i

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

4

2

2

0

3

1

1

4

1

:-

Sam

C at/b k . 2

1 0

a

Courtney stated in the primarily efferent category that one can learn from the
book and then slid to the m ost efferent category as she added other ways one can learn
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1

before hopping to the most aesthetic category as she told o f the com puters and
encyclopedia that she has in her ow n home. Elizabeth also said in the primarily
aesthetic category that it was a "good book” and then added in the prim arily efferent
category a general summary o f the book. Sam responded in the prim arily efferent
category as he related various facts about stars.
Q uestion Five: "Tell me about the part vou liked best and whv. Each student
responded in the prim arily aesthetic category as he or she related the part they liked best.
Alicia and Courtney mentioned the Milky Way pages, while Sam liked the illustration
o f the observatory best as it was a "cool picture.” Elizabeth connected in the most
aesthetic category one illustration that she liked best to her personal life as it had a dog
in it like hers.
Table 4.91 C ategories o f Response to Question Five: "Tell me about the part vou liked
best and why."
Child

CatTbk. 3

Cat./bk. 2

Cat./bk. 1

2

1

-

-

1

-

-

1

t

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

I

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

0

1

5

3

0

0

-

-

1

-

i

-

-

1

-

1

i

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

o

4

2

0

0

Alicia

-

-

1

Courtney

-

-

1

Elizabeth

-

-

Sam

-

Totals

0

-

4

-

1

Cat./bk. 4

4

1

Q uestion Six: "Tell me about the pictures in the book.” A licia fluctuated
between prim arily efferent and m ost efferent categories in her responses to telling about
the pictures in the book. She initially described various illustrations depicting
constellations and then slid to a m ost efferent response as she interjected related
knowledge about the Big Dipper and how stars guided the slaves to freedom. She then
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returned to the prim arily efferent category as she continued to describe specific
illustrations.
C ourtney's responses to tell about the pictures in Stargazers fluctuated between
primarily efferent and most aesthetic. She began her answer in the m ost aesthetic
category as she described one picture o f the Milky Way m aking her thirsty and then
skipped to the prim arily efferent category as she described the details o f specific
illustrations such as one depicting the characters drawing the constellations and another
with a family going outside to observe the stars. When she turned to a page showing
how the Earth revolves around the sun. Courtney skipped back to the most aesthetic
category as she asked if there were aliens on the dark side o f the Earth and described her
imaginative world o f aliens, including w hat aliens do and w here they live.
Table 4.92 Categories o f Response to Q uestion Six: “Tell me about the pictures in the
book."
Cat./bk. 4

Cat./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 1

Cat./bk. 2

Alicia

-

-

-

1

I

1

-

Courtney

-

-

-

3

-

2

-

Elizabeth

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

Sam

-

Totals

0

Child

2

2

1

-

1

2

-

-

2

2

-

1

-

i

1

1

-

2

-

1

1

-

7

j

2

1
0

0

0

5

I

3

0

6

4

3

1

Elizabeth switched between prim arily efferent and prim arily aesthetic several
tim es as she told about the pictures in Stargazers. She described w hat was happening in
the pictures in the prim arily efferent category and indicated on tw o occasions her
personal evaluation o f the pictures in the prim arily aesthetic category as she said the
pictures were "beautiful” or looked 'V ery good.” Sam also responded in the primarily
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efferent and primarily aesthetic categories. He m entioned in the prim arily aesthetic
category that the pictures were "cool” and had “ good coloring.” He then slid to the
prim arily efferent category as he described what was happening in a few illustrations.
Question Seven: "Is there anything else that vou would like to tell me about the
book?” None o f the participants had an answer to the final probe if there was anything
else that they wanted to tell about the book. Alicia. Elizabeth, and Sam responded with
a single word, "nothing" or "no.” Courtney replied with a more formal. "No, m a'am ."
Table 4.93 Categories o f Response to Question Seven: “Is there anything else that vou
w ould like to tell me about the book?”
Child
A licia

Cat./bk. 1
-

-

1

Cat./bk. 4

Cat./bk. 3

Cat./bk. 2
2

-

Courtney
Elizabeth

-

1

1

1

Sam
Totals

0

I

1

0

2

I

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Transform ations in Responses to Stargazers
There were a total o f 38 transformations in the students' answers to Stareazers.
T he transformations were distributed among 21 slides, 15 skips, and two hops.
Elizabeth only had slides in her transformations and each o f these involved the primarily
aesthetic category by either sliding between the prim arily efferent and prim arily
aesthetic (2 -» 3). the prim arily aesthetic and the prim arily efferent (3 —►2). or the
prim arily aesthetic and the m ost aesthetic (3 —►4). As she told about the pictures in the
book, she initially began by describing the different colors in the pictures in the
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prim arily efferent category, and then she slid to the primarily aesthetic category as she
added that the pictures were "beautiful."
Alicia" transform ations occurred in five slides and one skip, but each involved
the prim arily efferent category. The slides included transform ations from the most
efferent to prim arily efferent (1 —» 2), the primarily efferent to the most efferent (2 —» 1),
the prim arily efferent to the prim arily aesthetic (2 —» 3), and the prim arily aesthetic to
the prim arily efferent (3 —* 2). When A licia explained what she would tell someone
about the book, she said in the primarily efferent category that she would tell them that
it tells about the Earth, stars, and telescopes. She then slid to the prim arily aesthetic
category as she added, "A nd I think they'd like it" (2 —» 3). The skip occurred when
Alicia was describing how some stars are hotter than others in the prim arily efferent
category, then went into her own world in the most aesthetic category as she explained
how stars w ould bum one "really, really bad"’ unless one had a special suit on (2 —» 4).
C ourtney's and S am ’s transform ations included slides, skips, and hops. As
Courtney answ ered the probe o f what she would tell someone about the book, she
m entioned in the prim arily efferent category how one could learn inform ation about
stars from the book. She then slid to the m ost efferent category by adding that one
could also learn from an encyclopedia and computer (2 -* 1).

She hopped to the most

aesthetic category as she told that she had a com puter and an encyclopedia and added
specific details around the acquisition o f each (1 —»4).
Sam had a hop from the m ost aesthetic category over to the most efferent
category (4 —►1). This occurred as he was describing in a narrative frame how. if he
was a good artist, he could draw a constellation as depicted in the book. Sam then
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hopped to the most efferent category as he related elements o f this text to the first book.
Feel the W ind, by saying that the sky was made o f "wind and clouds." He had included
in his answ er responses from two categories that were furthest from each other.
Table 4.94 Students' Transform ations in Responses to Stargazers:
Frequency. Direction, and Categories o f Response in Transformations
No. o f Transform ations and
Students

Transformations: Categories and D irection

A

C

E

s

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

2. Primarily Efferent —► 1. M ost Efferent

1

1

3

3

2. Primarily Efferent —►3. Primarily A esthetic

1

4

0

4

2. Primarily Efferent —» 4. Most Aesthetic

0

0

0

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -♦ 1. Most Efferent

1

0

4

J

3. Primarily Aesthetic -♦ 2. Primarily Efferent

0

0

1

0

3. Primarily Aesthetic -♦ 4. Most Aesthetic

0

0

0

1

4. Most A esthetic —» 1. Most Efferent

0

j

0

J

4. Most A esthetic —* 2. Primarily Efferent

0

0

0

0

4. Most A esthetic —* 3. Primarily A esthetic

6

10

8

15

1. Most Efferent —* 2. Primarily Efferent
1. Most Efferent —» 3. Primarily A esthetic
1. Most Efferent —* 4. Most Aesthetic

Total N um ber o f Transformations
Patterns Across Books

The students included sim ilar concepts as well as unique points in their
interview s on the books in the study. There was. however, diversity am ong the
students' responses and transformations across books. The following sections describe
the ch ild ren 's responses to each book.
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Feel the W ind
D uring the interviews to the first book. Feel the W ind, each student m entioned
similar points such as the hurricane or a "hard wind.” the bike experiment, and
directions on how to make a w eather vane in their responses. Sam and A licia included
each o f these items in their response to the initial request to tell about the book.
Elizabeth. Courtney, and Alicia indicated that the inform ation about a hurricane w as an
important point o f the book: they said that either the bike experim ent or how to m ake a
weather vane was the pan they liked best.
In answ er to what they were thinking about as the book was read. C ounney and
Alicia stated to different degrees that they were thinking about a hurricane. C ounney
furnished a one word response, "hurricane.” while A licia provided a fuller explanation
that she was thinking about being blow n away by a hurricane and how horrible that
would be. Every student mentioned a hurricane or "hard w ind" in their response.
The students had the fewest num ber o f responses as well as transformations o f
all the books in the study in their answ ers to Feel the W ind. They tended to respond in
just one category and not shift to another category in their answers.
The w ord count o f all the students" responses, except for Elizabeth's, was lowest
to this book. Elizabeth had the highest word count in her responses to Feel the W ind.
There were m ore primarily efferent responses to Feel the W ind than responses in other
categories. T he students had no m ost efferent responses to this book. The rank o f
primarily aesthetic and most aesthetic responses varied between students, but each
student had an equal or greater w ord count within their m ost aesthetic responses than in
the prim arily aesthetic.
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How a House Is Built
The students' responses to the second book in the study. How a House Is B uilt,
contained several recurring elements. Each student m entioned the pouring or spreading
o f the cem ent in the construction o f a house. Sam. Elizabeth, and A licia referred to the
double spread illustration in the book o f all the people involved in building a house.
The book contained a single-page glossary that listed different types o f shelters
from the past. Sam. Courtney, and Elizabeth included som e information from the
glossary w ithin their responses.
The num ber o f transformations and responses increased from the first book. Feel
the Wind to the second book. How a House Is Built. The word count o f all the students'
responses increased except for E lizabeth's, which decreased from her high point in the
previous book. C ourtney's highest word count o f all the books occurred in her
responses to How a House Is Built.
There were more primarily efferent responses to How a House Is Built than
responses in other categories. A licia had one most efferent response to this book. The
rank o f prim arily aesthetic and m ost aesthetic responses varied between students, but all
students except for Alicia had a greater word count w ithin their m ost aesthetic than in
their prim arily aesthetic responses.
What H appens to a Hamburger
The students responded predominantly in the prim arily efferent category to the
third book. W hat Happens to a Hamburger, but each com m ented on different points.
Courtney m entioned in the prim arily efferent category on several occasions a specific
experiment, the effect o f chewing on foods, while Sam em phasized the role o f food in
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m aking o n e's muscles bigger, also in the prim arily efferent category. Elizabeth
incorporated several personal reflections in the m ost aesthetic category within her
answers. A licia added a few dramatic presentations in the m ost aesthetic category in
hers.
The num ber o f responses were the sam e to How a House Is Built and to What
Happens to a H amburger at 54 each. The num ber o f transform ations also rem ained the
same as in the previous book at 26. The w ord count in C ourtney's. E lizabeth's and
S am 's responses dropped from the previous book while A licia's word count w as highest
for this book.
There were more prim arily efferent responses to W hat Happens to a H am burger
than responses in other categories. Alicia and Sam each had one most efferent response
to this book. The rank o f prim arily aesthetic and most aesthetic responses varied
between students, but all students had the greater word count within their m ost aesthetic
responses.
Stargazers
The student's responses to the fourth book. Stargazers, contained recurring
points o f interest such as the sun being actually larger than the Earth and a telescope
m aking the stars look larger. In addition, specific terms such as "the M ilky W ay"
entered their responses. Each student also m entioned concepts that were unique to them
from Sam telling that one cannot feel the Earth move to C ourtney's asking w hether
there were aliens on the dark side o f the Earth.
The number o f responses and transform ations to Stargazers rose to the greatest
num ber o f those in all o f the books. The w ord count o f all the students, except for Sam.
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dropped from the previous book. Sam ’s word count was greatest in his responses to
Stargazers, the final book in the study.
T here were more primarily efferent responses than responses in the other
categories to Stargazers. The students had the greatest num ber o f most efferent
responses to this book. Alicia. Courtney, and Sam each had a m ost efferent response.
Elizabeth was the only student who did not have a m ost efferent response to any o f the
books in the study. The rank o f primarily aesthetic and most aesthetic responses varied
between second and third, but there was greater word count within the most aesthetic
category for all students except Elizabeth.
Summary
I did not find as much as I had expected in patterns w ithin cases, across cases, or
to specific books. Instead, the students exhibited diversity within their responses. Each
student had his or her highest word count in a different book. The lowest word count
for three participants occurred during the interviews following the first book. Feel the
W ind, but this interview contained the highest word count for Elizabeth. These were
the first interview s for the students, a factor which could account for the low er word
count or the briefer responses from three participants. Elizabeth, however, reacted
differently as she provided longer responses, talking more during the initial interview.
The highest percentage o f word count for all students was in the prim arily
efferent category while the least am ount was in the most efferent category. Students
varied betw een prim arily aesthetic and most aesthetic as the second highest percentage
o f w ords except to the third book, W hat Happens to a Hamburger, when each student
w as highest in the prim arily efferent, second highest in the m ost aesthetic, third in the
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prim arily aesthetic, and fourth in the most efferent category. The total num ber o f
responses across cases increased to each book in the study. Each student, how ever,
exhibited a different pattern in num ber o f responses to each book.
The students’ responses were predominantly in the primarily efferent category,
but the students exhibited different patterns in the num ber o f primarily efferent
responses as well as the num ber in other categories o f response. The num ber o f
responses in the primarily efferent category rose with each book for Sam. The number
o f prim arily efferent responses fluctuated, however, between books for the other
participants.
The students also varied on the num ber o f responses in the other categories.
Elizabeth and A licia had their second highest number in the primarily aesthetic category
while C ourtney's number was second highest in the m ost aesthetic category. S am 's
responses fluctuated between the second highest number in the primarily aesthetic, most
aesthetic, or a tie between the prim arily aesthetic and m ost aesthetic.
Some questions tended to elicit primarily efferent responses, some drew a
prim arily aesthetic response and others evoked a tie between categories. T here were
three questions, “Tell about the book,” “ If you were going to tell someone about the
book, w hat would you tell them ?,” and “Tell me about the pictures,” that elicited a
higher num ber o f primarily efferent responses. Each question involved “telling” about
the book in som e form.
W hen the students were asked to tell about the part they liked best, they
responded in the primarily aesthetic category. This was the only question that evoked a
high frequency o f primarily aesthetic responses. The rem ainder o f the questions elicited
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com binations o f higher num ber o f responses occurring in the primarily efferent,
prim arily aesthetic, or most aesthetic categories.
The final question, which asked if there was anything else the students wanted to
tell about the book, was the only question that did not elicit a response in any category
following the fourth book in the study. This question evoked limited responses: one
response to the third book, two responses to the first book, and four responses to the
second book. Courtney had no responses to this question. Sam and Elizabeth each had
only one. and Alicia had four.
Transformations increased with each book in the study, beginning w ith nine
transform ations within responses to the first book. Feel the Wind, and rising to 39
transform ations within responses to the fourth book. Stargazers. Slides accounted for
the greatest number o f transform ations across books with 57. Next ranked second came
40 skips, and last were the three hops. In transform ations to Feel the W ind and How a
H ouse Is Built there were m ore skips than hops and slides combined. In transform ations
to W hat Happens to a Ham burger and Stargazers there were more slides than hops and
skips combined.
The students exhibited diverse patterns in reference to transform ations. A licia's
transform ations rose until reaching a high point in the third book. W hat H appens to a
H am burger, and then dropped again with the fourth book. Stargazers. The num ber of
C ourtney's transformations rose, with the highest point occurring in the second book.
H ow a House Is Built, dropped in the following book. W hat Happens to a Hamburger.
and then rose again in the final book. Stargazers. Elizabeth had two transform ations in
the first book. Feel the W ind, and one transform ation in the second book. H ow a House
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Is Buiit. and then her transform ations increased to five and eight in the last two books.
W hat Happens to a H am burger and Stargazers. Sam ’s transform ations increased with
each book in the study w ith the highest number in the final book. Stargazers. Elizabeth
had the fewest num ber o f transform ations across books at 16. while A licia's.
C ourtney’s, and S am 's total transformations were com parable at 28. 27, and 28
respectively.
M ost o f the questions elicited a primarily efferent response. The students
responded most frequently in the primarily efferent category and had the greatest word
count in that category. W ithin the predom inantly prim arily efferent responses, the
students exhibited individual patterns in their responses and diversity in their answers.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
If I returned to the first grade classroom where the children listened to m e read
aloud the book on sea animals, I could now understand the realm o f possible
experiences the children were having with the text. Their faces might have indicated
that they were listening intently and that they were learning about the anim als in the
book. They could have been grasping information from the book that was new to them
or inform ation that supported other facts they already knew about these anim als.
The data from the study revealed that the participants’ responses to
inform ational texts w ere predominantly in the primarily efferent category w ith their
attention focused on the inform ation in the text. They sum m arized the text, recalled
specific details in the text, and expressed what they had learned. Not only did they have
the greatest num ber o f responses in the primarily efferent category, but their prim arily
efferent responses also contained the greatest word count. W hen the participants
answered the requests to tell about the book or to tell about the pictures, they tended to
have lengthy primarily efferent responses as they provided extensive inform ation about
the text. There were three participants who connected inform ation in the books to other
know n inform ation or to other texts in the most efferent category.
W hat else could have been happening as the children listened to the read-aloud?
Could their thoughts about the text have shifted from the efferent category? C ould they
have been thinking w hether they liked the book or not? C ould they have been thinking
about something far rem oved from the text, a personal narrative or flight o f fancy to
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another w orld? Could they have had aesthetic as well as efferent responses to
inform ational trade books?
Do Children Have Aesthetic as Well as Efferent Responses to Informational
Trade Books?
In response to the informational trade books in the study, the participants had
aesthetic as well as efferent responses. They responded in both aesthetic categories that
were used in analyzing the participants* responses, prim arily aesthetic and most
aesthetic.
They mentioned in the primarily aesthetic category what they liked or did not
like about the books. They also recast information in the text into a narrative frame or
connected the text to personal experience or ventured into an imaginative world that
extended from the text in the most aesthetic category. The variety o f these responses is
supported by sim ilar findings by M aduram (2000) and Shine and Roser (1999).
W hen the children were listening to the read-aloud about the sea creatures, they
m ight have been responding in either an efferent or an aesthetic category, but how might
those stances have been interacting with each other?
Do These Two Stances Affect and Interact w ith Each Other?
R osenblatt (1994a) stressed that there generally w as not ju st one stance present
in a reading, but both stances present on a continuum betw een aesthetic and efferent. In
this study the participants had shifts between efferent and aesthetic stances w ithin some
answ ers w hich were also found by Spink (1996,1997) and M aduram (2000). They
m ight begin in one category and then shift to another category within an answer. In
other instances, they might begin in one category and then shift several times w ithin an
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answer. At other times the participants would have no shifts in a reply and rem ain in
the sam e response category as they answ ered the question.
I identified three types o f shifts or transformations betw een stances in the study.
The shift could be a "slide” to an adjacent category such as w hen the participants would
begin telling about the book in the prim arily aesthetic category by saying that they liked
the book and then would shift to the prim arily efferent category as they retold the text.
A shift m ight be a "skip” across an adjacent category such as w hen the participants
would begin by retelling the text in the primarily efferent category and then skip to the
most aesthetic category as they related a personal experience connected to the text.
Finally, a shift could be a "hop” across categories as when the participants w ould be
providing a personal narrative in the m ost aesthetic category and then hop to the most
efferent category as they related inform ation in the text to o th er texts.
The num ber o f transformations increased with each book in the study, beginning
with nine transformations within responses to the first book. Feel the W ind, and ending
with 39 transform ations within responses to the fourth book. Stargazers. Slides
accounted for the greatest number o f transformations across books with 57. N ext,
ranked second, came 40 skips, and last were the three hops. In transform ations to Feel
the W ind and How a House Is Built, there were more skips than hops and slides
com bined. In transformations to W hat Happens to a H am burger and Stargazers, there
were more slides than hops and skips combined.
The group o f children gathered on the floor listening to me read aloud from the
alphabet book about sea animals m ight have taken an efferent or an aesthetic stance to
the reading and that stance could have been shifting between categories. W ould all the
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children be experiencing the sam e stance and shifts? W hat was happening w ith the
individual children? Did each child have a characteristic way o f responding or identity
them es?
Do Children Have Identity Themes, or Characteristic Wavs o f R esponding?
Since each participant in the study was interview ed alone following the readaloud sessions, the individual cases became the w indow to understanding children's
responses to informational books. The students had different characteristic ways o f
responding but no identity them es that continued over time or across texts as Holland
noted (1975). Holland’s study was with fiction, and the text may have played a more
im portant role. If readers possibly project more o f se lf into fiction than nonfiction, then
identity them es would likely em erge in their responses to fiction rather than to
nonfiction.
Each student exhibited different patterns o f responding across the four response
categories. Sam responded in all four categories during the course o f the study. He
connected text to other texts in the m ost efferent category, sum m arized text in the
prim arily efferent category, m entioned parts o f the texts he liked in the prim arily
aesthetic category, and experienced flights o f fancy about exploding stars in the most
aesthetic category.
It appeared at first that Sam would have m ore o f a linear pattern o f response
when the num ber o f responses and word count across books indicated a slight increase
across books. When I exam ined the percentages o f w ord count within the four
categories, the percentages in the different response categories fluctuated between
books. The pattern revealed th at Sam discussed m ore in the prim arily efferent category
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to Stargazers than to any o f the other books. During the week that Stargazers was read
aloud by the teacher, the class was preparing for the culm ination o f a unit on the sea
with a splash day. Sam seemed to be anticipating this event and was more talkative
during the interview.
Sam included references to his family, parents and siblings, within his responses.
S am 's family apparently went to a gym to work out on a regular basis. In his answers to
some questions to What Happens to a Ham burger, he m entioned such term s and phrases
as w orking-out. building muscles, and m uscle shirt, which seemed connected to his
interpretive community, his family (Fish. 1980: Pavonetti, 1995).

When Sam was

telling about the houses in How' a House Is Built, he explained that he would build a
stone house as shown in one illustration because it would take a long time to build. He
elaborated that this meant he could be away from his younger siblings for a longer
period o f time than if he built another type o f house.
Sam also seemed to enjoy a play on words as he m entioned, following How a
House Is Built, that he wanted to operate a payloader since he would receive more
"pay." He continued this discussion with a chuckle as he noted what he would receive
from operating a bulldozer. A fter seeing a house made o f ice blocks, he pretended to eat
it.
Elizabeth responded to the four books in the study predom inantly in the
prim arily efferent category and had no responses in the m ost efferent category. She
sum m arized the books in a m atter-of-fact w ay as she provided the sequence o f events,
which w as the predominant w’ay o f responding to inform ational books in the Shine and
Roser study (1999). Elizabeth had an unusual pattern since the word count within the
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responses decreased with each book while the num ber o f responses and transform ations
increased. H er individual responses became briefer as well as more varied by the latter
two books w ith those containing more aesthetic responses and transform ations than for
the first two books in the study.
Elizabeth responded without variation in her tone. Even when she described the
scene where she tricked her friend, she did not change her delivery. Her answ ers to the
probes lacked emotion, but as the study progressed, the number o f responses increased
as well as the num ber o f transformations w ithin her answers. Overall, she had the
fewest responses and transformations o f all the participants.
Courtney had responses in all categories with more primarily efferent responses
than responses in other categories. The m ost aesthetic category was second highest to
each book in the study. This reflected the personal narratives that Courtney included in
her answ ers. Courtney frequently incorporated ’T s " and “you's" in her responses as she
provided personal extensions to her answers. She mentioned her mother, father,
brother, grandm other, grandfather, and uncle in her responses, and her extended family
framed her responses (Pavonetti. 1995). The w ord count in her responses, num ber o f
responses, and num ber o f transformations fluctuated between books. She had the most
responses, as well as the greatest number o f transformations, to the second book. How a
House Is B uilt.
Her 27 transform ations included one hop, sixteen skips, and ten slides. The
sixteen skips all involved a shift to or from the m ost aesthetic category and the primarily
efferent category. The nature o f her transformations, which involved the m ost aesthetic
category, reflected C ourtney’s m anner o f including personal narratives in her answers.
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A licia responded in all four categories during the study. She had m ore responses
in the prim arily efferent category and also word count that was predom inantly in the
prim arily efferent category. H er 29 transformations w ithin her responses included six
skips and 23 slides or shifts to an adjacent category.
In answering questions. Alicia paused and thought a moment prior to
responding. She related som e material in the books to other books in the study as well
as other known information in the most efferent category. On one occasion, she even
turned the question back to the researcher in the most aesthetic category'. A licia seemed
different from Sam and Courtney in that she did not include her family or their activities
except when she mentioned the connection to the Gail G ibbons book with her m other's
name also being Gail. Her retellings o f the books did not contain the extensive
sequential summaries such as in Elizabeth's responses. A licia seemed to select her
words after pondering a m om ent and yet she seemed relaxed with the interview process.
She freely expressed her feelings o f being scared w hen she heard Feel the W ind and her
am azem ent at the thought o f all that was churning inside her after What H appens to a
H am burger.
A licia’s responses had 74% o f the word count in the first book. Feel the W ind,
in the prim arily efferent category, and then the percentage o f words in the prim arily
efferent category decreased in each o f the next two books until it rose again w ith the
fourth book. Stargazers. The num ber o f responses A licia had to the second and third
books. How a House Is Built and W hat Happens to a Hamburger, rose. As the word
count in the primarily efferent category decreased, the num ber o f her responses
increased.
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H er transformations followed a sim ilar pattern to the num ber o f responses o f
starting lower, rising with the second and third books, and dropping with the fourth
book. A licia's transformations involved shifts between all response categories. These
involved six skips and 23 slides or shifts to an adjacent category, less abrupt changes
than hops. W hen she had less word count in the primarily efferent category, then there
was m ore diversity in response categories.
If the children listening to me read loud the book about the sea animals could
have different responses, might there be any sim ilarities between children? Could there
be any characteristics across cases that were similar?
Are There C lear Patterns Across Cases?
The four participants in the study did have the highest num ber o f responses in
the prim arily efferent category as well as the highest percentage o f word count in this
category. The lowest category was the m ost efferent with even one participant.
Elizabeth, having no responses in that category. The num ber o f responses and
percentage o f words in the prim arily aesthetic and m ost aesthetic fluctuated between
participants and books.
The participants included sim ilar concepts in their responses at times, such as
when they each mentioned a hurricane in connection to the book. Feel the W ind. The
spreading o f the cem ent in How a H ouse Is Built and the fact that the sun is actually
larger than the Earth from Stargazers were also points m entioned across cases. In other
instances, their responses were quite diverse. W hen the participants were asked what
they w ere thinking when W hat Happens to a Ham burger was read, they revealed
different thoughts. Sam was thinking about making bigger m uscles. Elizabeth was
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wondering why there was a book about ham burgers instead o f hot dogs. Courtney
mentioned that she was thinking that she was hungry. A licia said that she was
imagining all o f “that s t u f f m oving around inside o f her.
The participants responded predom inantly in the primarily efferent category to
all books in the study: however, they exhibited diverse patterns o f response to the sam e
books. Each student had his or her highest word count in a different book with
Courtney's to H ow a House Is B uilt. A licia's to What Happens to a Hamburger, and
Sam ’s to Stargazers. Even as the study began and the students had briefer answers with
fewer words. Elizabeth had the highest word count o f all in her interviews about the first
book. Feel the W ind.
The students exhibited diverse patterns in reference to transformations to the
same books. A licia's transform ations rose until reaching a high point in the third book.
What Happens to a Ham burger, and then dropped again with the fourth book.
Stargazers. The num ber o f C ourtney's transform ations rose with to highest point
occurring in the second book. How a House Is Built, dropped in the following book.
W hat Happens to a Ham burger, and then rose again in the final book. Stargazers.
Elizabeth had tw o transform ations to the first book. Feel the W ind, and one
transformation to the second book. How a House Is Built, and then her transform ations
increased to five and eight in the last two books. W hat Happens to a Hamburger and
Stargazers. S am 's transform ations increased with each book in the study with the
highest num ber in die final book. Stargazers. Elizabeth had the fewest number o f
transformations across books at 16, while A licia’s, C ourtney’s, and S am 's total
transform ations w ere com parable at 2 8 ,2 7 , and 28 respectively.
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How or to what extent did the subject matter, format, and illustrations o f the
books seem to influence or affect the participants' responses? W ere there sim ilar
patterns to specific books?
H ow or to W hat Extent Do the Subject Matter. Format, and Illustrations o f the Books
Seem to Influence or Affect C hildren's Responses?
I had selected four books w ith a balance o f text and illustrations on topics that
were not currently being studied in the classroom. The first book in the study. Feel the
W ind by A rthur Dorros ( 1989). presents one concept in multiple settings. The
illustrations connect the reader across settings with the same characters featured in the
illustrations throughout the book. As the inform ation on each page changes, the same
characters are dem onstrating the concepts presented in the text.
The second book. How a H ouse Is Built by Gail Gibbons (1990). introduces the
topic by depicting houses made from different types o f materials such as wood, stone,
and brick. The text then sum m arizes the building o f a house from an architect drawing
the plans to a family moving into the new house. The book ends with a listing o f simple
shelters from the past.
The third book. What Happens to a Hamburger by Paul Show ers (1970).
introduces the topic by describing w hat foods do for our bodies such as keeping us
healthy and enabling us to do things. The text then traces the digestive process and
includes a num ber o f labeled diagrams to explain the process.
Stargazers by Gail Gibbons (1992), the fourth book in the study, presents
inform ation about stars, the earth, the sun. our moon, and the solar system . The book
incorporates a family in the illustrations throughout the book, connecting the
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inform ation in the text with their actions. Gibbons again includes some diagram s and
labeled illustrations, and the text concludes with a b rief glossary o f terms related to stars
and a historical overview o f exploring stars.
The format o f the books, such as w hether the book had labeled diagram s and
glossaries, did not seem to affect the students' responses. Each student responded with
a different pattern to the books in the study so that how a student responded to one book
with diagrams or a glossary and another book w ith the same format would vary even
within one stu d en t's responses.
Courtney had a higher word count and num ber o f responses to How a House Is
B u ilt, but she had lower count and responses to Stargazers. Each o f these books was
written and illustrated by Gail Gibbons and included labels and a glossary. Sam .
however, had low er word count and responses to How a House Is Built and higher to
Stargazers. The books were by the sam e author and had sim ilar format, and yet these
two participants responded to them in a different manner.
The subject m atter o f the books did not seem to elicit sim ilar patterns o f
response from the participants. The concrete subject m atter such as in H ow a H ouse Is
Built and W hat H appens to a Hamburger as well as the abstract subject m atter in Feel
the Wind and Stargazers evoked diverse patterns o f response from the participants..
Characters were included in the illustrations in all o f the books. The participants
noted the individuals or groups o f people in the illustrations by using “she.” “ he." or
“they” in their responses. The characters becam e a reference for talking about the
inform ation on that page. Shine and R oser (1999) noted a sim ilar response pattern with
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the preschoolers in their study in w hich the talk o f the participants focused initially on
searching for characters and using them as a means o f describing the text.
U-View
The linear continuum o f efferent-aesthetic responses proposed by Rosenblatt
(1989. 1994a) had been difficult for me to visualize in reference to young children's
efferent and aesthetic responses to informational text. It seem ed that visually a ”u"
exem plified the nature o f the young children's responses.
There is a direct connection between the responses and the text where the "u"
spans the text line at points B and C (See figure 5.1). On one side would be the
prim arily efferent responses, point B. when the children sum m arize and provide som e
detail from the text. On the other side o f the base o f the “u” would be the prim arily
aesthetic response, point C. such as when the children identify specific parts o f the text
that they like or provide a general evaluation o f the text. These two types o f responses
are closely connected to the text as depicted by the base line o f the “u" parallel to the
text line. As the arms o f the "u" rise from the base line, the text-based responses are
taken to a different category. The prim arily efferent w ould rise to a most efferent
response at point A. such as w hen the reader takes the text and relates it to other texts or
know n inform ation. The prim arily aesthetic would rise to a m ost aesthetic response at
point D, such as when the reader relates the text to personal experience or has a flight o f
fancy o ff from the text.
Transform ations within the u-view are slides betw een A to B, B to C. or C to D
as w ell as the reverse order. The skips become diagonal lines between A and C o r B
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and D as w ell as the reverse direction. The hop becomes clear as it occurs between A
and D or D and A.
A *

• D

Figure 5.1: The U-View o f Efferent-Aesthetic Responses and Transformations
The u-view clearly depicts the nature o f the continuum between efferent and
aesthetic responses with young children. It situates the text within two categories o f
response and illustrates the departure front the purely text-based response as the arm s o f
the "u" rise from the base line.
T his study indicated that students were capable o f responding to informational
trade books from different categories and at times, multiple categories in one answer.
Assuming that students will be having responses in different categories to informational
trade books, teacher questioning could be guided by the u-view o f student responses and
transform ations. The u-view dem onstrates that there will not be ju st primarily efferent
responses, but responses at all categories.
Implications for the Classroom
W hat does this study mean to the classroom teacher? How does this knowledge
influence instructional practices using nonfiction? There are several implications for
the classroom im plied from this study: give students time to talk following a read-loud,
be flexible and accom m odating, expect a variety o f responses within the u-view
framework, and incorporate inform ational trade books in the read-aloud program.
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The children talked freely during the interviews about the informational trade
books and incorporated their personal narratives which was also found in other studies
(Trotter, 1995: Shine & Roser, 1999). The students might talk more at one tim e than
another. Their responses might shift to more categories follow ing one reading and than
to another. Teachers would need to allow time for more interaction when reading aloud
an inform ational trade book (Vardell and Copeland. 1992) and expect a variety o f
response patterns even from the same student.
The children in the study responded predominantly in the primarily efferent
category especially to such questions as to tell about the book or to tell about the
pictures. A nother question such as when the children are asked what they liked best in
the books m ight evoke a prim arily aesthetic response. W ithin their answers the children
might, however, shift to another category and then even back again to the original
category. Since the students could be having a full range o f possible responses to the
text during a read-aioud. a teacher's questioning and discussion following or during a
book reading would need to be flexible to accommodate a variety o f responses and
shifting that may occur.
This study indicated that students were capable o f responding to inform ational
trade books in different categories and at times, multiple categories in one answer. If
teacher questioning technique only allows one stance, prim arily efferent, the students
are being only partially heard. Teacher questioning would align the classroom read-loud
experience using informational books with the one-view thinking o f N ew C riticism o f
fiction (M any, 1989; Rosenblatt. 1991). Assuming that students will be having
responses in different categories to informational trade books, teacher questioning could
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be guided by the u-view o f student responses and transformations. The u-view
dem onstrates that there will not be ju st prim arily efferent responses, but responses at all
categories.
Informational trade books are interesting to children. The children responded
freely to the books in this study and the same has occurred in other studies (Trotter.
1995; Caswell & Duke, 1998; Yopp & Yopp. 2000). and yet there is still limited use o f
this genre in classrooms (Duke. 2000). Teachers need to find a way to include
inform ational books in the classroom , allow the time for children to respond to the texts,
and accept a full range o f responses from the children. A classroom teacher who allows
for diverse responses gives freedom o f expression to the students instead o f channeling
thinking into one response category.
In essence, a classroom is shaped by the pattern o f discussion. The knowledge
o f the diversity that might occur in children’s responses to inform ational trade books
prepares teachers to expect m ultiple categories o f response and possibly not suppress
responses o f various types. The teacher can plan for the diversity in responses with a
variety o f questions that elicit different categories o f response. The teacher can allow
adequate time for responses from other categories to enrich children's experiences with
inform ational trade books.
Suggestions for Further Research
If children are having responses in different categories to inform ational trade
books, then further research needs to be done in order to understand the effects o f the
different categories o f response on understanding informational text. As M any (1989)
found, w hen students adopted the m ost aesthetic stance to fiction, they had a greater
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understanding. Does the same occur w ith informational trade books? W hen children
have the freedom to relate in an aesthetic way to informational trade books, does it
allow for greater understanding?
The first grade children in the study responded to inform ational trade books
within the fram ework o f the u-view. Does this represent the nature o f other young
children's responses and transformations? W hat happens as children get older? Do
they still have responses in the four categories? What types o f interaction occur?
V arious questions tended to evoke either more prim arily efferent or primarily
aesthetic responses such as when the children were asked to tell about the book or what
they liked best. How would the children respond if only one question was used that
elicited both efferent and aesthetic responses such as what they were thinking about as
the book w as read? Did the inclusion other questions influence the study? Would there
still be more primarily efferent responses using only this one question?
The question remains from the lim itations o f the study if more books or more
children were included in the study would there be stronger patterns o f response or
would the responses remain diverse and varied? Further research could be conducted
with a larger sam ple or with more books over a longer period o f time.
The study used four books, two abstract topics and two concrete topics. What
would have happened if there had not been this mixture? I f books only on abstract
topics or books only on concrete topics had been used, w ould the children's responses
have been different? The four books in the study were unrelated. W hat would have
happened if four books on one topic had been used? These seem to be im portant
questions that w ould merit further study.
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APPENDIX A
SELECTION CRITERIA FOR THE NCTE ORBIS PICTUS AWARD *
Accuracy:
facts current and complete
balance o f fact and theory
varying points o f view included
stereotypes avoided
author’s qualifications adequate
appropriate scope
authenticity o f detail
O rganization:
logical development
clear sequence
interrelationships indicated
patterns provided (e.g., general-to-specific, sim ple-to-com plex)
Design:
attractive
readable
illustrations com plement text
placem ent o f illustrative material appropriate
com plem entary media, format, typeface appropriate
Style:
interesting, stimulating w riting
au th o r's enthusiasm for subject evident
curiosity and wonder encouraged
appropriate terminology used
rich language used

* Excerpt from Vardell, 1991
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CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATING NONFICTION TRADE BOOKS *
Accuracy
information about author expertise/experience given
information about photo credits given
references cited throughout the text or bibliography provided
information is current and accurate
Organization & layout
table o f contents
chapter and section headings
summaries
index
glossary
charts
graphs
m aps
illustrations
predominant pattern o f organization: cause & effect, com parison/contrast, time
order, problem /solution, description
Cohesion o f ideas
major ideas logically connected throughout text
sentence level ideas are logically connected to each other
(i.e., do not require reader to make a lot o f inferences)
respects read er's probable background knowledge
appropriate conceptual load
avoids irrelevant details
provides good model o f expository writing
Specialized vocabulary
defined as it is introduced
defined in pictures, captions, labels, or clarified visually
defined in glossary
Reader interest
has aesthetic appeal
has colorful illustrations or photos
uses appropriate format (i.e., page and print size)
has positive role models with respect to gender and ethnicity
activities and/or experiments w ithin the text are m otivating
3 = meets all or m ost criteria

2 = m eets some criteria

1 = m eets few criteria

Check all that apply, o r write NA if not applicable.

* Excerpt from Sudol & King 1996
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APPENDIX B
PERMISSION LETTER TO PARENTS

Parents
______________ Class
_______________School
_______________ Street
City. State Zip
Dear Parents:
1 am a graduate student w orking on my doctorate degree in curriculum and
instruction at Louisiana State University. I am interested in children’s early reading
experiences and would like to do a study o f first-grade children’s responses to hearing
books read aloud. In the study, the classroom teacher would read aloud a children's
book. I would have a sample group o f children draw a picture about the book and
answ er som e questions about their pictures and the book. The study would entail the
children hearing and responding to four books over four weeks.
M rs .
has graciously allow ed me to conduct the study in her classroom . At
this time, I would like to obtain your permission to possibly have your child participate
in the small group sample and to record your child’s responses during the read-aloud
sessions. The identities o f all children will remain confidential. Please indicate your
response on the form below and return it to Mrs.
by Tuesday, March 5. 1996. If you
have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 766-3972.
Thank you for your cooperation and support.
Sincerely.
Kay M. Broders

Return this portion to M rs.
assistance.

by Tuesday, March 5, 1996. Thank you for your

My c h ild ,_______________________________ , can participate in the study.
My c h ild ,_______________________________ , cannot participate in the study.
Parent or guardian’s signature:__________________________________ D a te :____________
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS USED IN THE STUDY

1. Tell me about the book.
2. W hat do you think is important about this book? Why?
3. W hat were you thinking about w hen the book was read?
4. If you were going to tell som eone about this book, what would you tell them ?
5. Tell me about the part you liked best. Why?
6. Tell me about the pictures in the book.
7. Is there anything else that you w ould like to tell me about the book?
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APPENDIX D
CODED TRANSCRIPT
Passage:
Researcher: Tell me about the book.
Child: W ell...[pause]...it was about a boy eating a hamburger and how it goes down to
your tummy. It was a good book. I like to eat hamburgers. We had ham burgers last night
for dinner.
Coding:
There would be three response categories in this passage.
1)_Primarily efferent:
W ell...it was about a boy eating a ham burger and how it goes dow n to your tummy.
[ 17 words]
2) Primarily aesthetic:
It was a good book.
[5 words]
3) Most aesthetic:
I like to eat ham burgers. We had ham burgers last night for dinner.
[12 words]
Transform ations:
There were two transform ations within this reply.
1) prim arily efferent to prim arily aesthetic (2 —♦ 3):
W ell...it was about a boy eating a ham burger and how it goes dow n to your tummy. It
was a good book.
2) primarily aesthetic to most aesthetic (3 —►4):
It was a good book. I like to eat hamburgers. W e had hamburgers last night for dinner.
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